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Abstract
Icelandic sign language is equal to Icelandic by law, but Icelandic sign language is an
endangered language facing a trajectory towards extinction if no changes occur to
prevent that from happening. Discourse surrounding deafness in Iceland is based on
diverging modules of deafness where governmental and societal institutions discuss
hearing loss in terms of pathology on one hand, and in terms of being a cultural and
linguistic minority on another. Discourse arising from the governmental institutions The
Communication Centre for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing and The National Hearing
and Speech Institute of Iceland as well as discourse from the social institutions The
Association of the Deaf and The Association of the Hard of Hearing, along with some
examples taken from Icelandic media and society, have been analysed with Foucauldian
discursive methods to reveal how deafness and Icelandic Sign Language is sometimes
contradictorily spoken about at an institutional level. The conclusions of the analysis
uncover a wide-spread societal ignorance about the role and function of Icelandic Sign
Language in the lives of deaf people and more-so what it fundamentally means to be
deaf; in which members of the Deaf community are continuously pushing for
recognition as belonging to a cultural and linguistic minority.
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Ágrip
Íslenskt táknmál er jafnrétthátt íslensku samkvæmt lögum en íslenskt táknmál er í
útrýmingarhættu og mun hverfa ef ekkert verður gert til að komast í veg fyrir það.
Orðræður sem snúa að heyrnarleysi á Íslandi byggja á ólíkum hugmyndum. Ríkis- og
samfélagsstýrðar stofnarnir ræða heyrnarleysi með afar ólíkum hætti en annars vegar er
rætt um heyrnarleysi í læknisfræðilegum skilningi og hins vegar er talað um það sem
hluti

af

mál-

og

menningarminnihlutahóps.

Orðræðuvenjur

ríkisstofnanna

Samskiptamiðstöðvar heyrnarlausra og heyrnarskertra og Heyrnar- og talmeinastöðvar
Íslands og samfélagsstofnanna Félag heyrnarlausra og Heyrnarhjálpar, ásamt dæmum
úr íslenskum fjölmiðlum og samfélagi, eru teknar fyrir og greindar með
greiningaraðferðum Foucault svo varpa megi ljósi á það hvernig ákveðin mótsögn birtist
stundum í umræðum stofnana um heyrnarleysi og íslenskt táknmál. Niðurstöður
greiningarinnar sýna djúpstæða fáfræði meðal almennings um hlutverk og stöðu
íslensks táknmáls í lífi heyrnarlausra og ekki síst hvað það þýðir í grundvallaratriðum að
vera heyrnarlaus en samfélag heyrnarlausra er í sífelldri baráttu
viðurkenningu sem fyrst og fremst mál- og menningarminnihlutahópur.
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Foreword
I am usually called Darri by those who know me. My name is signed by hooking the
index finger and touching it away from the chin in two simple motions. My name looks
suspiciously similar to the word for „hearing‟ in American Sign Language, and although
I am hearing, this is a coincidence. Both of my parents are Deaf which makes me a
CODA (Child of Deaf Adults). This means that I grew up speaking Icelandic Sign
Language as my first language and developed strong ties to the Deaf-World. I lived in
the United States between the ages of six to ten years old where I had the fortune of
learning American Sign Language and encountering Deaf Culture at Gallaudet
University, the only university in the world to teach entirely in sign language. This
exposure to Deaf people of all kinds of nationalities created a fascination within me for
sign languages from around the world, and became the basis for my cultural identity as
a CODA with one foot in the Hearing world and another in the Deaf-World.
For my undergraduate degree I studied Japanese language and culture where I
received the opportunity to live in Japan for a year as a part of my education. In Japan I
studied Japanese Sign Language and worked closely with the local Deaf community.
My interest for sign languages and global Deaf Cultures arises out of answering many
familiar questions from other hearing people about deafness and sign language. The role
of connecting the hearing world to the Deaf-World came naturally to me and eventually
lit a spark that has since intensified and progressed, becoming a catalyst for my passions
and prompting me to engage in this analysis. This essay would never have come into
fruition if not for my endlessly patient, compassionate, and resourceful instructors
Davíð Ólafsson and Rannveig Sverrisdóttir to whom I wish to sincerely thank. I also
wish to extend gratitude to my friend Steinunn, who has gone above and beyond in her
assistance to me. Finally, I would like to dedicate this essay to Victoria, who has made
me a better person throughout this entire process; thank you keeping the flame alight.
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Introduction
Icelandic Sign Language (ÍTM)1 was fastened into law in 2011 by the Icelandic
government, acknowledging it as the first language of those who rely on it for
communication and expression with the same rights as Icelandic (Act no. 61/2011). But
four years later the Committee on Icelandic Sign Language (Málnefnd um íslenskt
táknmál) concluded that ÍTM is an endangered language which may face extinction if
drastic measures are not taken (Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015). The culture of Icelandic Deaf
people is also threatened by the same trajectory towards extinction resulting from
radically differing viewpoints on deafness in Icelandic society and within the
infrastructure of the Icelandic Government that is perpetuated by a mostly benevolent
ignorance and an inadvertent minimization of Deaf Culture and ÍTM. The bodies of
discourse of two governmental institutions (Samskiptamiðstöð heyrnarlausra og
heyrnarskertra and Heyrnar- og talmeinastöð Íslands) along with two social institutions
(Félag heyrnarlausra and Heyrnarhjálp) have been chosen for analysis to reflect how a
skewed understanding of deafness as purely a pathological condition is contributing to
the potential extinction of the native culture and language of the Icelandic Deaf
community.
This essay is split up into three segments and will begin its first part by
contextualizing Deaf Studies, the Deaf experience and sign languages as valid
languages. Then it will establish a relationship between language and culture under the
lenses of endangerment to reveal a common correlating trajectory of disappearance.
Icelandic Deaf Culture will be established as a real living culture independent of
Icelandic Hearing culture with its history briefly summarized and its institutions
explained.
The second segment will go deeper into the power relations between Deaf
communities and governmental institutions, exploring Deafhood in context to a history
of deaf oppression and a violent misunderstanding of what it means to be deaf. The
argument borrows ideas of power from philosopher Michel Foucault, epistemological
violence from epistemological theorist Andrew Norman, and hegemony from the
political and philosophical writer Antonio Gramsci. Deafness will be distinguished from
other disabilities and a question is raised at what constitutes a disability in the first
place.

1

Abbreviation for Íslenskt táknmál
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Finally, the third segment defines discourse and delves into analysis on the
aforementioned institutions along with other affiliated groups so as to demonstrate how
separate governmental branches can be seemingly working together but actually operate
under fundamentally different understandings of deafness. The two social institutions
enter the limelight as an extension to the operational ideologies of the governmental
establishments to depict how these conflicting ideologies reach beyond the parliament
and are a part of a deep-rooted societal conception of deafness as a disease. It will be
argued that a lack of linguistic and epistemological clarity is harmful to the continued
existence of Deaf Culture in Iceland, and ultimately contributes to its declining status.
The purpose of this essay is to illuminate how conventional ways of thinking about
deafness outside of the Deaf-World is rooted in age-old practices of oppression which
have taken on new forms in subtleties of language. It aims to illustrate the ways in
which deafness is violently conceived by specialists, experts, and decision-makers
based on an out-dated epistemology of deafness as a homogenous pathological
condition which often ignores the many ways to be deaf that are directly derived from
the experiences and retellings of Deaf peoples and their communities.
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First Segment – Culture, Language, and the Deaf-World
Culture is Ordinary: A Definition
Culture is as ubiquitous as people - everybody has culture - but attempts to understand
the concept can prove to be difficult as many seemingly unconnected aspects of life fall
under the same banner of „culture‟. A variety of daily practices and phenomenon can be
viewed through the lenses of culture, from classical musical concerts to avant-garde
fantasy literature, but what exactly is meant by the term? Culture, as defined by James
A. Banks (2010, 8) expert on multicultural education, is a unifying set of one or more
abstract features which connect a group of people in a meaningful way. Culture is the
unique manner in which intangible and symbolic aspects of life such as language,
values, goals, traditions, history, and practices are perceived and interpreted by groups
to contribute to the forming of an identity.
Cultures used to be conceptualized as a manifestation of sovereign states existing
within national borders, while cultural literacy was seen as being afforded only to a
privileged few. Raymond Williams, culture studies scholar at Cambridge University,
challenged that notion by making the claim in an essay of the same name, that Culture
is Ordinary (2011). In his essay, Williams underlines that culture is not a commodity
which belongs to a cultural elite to be manufactured and disseminated in a top-down
hierarchy for the masses to consume. Everybody, from working class families to
accomplished artists, have culture. Culture is neither rare nor exclusively highbrow. It is
commonplace and has subjective significance.
Individuals may identify with many different culture groups to varying degrees. To
illustrate how nuanced and multifaceted culture‟s role plays in developing an
individual‟s personal identity one can take the example of a heavy-metal playing
Norwegian. In this example our subject‟s nationality embodies a meta-culture in which
the inhabitants of the country are unified through a shared language and history. It is
part of the subject‟s heritage and has been instilled automatically from birth due to their
absorption of the region‟s cultural climate. Their involvement with the heavy-metal
music scene is different from the Norwegian meta-culture and embodies a different set
of values and rules that are not exclusive to Norway, the attributes of this musical genre
sets itself apart based on certain principles and thus a subculture is created and
contextualized within the individual, their musical identity woven into the cultural
tapestry of their national identity.
8

Everything from the environment to individual interests fit into the kaleidoscope of
personality in varying and interlocking ways. The streams of influence are unlimited in
their capacity to mould and adapt to the zeitgeist of the time.
Carol Padden (1989), a Deaf scholar and professor in the Department of
Communication at the University of California, has produced a large body of work
offering the Deaf insider‟s perspective on deafness. Padden has been working towards
establishing Deaf Culture as independent from Hearing culture and was a pioneer in
promoting the idea of Deaf Culture. Padden originally offered this definition of culture
in 1980 but the source material is a republished version from 1989:
A culture is a set of learned behaviors of a group of people who have their own
language, values, rules for behavior, and traditions. A person may be born into
a culture; he is brought up according to the values of the culture and his
personality and behavior are shaped by his cultural values. (Padden 1989, 4)
Padden makes a distinction between culture and community where one‟s community is
the environment one exists in, in which individuals adhere to certain social principles
and reciprocate responsibility. For instance, a Mexican can belong to a community in
the suburbs of Paris, work there, speak French, form connections with people of varying
backgrounds in that area, but still hold Mexican cultural values and prefer to speak
Spanish. “Thus, a person‟s beliefs and actions are mainly influenced by his culture, but
his work and many social activities are carried out within his community.” (Padden
1989, 4).
Many scholars (Ladd 2003, Lane 1992, Padden and Humphries 1988, Lane,
Hoffmeister and Bahan 1996, Stefánsdóttir 2005, Jankowski 1997) have since argued in
line with Padden‟s views that Deaf Culture is a fully-fledged culture completely
independent of Hearing culture. Because of a shared sensorial experience, a visual
language, and a common history of prejudice Deaf Culture is not viewed as a subculture
belonging to a larger Hearing meta-culture but is rather its own living beast. Deaf
Culture is ordinary as well, thriving without borders and existing within many
communities, the collective values and experiences that make up Deaf Culture is
sometimes referred to as the Deaf-World.
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Deaf Culture and the Deaf-World
The Deaf-World is a term derived from American Sign Language (ASL) designating the
cultural and linguistic groups of Deaf people around the world. 2 Henceforth the DeafWorld refers to the cultural and linguistic groups of Deaf people posed in juxtaposition
to Hearing society which often embodies separate and even opposing values.
James Woodward (1972), professor of sociolinguistics and ASL researcher, was
the first person to make a distinction between the lowercase „d‟ deaf and the uppercase
„D‟ Deaf, a convention which is still found in Deaf Studies today (Padden and
Humphries 1988, Stefánsdóttir 2005). The former describes the pathological condition
of hearing loss as a corporeal state of being. The latter expresses a cultural module of
Deafness (Padden 1980, Stefánsdóttir 2005). The style of making a distinction between
a lowercase descriptor versus an uppercase one is borrowed from fields such as Black
Studies,3 where the lowercase always expresses an objective state of being and the
uppercase indicates at a personal placement within a culture independent from the
individual‟s corporeal reality. There are a few issues that arise with the d/D distinction
where categorization and identity-labels are seen as being taken too far.
Some scholars, such as Kusters, De Meulder and O‟Brien (2017), propose that the
distinction should not be so strong in the progression of Deaf Studies. They suggest that
Woodward‟s original definition of the lowercase expression of deafness has been
misinterpreted by Deaf Studies scholars such as Padden and Humphries (1988) as a
medical/oral representation of deafness when it was originally intended to point out the
existence of a “sociocultural experience of being deaf” (Kusters, De Meulder and
O‟Brien 2017, 21). Kusters, De Meulder and O‟Brien point out that the distinction is
often made to create a dichotomy between signing and non-signing deaf individuals,
unnecessarily grouping people of common concerns into separate affiliations. These
criticisms involve the problematic nature of identity politics where some feel that:
[…] it may be time to move beyond the slippery language of identity, which as
an analytical concept can „mean too much‟ (when understood in a strong sense),
too little (when understood in a weak sense), or nothing at all (because of its
sheer ambiguity) (Brubaker and Cooper 2000, 1)

2

The common convention for transcribing signs into text is to express them in small capital letters (Lane,
Hoffmeister and Bahan 1996). This essay will adopt this convention in cases where the original author
being referenced does the same.
3
For example James and Busia„s Theorizing Black feminisms: The visionary pragmatism of Black women
(1993).
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Deaf Studies is field of study which integrates different academic fields, but it is one
which is largely political due to issues members of the community commonly
experience. These issues involve human rights, cultural acceptance, language validity,
disability rights and so on. Kusters, De Meulder and O‟Brien point out that a lot of
dialogue within Deaf Studies is thus often working within a negative framework that is
all too seldom poised against positive aspects of Deaf Culture as well.4 The d/D
distinction is then seen as an overly simplistic separation of many smaller subgroups,
where one can be Deaf as well as Lithuanian, Gay, and Blind, to name a few examples.
The focus within the field should therefore not only be a battle to justify the
existence of a Deaf Culture but it is important that efforts be placed in promoting that
culture while also objectively scrutinizing it through theoretical lenses. The inclusion of
the d/D distinction within this essay does not ignore these very valid issues; but it
remains in usage throughout this essay due to the convention perpetuated by the
Icelandic Deaf community itself of making a distinction between döff (Deaf) and
heyrnarlaus (deaf), where the former tends to be uttered colloquially by members of the
Deaf community and the latter literally translates to „without hearing‟. Rannveig
Sverrisdóttir, Assistant Professor in the Sign Language Linguistics department at the
University of Iceland and one of my two supervisors for this thesis, explains that the
Icelandic word döff could have derived directly from ÍTM; when signing the word
„deaf‟ the mouth movements matches that of the perceived pronunciation „döff‟ or „dff‟
(Sverrisdóttir 2007, 89). Insofar as the local community and Icelandic Deaf Studies
scholars, such as Stefánsdóttir (2005) and Sverrisdóttir (2007), continue to make the
distinction it will remain a useful method of representing individuality where cultural
values can be split by opposing identity placements by the individuals in question. The
distinction is thus adapted from Icelandic into English through the d/D format but
indicates more specifically the differences between döff and heyrnarlaus.
Deaf individuals whose deafness is a large part of their identity are simultaneously
„Deaf‟ and „deaf‟ in the sense that their deafness can be described in physiological as
well as cultural terms, the two do not have to be mutually exclusive (Padden and
Humphries 1988, Stefánsdóttir 2005). Hearing individuals who have lost or are losing
their hearing due to age or illness will often identify with capital „H‟ Hearing culture,
and generally do not acquire fluency in sign language. They tend to fit into the

4

Later segments on Deaf-Gain, Deaf-Same, and Deafhood delve into positive aspects of deafness.
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pathological module of deafness and may prefer to describe their condition in terms of
hearing loss/impairment and speak of themselves as hard-of-hearing. Here a distinction
is made between capital „Hearing‟ and lowercase „hearing‟ to distinguish between a
cultural and physiological difference when appropriate. This distinction shall bear more
relevance in the chapter on Prejudice and the Hearing Agenda.
Most Deaf Studies scholars (Padden and Humphries 1988, Lane, Hoffmeister and
Bahan 1996, Moore and Levitan 1993, Stefánsdóttir 2005, Lane 1992) offer that one
does not necessarily need to be deaf to take part in Deaf Culture. Many „children of deaf
adults‟ (CODA) are proficient in sign language, hold onto the same values as their
parents, and possess enough knowledge to be culturally literate in social situations,
knowing what behaviour is appropriate and what is not. 5 It can be a contentious issue
within the Deaf-World whether or not hearing individuals can truly be a part of Deaf
Culture, but Padden and Humphries (1988) take an example of a CODA who was a
player in an otherwise all-deaf basketball team. The American Athletic Association of
the Deaf (AAAD) does not allow hearing individuals to compete in Deaf sporting
events due to them possessing an unfair advantage. Despite these regulations and in an
attempt to include the hearing basketball player:
[…] the club‟s officer wavered and delayed action that would have removed the
player. When the officers of the regional organization learned that the club had
a player who was not „legally‟ Deaf, they pressed the club to act. Recognizing
that the hearing player was in all other respects a member of the group, behaved
as a Deaf person, and was virtually indistinguishable from his teammates, the
club tried labelling him HARD-OF-HEARING. (Padden and Humphries 1988,
49)
Ultimately the player was not allowed to participate due to AAAD regulations, but the
anecdote demonstrates that these categories within the Deaf-World can be difficult to
nail down, as even within Deaf communities there are differing definitions on terms
regarding hearing loss and cultural affiliation, they are not necessarily one and the same.
Within Deaf Studies these definitions have evolved to encapsulate more specificity,
giving rise to new terminologies which attempt to explain the nuances of identity and
culture within the Deaf-World.
5

Lane, Hoffmeister and Bahan (1996) describe CODAs in terms of the intermediating agent. Poised
between the Deaf-World and a Hearing society they often find themselves explaining Deaf Culture to
hearing individuals while also acting as interpreters for their parents, commonly taking the role of
explaining the cultural nuances of hearing society. Parental behaviours, values and language get inherited
but the experiences of being deaf and first-hand contact with stigmatization does not get passed down. It
is often the case that CODAs feel alienated from both Deaf and Hearing culture due to their position of
being in the between the two.
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Deafhood and the Deafness Museum
Paddy Ladd, an English Deaf Studies scholar and himself Deaf, was the first to coin the
term Deafhood6 in his book Understanding Deaf Culture: in search of Deafhood
(2003). The term Deafhood represents an individual‟s journey for self-discovery and
identity within the Deaf-World. Nine out of ten deaf children are born to hearing parents
(Lane, Hoffmeister and Bahan 1996). Hearing parents, who generally do not have any
previous knowledge of sign language, very rarely pass down sign language to their
children. It is thus not uncommon for individuals to discover Deaf Culture and sign
language until much later in life and upon doing so finally feel a sense of belonging and
personal fulfilment where communication and self-expression is no obstacle. Ladd
describe this process of coming into being as discovering one‟s Deafhood.7
Ladd uses the metaphor of the museum of deafness to depict an individual‟s journey
to self-discovery and asks his readers to place themselves at the doors of the museum.8
Upon walking through the museum doors the first thing apparent on display is a
collection of ear trumpets and hearing aids ranging from their first appearances to the
most recent improvements in cochlear implant technology along with a detailed
description of their past and usage. Further along the corridor is a wall adorned with
memorable articles on deaf education, texts about pedagogical methods hang next to
pictures of children using various oral techniques to annunciate and vocalize. Pictures of
hearing educators and medical professionals line the wall with short summaries of their
contributions. Relics from the past are presented to the visitors as a summary of the
history of deafness but beyond a curtain near the backdoor lies a completely different
corridor, seemingly hidden away. The existence of this corridor is disputed by many in
the hearing community because it is so well hidden, but the Deaf community
desperately asserts its existence, holding up signs pointing to the hall behind the veil.
Upon passing through the curtain a large painting, imprinted with hand, spelling out
„welcome‟ greets the visitor. Screens hang from the walls where people can be seen
singing and telling stories in sign language. Beside the screens is a library where poetry,
folktales, and history fill the shelves. Rounded tables by well light corners invite guests
to socialize and rest. The room behind the curtain is the Deaf-World, hidden in plain
sight behind medical and pedagogical displays of deafness as seen by Hearing society.

6

“Döfferni“ in Icelandic.
The suffix -hood describes a state of being or a condition such as motherhood or childhood.
8
Adjusted and paraphrased for brevity and stylistic preference.
7
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The path through the museum mimics the journey a Deaf individual undergoes to
find their identity after growing up in a hearing world and being seen as fundamentally
hearing at the core but ultimately afflicted with the suffering of hearing loss (Ladd
2003). In his metaphorical story Ladd notices a window in the backroom covered in
shutters, upon peering through them it dawns on him that the road to Deafhood does not
have to thread through the corridor of the Hearing representation of deafness but that an
entirely different way of experiencing Deafhood can be directly accessed. Ladd claims
that the role of Deaf Studies scholars is to point out the existence of this room, advertise
its location from outside the window so as to reveal the cultural and linguistic
dimensions of deafness that is all too often forgotten and ignored by professionals
dealing with hearing loss.
Bauman and Murray, Deaf Studies scholars and active members of the global Deaf
community, feel that the normative perspective of an individual with a „hearing loss‟
was not an adequate representation of the positive experiences Deaf people feel about
their own deafness. In the introductory chapter to their collection of essays titled DeafGain (2014) Bauman and Murray flip the idea of hearing loss onto its head and make
arguments for social, personal, and biological advantages deafness has to offer; giving
reason as to why it is important to preserve and protect Deaf Culture as a whole.
Deaf-Gain
Deaf-Gain revolves around the understanding that deafness has something to offer for
the individual, in terms of cognitive ability, as well for social biodiversity as a whole. It
comes as a stark contrast to conventional medical and societal perspectives describing
hearing loss in purely pathological terms. Deaf-gain is opposite to hearing-loss, the
former is an answer to the negative projection of Deafness in a Hearing society
expressing hearing loss as a physical deviance from the norm.
„Deaf-Gain‟ is a concept which states that Deafness can be an advantage to the
individual as well as to society. It is expressed in a threefold manner by Bauman and
Murray in their introductory chapter in their collection of essays Deaf gain: Raising the
stakes for human diversity (2014) as DEAF INCREASE, DEAF BENEFIT, and DEAF
CONTRIBUTE (Bauman and Murray 2014, 3). Bauman and Murray define „Deaf
Increase‟ as being opposite to hearing „loss‟ which can be measured in heightened
cognitive functioning where Deaf people have a “well-developed peripheral vision, a
greater ability to form quick mental images, and better facial-recognition skills.”
14

(Bauman and Murray 2014, 5).
„Deaf Benefit‟ is the notion that sciences and society stand to gain from the
presence of deafness and sign language. One example can be found in Poizner, Klima
and Bellugi‟s (1990) research on Deaf individuals with damage to their right brain
hemisphere, the region of the brain where most of visual-spatial processing occurs,
which subsequently led to the revolutionary discovery of language originating in the
brain rather than through speech as was previously believed (Lane, Hoffmeister and
Bahan 1996).
In explaining the concept of „Deaf Contribute‟ Bauman and Murray relate an
anecdote of how a Deaf snowboarding coach contributed to the abilities of a Swiss
snowboarding team. He noticed that the snowboarding team were using audio-cues to
know “whether or not they were making the quickest stops and sharpest turns possible”
(2014, 6). The Deaf coach had the team practice with earplugs to gain an intuitive feel
for their movements and reducing the over-reliance of sound cues to know when to turn,
resulting in higher performance out of the snowboarders and better results in
international competitions.
There are many personal benefits from Deafness as well which vary from individual
to individual. A Deaf individual born into an all-hearing family could be the only
bicultural and bilingual member of that family, allowing for a whole new cultural
dimension to be gathered due to their sensorial difference. It presents an opportunity for
parents to learn sign language which can be useful in situations where using one‟s voice
would not work, such as underwater, between thick sheets of glass, in noisy
environments, when needing to be quiet, and so on. The point of Deaf-Gain is to
reframe the conventional notion of hearing loss into a positive light and to create
distance from the negative rhetoric of pathology and sickness.
Deaf-Same
Deaf-Same is a concept which has not been extensively studied but one that can be
considered a universal phenomenon in the Deaf-World. In 2014 Friedner and Kusters
published a book named It‟s a small world: international deaf spaces and encounters
containing a collection of essays in which they examine in their introductory chapter the
feelings of similarity Deaf people experience with other Deaf individuals of different
nationalities, race, and gender.

The notion of Deaf-Same stems from a common

assumption within the global community that deaf people will likely have a lot in
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common with each other based on similar values and experiences due to their sensory
reality, linguistic minority status, and shared history of oppression, despite coming from
vastly different backgrounds.
Deaf-Same or “I am deaf, you are deaf and so we are the same” emphasizes at
the feeling of deaf similitude and is one of the most powerful phrases used in
and across deaf worlds. Deaf-Same is grounded in experiential ways of being in
the world as deaf people with (what are assumed) to be shared sensorial, social,
and moral experience: it is both a sentiment and a discourse. (Friedner and
Kusters 2014, x)
Ladd (2003) had argued a decade earlier that Deaf people across borders have a strong
commonality of self-perception which is he roots with the term Deafhood. Ladd
explains that the journey to self-discovery as a Deaf individual rather than as a disabled
hearing individual is one that can be shared regardless of where one is from, but there
are differences with the terms. Deafhood expresses an individual process of coming into
being while Deaf-Same describes a sense of similarity of two or more Deaf individuals
regardless of nationality, race, gender or any other social marker. Friedner and Kusters
(2014) point out that there are similarities which can be made between the Deaf-Same
experience and Queer and Feminist bodies of work which discuss cross-border
sameness and differences. They warn that despite an overarching experience of
sameness the more closely nuanced roles that social situations can produce should
always be taken into consideration; a deaf woman in Nairobi will have a different
cultural framework than a deaf man in Japan for instance.
Studying the experience of Deaf-Sameness provides an ethnographic account to the
field of Deaf Studies. Kusters, Meulder, and O‟Brien (2017, 13) argue that by including
the ontologies and epistemologies of Deaf individuals, the otherwise “frozen” academic
rigidness of theories and terms such as „Deaf Culture‟ and „Deaf Identity‟ become free
to move forward and stretch beyond the reactionary social justice agenda of providing
proofs and justifications. The attention to positive Deaf commonalities progresses the
field of Deaf Studies to include more than the political procedure of claiming validity to
language and culture; it enables bottom-top modules of understanding in which
subjective experiences can reveal new or contradictory information. Kusters, Meulder,
and O‟Brien (2017) explain that the shift in perspective from seeing deafness as a
medical condition to a neuropsychological characteristic is useful in conceptualizing
deafness as being something more than a power struggle in which the hearing world and
the deaf world are poised against one another.
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An interesting aspect depicting the sense of closeness and unity found within the
Deaf-World can be witnessed in the curiosity that is International Sign. Unlike English
which is the most studied language in the world (Altbach 2004), and often considered
the de facto international language, International Sign is not a fully-fledged language
complete with grammatical structures that derives from any singular language source. It
is considered a pidgin language which embodies some grammatical elements akin to
other sign languages (Supalla and Webb 1995). Supalla and Webb (1995), linguists
studying the grammar of International Sign, discovered that complicated grammar
which is not easily expressed without a linguistic body to reference can be
supplemented with the direction of an eye‟s gaze, body placements, and intuitive
movements. In contrast to spoken pidgin languages a great deal more can be
communicated through visual markers than via sound. Supalla and Webb point out that
those who engage in International Sign are in most cases already fluent in a sign
language of their own and tend to build their communication off of elements already
existing in their national sign language.
[…] the variety of agreement devices found in our International Sign data seem
as complex as those found in full sign languages. This is quite different from
spoken pidgins, in which it is typical for there to be virtually no morphology
used at all. (Supalla and Webb 1995, 341)
The relative ease with which many sign language speakers are able to communicate
with other sign language speakers enables connections to be formed; sometimes even
easier than between a sign language speaker and a spoken language speaker of the same
nationality.9 Feelings of marginalization and oppression are relatable for those who
have experienced it, and common values generated by linguistic and sensory status
(such as preferring wide bright spaces) are all little aspects which come together to
create a sense of sameness. Studying similarities that Deaf people experience can also
be useful to the field of Deaf Studies in moving the field forward to include dialogues
on cultural acceleration and dissemination rather than being bound to the constraints of
politics and struggle (Humphries 2008).
Sign Language is Natural
William C. Stokoe, a professor at Gallaudet University, was one of the first to notice
grammatical structures and syntax in American Sign Language (ASL). Stokoe proposed
9

It is important to note that research on International Sign has for the most part been done in America and
Europe and can thus not be generalized to necessarily include global deaf communities.
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that the system of signing deaf children were using around him indicated a fully-fledged
language rather than a gesticulated rendition of the spoken meta-language (Maher
1996). Stokoe published a ground-breaking research paper in 1960 titled Sign Language
Structure: An Outlier of the Visual Communication Systems of the American Deaf,
arguing for ASL as a natural human language. In 1965 Stokoe, Casterline, and
Croneberg worked together on A dictionary of American Sign Language on linguistic
principles establishing the grammatical logistics of ASL and laying down the
foundations for future research in Deaf Studies.
Sign language acquired even more validation and credibility in 1979 when
cognitive neuroscientists Poizner, Klima and Bellugi first published a study proving that
sign language has a neurological basis in the brain (Poizner, Klima and Bellugi 1990).
The left brain hemisphere is attributed to processing language in right-handed
individuals whereas the right brain hemisphere processes visual and spatial information.
ASL happens to be a language that relies on visual and spatial input, indicating at a
reliance on both brain hemispheres for sign language to be spoken and understood.
Poizner, Klima and Bellugi set out to study the similarities in language between deaf
patients and hearing patients with damage to either their right or left brain hemispheres.
Their study on patients with damage to the left hemisphere revealed that the left side of
the brain processes not only spoken language but sign language as well. However, Lane
Hoffmeister and Bahan (1996) explain that the big breakthrough came after examining
subjects with damage to their right brain hemispheres. Poizner, Klima and Bellugi
discovered that although deaf patients did have trouble with visual and spatial
processing there was one area where visual and spatial processing remained largely
unaffected, sign language:
Investigators asked one Deaf patient with right hemisphere damage to describe
in ASL her living room and the placement of furniture. She was very bad at it.
The items of furniture were stacked one on top of the other in her ASL
description and the left-hand side of the space was entirely empty. However
when the same patient was speaking in ASL on ordinary nonspatial matters, she
placed her nouns out in space in front of her and made her verb movements
agree with their locations as required by ASL grammar. (Lane, Hoffmeister and
Bahan 1996, 104)
The studies done by Stokoe along with Poizner, Klima and Bellugi dispelled myths of
sign language as being rudimentary and primitive, but most of their work focused on
ASL and not on other sign languages. Nations generally develop their own sign
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language spontaneously, and some even have more than one system of signing
(Nakamura 2006). American Sign Language is vastly different from British Sign
Language (BSL) despite both languages existing in close proximity to the English
language.10 For instance, in ASL the alphabet is expressed with one hand, whereas in
BSL most letters of the alphabet require the use of two hands. ASL has more in
common with French Sign Language than it does the British (Stokoe 1960).11 From this
it can be inferred that it is not accurate to view sign languages as a homogenous global
copy of spoken language, even when the sign languages draw from similar vocalized
and written sources.12
Armstrong, Stokoe and Wilcox (1995) write in their collaboration, Gesture and the
Nature of Language, that indigenous sign languages are “fully developed human
languages more or less independent of the spoken languages of the linguistic
communities in the same region” (5). They are their own valid languages with their own
grammatical rules that arise naturally where there are communities of Deaf individuals.
Nakamura (2006) and Lane, Hoffmeister and Bahan (1996) explain that sign languages
are commonly first developed by children in Deaf schools, only to be later refined and
developed through natural communicative practices as students grow up and pass down
their language to younger generations.
Sign languages have been shown to be valid grammatically complex languages but
throughout time there have been many attempts to create systems of signing that do not
fall under the banner of language and instead seek to imitate a spoken language‟s
grammar or otherwise supplement vocalization with rudimentary gesticulation in
tandem with simple signs. These systems of signing are often born out of an attempt for
hearing people to communicate with the deaf for educational purposes. Systems such as
SEE (Signing Exact English), MCE (Manually Coded English), and TC (Total
Communication/Alhliða boðskipti) have been developed to specifically mirror a
vocalized language‟s grammar. The signs found in these systems follow the
grammatical structures that are found in the nation‟s meta-language and are not
independent languages in their own right.

10

Australian Sign Language, abbreviated AUSLAN, is also separate from ASL and BSL.
This is in large part due to Gallaudet, an American minister, establishing a school in the United States
after visiting France, and Laurent Clerc, a French teacher and co-founder of the first deaf school in the
United States.
12
Moore and Levitan (1993) reveal in their book For Hearing People Only, that this is a common
misconception.
11
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The Relationship between Language and Culture
Understanding the multifaceted relationship between languages and cultures is a
complex process and can be approached in a variety of ways. A plethora of work in the
field of Linguistic Anthropology covers a broad range of topics from metaphysical
conceptualisations of ideologies to earthly human communication and social identity,
each approach delves into different facets of this union, serving diverging research
agendas and contextualising them whenever relevant. The purpose of exploring the
relationship between languages and cultures within these pages is to establish that there
is generally a very significant level of interconnectivity between them. It will be argued
in the next two chapters that with the disappearance of one comes an elevated risk of the
disappearance of the other; this link holds especially true in regards to most sign
languages but particularly in the case of ÍTM and Icelandic Deaf Culture. Seeing as
ASL is the most extensively studied sign language in the world, and few sources on
ÍTM exist, some degree of extrapolation and corroboration with Icelandic sources is
unfortunately required to properly illustrate the degree of the language/culture
relationship in Iceland.
Language and culture are often intimately linked but to what degree can they be
said to be related? How significant is this relationship? Does the decline of a particular
language necessarily lead to the decline of the associated culture? David Crystal, a
prominent linguist, lecturer, and author, gives an example in his book Language Death
(2000) that most people from Wales identify with Welsh culture even if English is their
only fluent language and they do not have a native proficiency in Welsh. Similarly,
Crystal also describes that most Scottish people do not view fluency in Scots Gaelic as a
prerequisite for identifying with Scottish culture. In Crystal‟s view the loss of a
language does not guarantee the loss of a culture, especially as cultures are comprised of
a great deal of elements ranging from traditions and rituals to crafts and paintings.
Crystal states that: “Culture does not come to a complete stop, when any one of its
elements changes or ceases to exist, even when that is language” (2000, 121). Crystal
emphasises that language and culture are separate human manifestations that are more
often than not closely related but are prone to different influences.
The heart of both language and culture is made up of individuals; so it is often the
case where the disappearance, exodus, or behavioural changes of a large group of
people will affect the face of the local language and culture simultaneously. Catastrophe
in a region, as an example of such a dramatic shift in a population, can devastate
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populations and subsequently eradicate agents bearing important local knowledge,
leading to the loss of indigenous languages and unique pockets of culture that cannot be
found anywhere else. But wide-scale devastation aside, forces involving social, cultural,
and governmental developments have the ability to either influence language or culture,
rather than both simultaneously. This matrix of influences creates situations where a
language can remain successful but the regional culture associated with the language
fades, or vice versa.
Language plays a natural role in the forming of an identity. The survival of a
language is not automatically crucial to the continuation of a culture or a people that
speaks that language, but more often than not there will be a significant overlap.
Crystal remarks that: “Promoting the culture as a whole is the best precondition for
enabling a language to grow.” (2000, 124). In describing the connection between
language and culture Crystal states that: “Rituals, music, painting, crafts, and other
forms of behaviour all play their part; but language plays the largest part of all […]
Ultimately, to make sense of a community‟s identity we need to look at its language.”
(2000, 39). Crystal actively points out that the relationships between languages and
cultures are often very strong and sometimes even integral, but he is careful not to fall
into pitfalls of heuristic thinking; assuming that one necessitates the other. His caution
in forming the language-culture link is well warranted and based on an established
epistemology of language endangerment, but as Crystal duly mentions, each and every
case is somewhat different and deserves to be examined on its own basis.
Sarah G. Thomason, professor of Linguistics at the University of Michigan,
observes an even closer link between languages and cultures in her book Endangered
Languages: An Introduction (2015). Thomason claims that “language is a part of culture
and language shift is almost certain to involve a significant degree of culture shift as
well” (2015, 74). She goes further by claiming that: “The connection between language
loss and culture loss is obvious” (2015, 76). In these statements Thomason is referring
to the ways in which culture is communicated and passed down, where language is the
key mediator for cultural consistency through generations. Thomason comes to the
conclusion that the death of a language does not necessarily suggest an impending death
of a culture, but specifies by claiming that the face of that culture essentially cannot
avoid drastic changes when the language used to communicate it disappears, even if the
language is later revived.
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The loss of a community‟s language brings with it loss of the cultural center.
Even if, as has happened in a few cases, a vanished language is reawakened and
revitalized, the cultural knowledge expressed by that language cannot be
reconstituted if no one is left who remembers. The revived language can
certainly serve as the carrier of a new culture, but it cannot revive the old
culture. (Thomason 2015, 85)
Edward Sapir, one of the foremost and most exceptional linguist-anthropologist at the
turn of the 20th century, arrives to the same conclusion as Thomason, namely that
language and culture are in most cases inseparable and possess a reflective quality.
Sapir aptly summarizes in the following quotation how, in his view, language mirrors
culture and acts as its passenger in the locomotive of time; reflecting communal
practices, traditions, values, and beliefs, translating them into thought and words to be
communicated and commemorated as bears most relevance to the daily lives of the
language‟s speakers:
It goes without saying that the mere content of language is intimately related to
culture. A society that has no knowledge of theosophy need have no name for
it; aborigines that had never seen or heard of a horse were compelled to invent
or borrow a word for the animal when they made his acquaintance. In the sense
that the vocabulary of a language more or less faithfully reflects the culture
whose purpose it serves is perfectly true that the history of language and the
history of culture move along parallel lines. (Sapir 1921, 234)
It is important to state that between the works of Crystal (2000), Thomason (2015), and
Sapir (1921) there are exactly zero mentions of sign languages or the roles they might
play within Deaf communities. Crystal (2000) and Thomason (2015) have argued that
little can be extrapolated from one language situation onto another when cases of
endangerment are unique in their manifestations, but this reality is magnified in the case
of sign languages because of the relatively new discovery made by Stokoe (1960) and
Bellugi and Klima (1979) of them being legitimate fully-fledged languages. The
legalistic standings of sign languages also vary widely between nations, with Scotland,
for example, being the only nation within the United Kingdom that recognizes British
Sign Language and ensures its protection by law. These actualities compounded with
the fact that only about 10% of all deaf children are born to Deaf parents, and in light of
a rich history of linguistic oppression and minimization of sign languages on a global
scale, puts sign languages on a separate political and cultural landscape from spoken
languages.
Carol Padden, in speaking about American Sign Language, asserts that “Deaf
people feel a strong identification with ASL since it is a part of their cultural
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background” (1980, 94). It is obvious to anybody familiar with Deaf Culture that sign
language plays a very important role in Deaf communities and forms the basis for a
strong Deaf identity, but unlike languages of national cultures, sign languages rarely get
passed down directly from parent to child and so cultural inclusion into the Deaf-World
is often not an automatic process. Raymond Trybus, psychologist and former Dean of
the Research Institute at Gallaudet University, states that cultural inclusion for Deaf
people differs from that of hearing people because hearing impaired individuals have a
greater degree of voluntary choice whether or not to take part in Deaf Culture (1980).
Being deaf or hearing impaired does not indicate at sign language proficiency or that the
individual will identify with Deaf Culture, but this voluntary quality stems from an
individual‟s personal placement within the respective communities, identifying with the
culture that most reflects their values, one of which being language. It is then, from the
basis of choice, where the significance of sign languages within Deaf Cultures becomes
clearer. It is not the level of hearing loss that matters, but the cultural values that the
individual possesses; which are cultivated and mediated chiefly through language use.
Scott K. Liddell, Professor of Linguistics at Gallaudet University summarises the point
as such:
There are significant cultural differences between a person who is
audiologically deaf and part of a community using a sign language as the
primary language of face-to-face communication and someone audiologically
deaf but not part of a sign language-using community. (Liddell 2003, 1)
A

long-standing

institutional

oppression

of

Deaf

people

and

a

reigning

misunderstanding of sign languages as being rudimentary or primitive play a key factor
in the prominence of Deaf Pride movements where the cultural colonisation of a
„Hearing Agenda‟13 is being responded to with a great interest in maintaining and
cultivating Deaf traditions, values, and language. The process of the cultural
colonisation of the deaf resembles that of other linguistic minorities. Ladd (2003)
asserts that “Deaf communities should […] be constructed around a culture-linguistic
model. Its patterns of experience and oppression are therefore similar to and should be
classified with other linguistic minorities.” (268). In a similar vein Trybus (1980)
asserts that “language has traditionally been considered one of the absolutely essential
characteristics of a group which is trying to achieve recognition as a legitimate entity, as
a nation” (203). This statement reflects what Deaf activist groups have been fighting
13

See chapter on Prejudice and the Hearing Agenda for a more in depth analysis.
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for, namely legalistic recognition of sign language, quality interpreting services, sign
language environments such as Gallaudet, and improved social perceptions of Deaf
individuals as equally competent and intelligent members of society. In the words of
Raymond Stevens “If you do not believe the person has a language, you do not believe
the person is a complete, whole person. Such has been the case with deaf people.”
(1980, 179). Thus, matters of language extend beyond communication and into identity,
agency, and individuality. Empowerment arises in the face of oppression and
marginalization where linguistic battlegrounds set the stage for cultural warfare.
This suppression and oppression have deprived deaf children of a language, and
have, in turn, deprived them of a culture. Language and culture cannot be
separated. It is not possible to learn a language without knowledge of the
culture. Conversely, it is not possible to acquire the culture without knowledge
of the language because language is the major vehicle by which culture is
transmitted from one individual to another and from one generation to another.
When deaf children were not allowed to learn Sign Language, many of these
children were deprived of the only communication system which could
effectively transmit the culture to them. (Stevens 1980, 180)
Such is the extent of the oppression that many signers have an aversion to speech and
spoken grammar. Padden describes an aspect of American Deaf Culture from 1980
illustrating these sentiments: “But on the cultural level, speaking is not considered
appropriate behavior. Children who are brought up in Deaf Culture are often trained to
limit their mouth movement to only those movements that are a part of their language”
(Padden 1980, 96). Since these observations were made it has become apparent that
mouth movements possess a natural grammatical function in ÍTM as well as ASL,
where there are even cases of mouth movements of signs becoming adopted into
Icelandic spoken and written language.14 This cultural value stems from a resistance to
Oralism and is not as prominent today to the degree that Padden writes about, but these
feelings stem from a sense of shared history of assimilation and linguistic oppression
where some Deaf communities in the world have reacted in this manner, another
example being the Deaf organisation in Japan named “D-Pro” who also emphasise
signing without mouthing which is in stark contrast to the education many hearing sign
language interpreters receive in Japan (Nakamura 2006).
Sign Language is not only important to Deaf communities on a political level,
Karen Emmorey, Director of the Laboratory for Language and Cognitive Neuroscience,
describes in her book Language, Cognition, and the Brain: Insights From Sign
14

See Sverrisdóttir (2007) on the word „döff‟ in the chapter Deaf Culture and the Deaf-World.
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Language Research (2001) that not only do Deaf people perform differently to hearing
non-signers on cognitive tests but their brains differ. Distinction in areas such as in
cortical thickness and in the brain‟s volume of grey matter in certain locations
subsequently leads to better facial processing and visual-spatial abilities where Deaf
signers have an easier time manipulating mental imagery. Deaf signers have a
neurological basis for not only their language, but the form in which that language
manifests as a visual-spatial mode of communication (Emmorey 2001).
Beyond political and biological proofs for the importance of sign languages within
Deaf communities there exists also another terrain where sign language and culture link
up exhibiting the inseparable quality of this duality, the social proof. Nicaraguan Sign
Language (ISN)15 is a very unique language in that its genesis was witnessed,
documented, and studied first hand from its very inception to more nuanced
developments as it passed down from one generation to the next (Emmorey 2001). The
birth of ISN was a rare opportunity for researchers to study a language arising
completely spontaneously with its own origins of home-sign and creoles to more
complex grammatical structures such as in the use of verb-agreements; but this situation
also demonstrates that an underlying innate need for visual communication was present
in the Deaf students.
ISN began its formation in the 1970s when the first school for the deaf was set up in
Nicaragua, the students were all deaf but the teachers were hearing. The school‟s goal
was to teach students Spanish where emphasis was placed on reading and writing, but
students were not acquiring Spanish as well as expected. Instead, the students used
pidgin-like forms of communication both inside and outside the school, developing
increasingly more complex signs and grammatical structures. The students grew from
approximately 50 to over 400 in a few short years with the older students passing down
their language to younger students despite no external motivation prompting them to do
so (Emmorey 2001).
[…] even though the school initially advocated an oral (rather than a signing)
approach to education, the children nonetheless immediately began gesturing
and signing with each other on the playground, on the buses, and in class
(behind the teacher‟s back). A language had evidently begun to emerge where
none had previously existed. (Emmorey 2001, 4)

15

Stands for Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua.
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The examples of Nicaragua show that deaf children have a natural instinct to
communicate using signs, even when an oral pedagogical policy reigns supreme. In this
instance sign language emerged before any indication of a separate culture came to
light. Karen Nakamura, cultural anthropologist, describes a similar process when
Japanese Sign Language originated in schools after deaf children‟s education became
mandated in Japan nation-wide (2006).16 This pattern of children developing fullyfledged languages amongst themselves despite pre-existing pedagogical efforts already
in place attempting to teach children vocalised speech is not a unique or particularly
novel phenomenon. Stokoe claims that: “Important as speech and hearing are in human
culture, the symbol using capacity in man is anterior, as this symbol system of those
deprived of hearing demonstrates.” (1960, 33), in this passage Stokoe alludes to the fact
that human beings are first-and-foremost visual creatures and when visual languages are
spontaneously developed it should not come as a surprise.
Sign languages often arise when deaf people are brought out of isolation and
allowed to meet other deaf individuals (Lane, Hoffmeister, and Bahan 1996). The
foundation for Deaf Cultures begins with sign language from which other cultural facets
arise. Padden explains that “Entering into Deaf Culture and becoming Deaf means
learning all the appropriate ways to behave like a Deaf person.” (Padden 1980, 100),
behaviours grounded in sensorial, neuropsychological, and linguistic differences.
Children do not learn about Deaf Culture through literature or education. In order to
absorb values and stories they must engage with the language and its community of
speakers, the language acting as a conduit to the larger scope of Deaf Culture (Padden
1980).
Icelandic Deaf Studies scholar Valgerður Stefánsdóttir (2005) explains that Deaf
children in Iceland have managed to maintain their language in the face of an Oralist
teaching philosophy. In her interviews with members of the Deaf community the
responses Stefánsdóttir received unambiguously show ÍTM as being a vital component
in cultivating a healthy self-identity and in building self-confidence. ÍTM is often poised
against Icelandic where members of the Deaf community feel a clear social dominance
of the latter that contributes to feelings of powerlessness which subsequently feeds into
a poor self-image. In Stefánsdóttir‟s conclusions she states that sign language use is
deeply intertwined with the identities of Deaf Icelanders, setting up the very foundation
16

There are more than one ways of signing in Japan, see Nakamura (2006) for an in depth analysis of the
complicated nature of identity politics that surrounds the many ways to be deaf in Japan.
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for Deaf Culture in Iceland.17 Stefánsdóttir further explains how the oppression and
minimisation of sign language and the Deaf experience has led Deaf individuals to seek
out the root of their self-image, such as through the process of coming into one‟s own
Deafhood, resulting in a stronger attainment of those values which had previously been
denied to the Deaf community, along with a willingness to promote sign language as the
native language of Deaf Icelanders. The relationship between ÍTM and Deaf Icelandic
Culture is unambiguous. The connection strongly suggests that because ÍTM is an
endangered language the culture of Deaf people in Iceland also faces the same trajectory
towards disappearance if nothing is done to prevent it from happening.
The personal ontologies from members of the Icelandic Deaf community and the
heated political debates ensuing in Deaf communities from the United States to Japan
illustrates how sign languages are vital in maintaining a positive self-image for Deaf
people all over the world. Sign language enables Deaf people to come into fruition as
well-developed individuals. Sign language ties directly into identity, cognition, and selfworth, with a history of linguistic marginalisation and cultural oppression
contextualised within this framework. The threats from over a century of Oralism and
institutionalised sign language prejudices have been a powerful catalyst in allowing for
an equally intensive solidarity to rise and face those prejudices, becoming a social
justice issue where Deaf communities all across the globe struggle for linguistic and
cultural acceptance.
Endangered Languages
It is widely accepted that at least half of the approximately 6000 languages alive today
could be gone within the next 200 years at the current trajectory of language
disappearance, with some estimates reaching up to 90% (Whaley 2003, Krauss 1992,
Minett and Wang 2008, Crystal 2000, Thomason 2015, Sverrisdóttir 2007). In his work
The future of native languages (2003) Whaley adopts Krauss‟ method of classification
for language viability and adapts it into a six-way scheme of assessing language
endangerment, they are: “safe, at risk, disappearing, moribund, nearly extinct and
extinct.” (965).18 Where safe languages are in no risk of disappearing, at risk languages
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“Niðurstöður þeirrar rannsóknar, sem hér er kynnt, sýna að heyrnarleysið og táknmálið er samofið
persónu Döff fólks og grunnur undir Döff menningu.” (Stefánsdóttir 2005, 137)
18
Crystal (2000) and Thomason (2015) describe in their books similar classification schemes that possess
some degree of variance, but the six way scheme expressed in this essay was chosen for its precise
definitions and its inclusion of the moribund classification as that particular classification is also
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are being threatened by endangerment status, disappearing languages have very few
new speakers learning the language, moribund languages have no new native speakers
learning the language, nearly extinct languages are only spoken by a handful of people,
and finally extinct languages where there are no native speakers left.
In the case of languages in the disappearing category, there are still children
acquiring the language but it may be facing competition from other more dominant
languages, threatening the likelihood of those disappearing languages becoming
moribund and not being taught to next generations, which inevitably draws that
language closer to extinction.
According to Crystal (2000) unwritten languages are at a higher risk of
endangerment than written languages. Attempts have been made to codify sign
languages into a written format, such as Stokoe (1960), but they require an esoteric
knowledgebase and are thus not accessible due to intricacies of hand movements and
the complexity of body-hand placements. It can prove near impossible to capture all the
nuances of facial expression and body placements into a written format so that sign
languages can viably be coded as a written language. Digital technology has gone a long
way in making the documentation of signs far more feasible and easily consumed. For
instance, ÍTM is accessible through an online dictionary named SignWiki, a platform
created by SHH to document signs (signwiki.is 2017), and through an international nonprofit project that is unaffiliated with governments named Spread the Sign, containing
sign language dictionaries from over fifteen countries (spreadthesign.com 2017). The
documentation of signs goes a long way in preserving them for future generations but
the transcription of signs does not guarantee the language‟s survival.
Crystal (2000) states that transcribing languages into text is not necessarily always
for the betterment of a language as the committal to certain phonetic principles could
betray nuances of other dialects and can become a contributor in the eradication of
differing speaking styles. The differences between dialect and language are sometimes
arbitrary, on one hand Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian are to some degree mutually
intelligible but considered separate languages due to the sovereignty of each nation as
an independent state, while English dialects within the United Kingdom could vary to
such a degree so that some accents becomes unintelligible to other English speakers.
Ultimately transcribing signs into a digital format cannot be considered a long term
expressed by the Committee on Icelandic Sign Language. Therefore, in the interest of consistency, this
particular classification is preferred to the other systems.
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solution, though transcription is important in laying down a corpus so that possibilities
for revitalization and further investigation become plausible.19 Elements of preservation
encapsulate factors beyond linguistic efforts and require positive changes in social, as
well as political, attitudes.
The nature of language preservation is such that each and every situation
concerning endangered languages has to be viewed independently on its own terms,
such as in cases where native speakers adamantly insist on abandoning their own
mother tongue for another language in lieu of local practicalities, economic
opportunities, or a whole host of other legitimate reasons. 20 The hypothetical loss of
Welsh, for instance, would not necessarily be the death of Welsh culture. Values,
traditions, and customs could be kept alive independent from the language. It is natural
to conclude that a considerable portion of Welsh culture would be lost with the loss of
its language, but then it can also be argued that cultures are never static and that
generally, if given enough time, will all inevitably morph into distinguishably different
cultures over the course of many generations. Egypt‟s history provides ample examples
of loosely defined cultural borders evolving over time, depicting the ever-changing and
ephemeral nature of culture where virtually every aspect within it, from language to
religion, has changed throughout the thousands of years of Egypt‟s existence.21
Arguments against the preservation of minority languages are founded on the basic
notion that less language diversity leads to more stability and peace through increased
mutual intelligibility while also providing more financial availability that would
subsequently not get spent on interpreting, translating and printing material in multiple
languages. Crystal (2000) and Thomason (2015) both tackle these arguments in a
similar manner by making the case for language preservation, both independently point
to civil wars in monolingual countries where mutual intelligibility did not lead to more
stability and peace. The assumption that without language barriers there would be more
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See Nathaniel Doyle Muncie (2017) in sources for a discussion on the benefits of designing a corpus
for ÍTM.
20
Crystal (2000) and Thomason (2015) both point out that a local community„s own negative views of
their language can stem from external influences. They both warn linguists working with language
preservation that despite negative attitudes by native speakers it is entirely possible for the next
generation of speakers to foster positive views about their language. Preservation could still be important
and possible despite a seeming resistance from the native speakers. A myriad of social forces must then
be considered independently from other situations involving endangered languages where there will be a
different operational emphasis along with approaches uniquely fitted to the local situation.
21
See Donald B. Redford„s The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt (2005) and Walter Armbrust„s
Mass Culture and Modernism in Egypt (1996) for more information about the radical cultural shifts Egypt
has undertaken throughout history and into modern time.
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prosperity and less strife is, as such, unsubstantiated. Crystal (2000) argues that
languages are a wealth of cultural information that have the capability of leading to
increased economic prosperity rather than becoming the cause of its deficit, claiming
that: “Local languages are seen to be valuable because they promote community
cohesion and vitality, foster pride in a culture, and give a community (and thus a
workforce) self-confidence.” (2000, 31). But if many of the arguments in favour of
language preservation seem consistently logical and mostly uncontested then why are
minority languages disappearing at such an alarming rate? Crystal explains:
[Language death does] not make as immediate an impression on human
consciousness as do the consequences of, say, famine or disease. The loss of a
language is not self-evidently life-threatening. Nor has the language issue
attracted the public attention in the same way as has the issue of the
environment. (Crystal 2000, 31-32)
Whatever the case may be, many minority languages over the world are facing
endangerment in one form or another in an increasing capacity, directly as a result from
dominant languages fastening their status in new domains. Sign languages are
disadvantaged when it comes to transcription by virtue of their nuanced visual nature,
but transcription has shown itself not to be the only way to preserve a language.
Preservation is an immensely complicated procedure where each situation presents a
unique combination of features and challenges, from environmental destitution causing
cultural calamity to local attitudes shifting in favour of a different language. The
purpose of acquainting oneself with the multifaceted task that is language preservation
is to come into understanding of how important it is for every case to be evaluated in
context to the political, cultural, and societal climate it exists in; with no less attention
being put into external element such as wide-scale exodus or environmental destruction.
Languages are dying off at an alarming rate, and if nothing is done to prevent their
eradication all of the unique experiences and cultural knowledge contained within them
will be gone as well.
Icelandic Sign Language’s Endangerment Status
On the 7th of June 2015 a governmental committee named the Committee on Icelandic
Sign Language (Málnefnd um íslenskt táknmál) published their findings for the third
time on the status of ÍTM. The committee was appointed by the Minister of Education,
Science and Culture in October of 2011 following laws set in the place earlier the same
year called Act no. 61/2011 which granted ÍTM equal status to spoken Icelandic and
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acknowledged it as a fully-fledged language that is independent from Icelandic. The
committee‟s verdict indicates that ÍTM‟s legal recognition is not sufficient for the
protection of the language and that the status of ÍTM in Iceland is very dire. Many sign
languages face the same situation even after acquiring legalistic rights and are often
vulnerable to extinction as research from the University of Central Lancashire
(UCLAN) suggests.
These data constitute a limited number of languages, but the results so far
suggest that endangerment is prevalent among signed languages, and that
significant threats are even posed to national sign languages that are legally
recognised and used by larger communities. (UCLAN 2017)
The Committee on Icelandic Sign Language is made up of members from varying
relations to the Deaf community, their intentions are to conduct research and place
pressure on the government in fulfilling the requirements set in the 2011 laws on the
status of Icelandic Sign Language. In 2015, when these conclusions were published, the
committee consisted of Valgerður Stefánsdóttir, the CEO of SHH and president of the
committee, Ari Páll Kristinsson, Research Professor at the University of Iceland and
vice-president of the committee, Heiðdís Dögg Eiríksdóttir, Chairman of the Icelandic
Association of the Deaf, Rannveig Sverrisdóttir, Assistant Professor at the University of
Iceland, and Hjördís Anna Haraldsdóttir, teacher at the primary school Hlíðarskóli,
(stjornarradid.is 2017).22 Hearing and Deaf individuals make up the committee
consisting some of the highest authority figures within the sign language community in
terms of research and knowledge.
The conclusions from the committee‟s investigations show with unequivocal
certainty that the status of ÍTM is very weak despite Act no. 61/2011 which was
designed to ensure its status and usage. The committee states that the government is not
acting in accordance with these laws and claims that the main reasons for ÍTM‟s
declining status are caused by the language‟s inaccessibility and in a lack of
opportunities to acquire the language. A governmental apathy to supply the resources
needed in order to maintain the language has been named as another factor contributing
to ÍTM‟s decline (Stefánsdóttir 2005). Another prominent proponent keeping language
viability from occurring is in the rarity of ÍTM getting passed down from one generation
to another namely because no school exclusively teaches in ÍTM. Instead deaf and hard
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Far more individuals take part in the committee as backup members, the exhaustive list can be accessed
through the source (stjornarradid.is 2017).
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of hearing children are mainstreamed into an integrated schooling system which
dampens opportunities to use ÍTM, in addition to the integrated schooling system the
committee finds that “most children who are diagnosed as deaf now receive a cochlear
implant and few are given the opportunity to acquire ÍTM as their native language.”
(Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015, 6). If there are no new native speakers of ÍTM then it will be
classified as a moribund language, only two steps away from extinction (Whaley 2003).
The committee refers to a survey completed by two Icelandic contributors,
Rannveig Sverrisdóttir, Assistant Professor in the department of Sign Language at the
University of Iceland and member of the committee as well as one of my instructors for
this essay, and Kristín Lena Þorvaldsdóttir, sign linguist and interpreter at SHH. The
questionnaires23 have not been published but were made available by Sverrisdóttir upon
request (Þorvaldsdóttir 2014, Sverrisdóttir 2014). From 2011-2013, under the lead of
Professor Ulrike Zeshan, UCLAN (2017) began adapting a UNESCO survey on
language endangerment to fit global sign languages – which were then catalogued and
placed them on a virtual map. 15 sign languages from every continent except Antarctica
were processed and are available for viewing on UNESCO‟s online atlas.24
Linguists have also reported to UNESCO, in collaboration with the iSLanDS
Centre in Preston, England, that ÍTM is severely threatened. The main reason is
that the hard of hearing, deaf and deaf-blind children, as well as the children of
Deaf parents, do not have an unhindered opportunity to learn ÍTM.
(Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015, 7)
ÍTM is currently not in UCLAN‟s report or on UNESCO‟s atlas. However, the answers
provided by Iceland‟s contributors‟ mirror the results that the survey produced and
reflects the Ethnologue entry (below) and the results by the Committee on Icelandic
Sign Language (above). One submission reports its sources to be supported with data
from 2002 while the other from 2014, the participant who relied on data from 2002
marked the language as “unsafe/vulnerable” whereas the survey supported by newer
data marked it as “definitely endangered.” Both participants independently corroborated
that there is reliable evidence to suggest that governmental indifference as well as a
fragmentation of the community due to communication technologies are the most
prominent threats to ÍTM. The more recent survey added an increase in cochlear implant
usage as well as the mainstreaming of deaf children into integrated schools as prominent
23

Empty forms are available for download under “First Results” at:
www.uclan.ac.uk/research/explore/projects/sign_languages_in_unesco_atlas_if_world_languages_in_dan
ger.php
24
www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/
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threats to the language (Sverrisdóttir 2014, Þorvaldsdóttir 2014).
Ethnologue.com is a website which collects information about world languages to
asses and place on a graph of endangerment status. Currently the assessment of ÍTM
places it at endangered, classed as 6b out of 10 possible where number one conveys the
strongest placement, indicating that the language is in no risk of disappearing, and
number ten marks extinction. The 6b assessment is defined as such:
Intergenerational transmission is in the process of being broken, but the childbearing generation can still use the language so it is possible that revitalization
efforts could restore transmission of the language in the home. (ethnologue.com
2017b)
There is a consensus among Iceland‟s leading community experts that ÍTM is definitely
endangered and possibly teetering on the edge of being moribund where no new native
speakers of the language will exist in the youngest generation if there are no changes
made whatsoever. The main reason given is that a governmental indifference makes it
difficult to acquire resources to teach and spread ÍTM while in equal measure a lack of
understanding of deafness from experts and policy-makers make it so that natural
opportunities to acquire ÍTM fluency is severely obstructed, such as with the closing of
the only deaf school in Iceland, an important climate for the cultivation of sign language
(Nakamura 2006), and the increasing number of children who do not learn sign
language after being fitted with cochlear implants (Stefánsdóttir 2005).
Deaf Culture in Iceland: A Brief History
Though there are many parallels to be drawn between deaf communities across the
globe invariably there are customs, traditions, values and histories that make every
community distinct from one another. The history of deafness in Iceland is marked by
its relationship with Denmark and the journey upon which the Icelandic government has
undertaken in terms of legislature, education, and organization. A great number of
factors and individuals contribute to the formation of Icelandic Deaf Culture, from a
period where the deaf were considered mute and were not allowed to drive to the
legitimization of ÍTM in law and signed televised news broadcasts. The face of Deaf
Culture has grown and morphed throughout the past centuries to become what it is
today. The current state of Deaf Culture will not be defined in any distinct terms as that
undertaking would best be suited as its own independent research project, but it is
important to recognize key developments that have enabled and disabled the Deaf
community to take part in the Icelandic meta-culture and given rise to the distinctive
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Deaf Culture existing within Icelandic society.
The 19th century does not hold a lot of information about the quality of life deaf
people had in Iceland where only a few pieces of documentation exists on Deaf
education and the types of vocational activities that were encouraged. According to
parliamentary records from 1871 somewhere around 24 deaf individuals were sent to
the Royal Institute for the Deaf-Mute25 in Copenhagen from 1820 to 1867 to receive an
education. Denmark was the first nation in the world to ensure education for the deaf by
law in 1817 making it seemingly the ideal place to send deaf children to study. Eight
students died during their stay at the facilities in Denmark during the aforementioned
period prompting the Icelandic parliament Althing26 to recommend that children remain
in Iceland to receive an education; stating that sending deaf children off to Denmark
should become the exception rather than the rule. Among the reasoning was the idea
that deaf children who returned to Iceland could not put their education to use because
they were wholly taught to read and write in Danish, and that their existence in Iceland
would be “as sad and empty as if they had never received an education in the first
place” 27 (Althing 1871, 235).
Among those who returned from Denmark were Sigfús Sigurðsson and Reverend
Páll Pálsson, between the two emerged some of the first pieces of literature in Icelandic
having to do with sign language and deafness; along with these literary creations come
pioneering parliamentary proposals changing how Deaf education would be carried
through. Sigurðsson published the first Icelandic fingerspelling book in 1857, which
was then carved in wood and funded by Jósef Grímsson, complete with visual
depictions of hand and finger placements, decorated with lyric and rhyme by each entry
of the alphabet. In 1867, six years after graduating with a degree in theology, reverend
Páll Pálsson became a pioneer in the education for the deaf in Iceland who allegedly28
became deaf himself but then miraculously recovered his hearing later in life
(Þorvaldsson 2010). Pálsson produced many pieces of work in Icelandic intended to
teach deaf children about the virtues of Christianity, as well as teaching his students the
ability to read and write. Betwixt his achievements is the notable hallmark in 1869 when
25

The words „deaf‟ and „mute‟ were interchangeable at the time, also known in Icelandic as mállausir
(those without language). This is considered offensive because most Deaf people have language, be it a
sign language, a spoken language or both.
26
Alþingi, in Icelandic.
27
Translated from Icelandic.
28
In Þorvaldsson (2010) it is unclear whether or not Pálsson had actually become deaf or if he pretended
to be deaf, unfortunately there is no objective way of telling either way.
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Pálsson delivered his proposed parliamentary resolution regarding the mandated
education of all deaf children in Iceland in which Pálsson hoped that the education of
the deaf would be fastened into law. In 1872 the directive for mandated education of all
deaf children was put into effect, marking the beginning of formal education for the
deaf in Iceland (Guðmundsdóttir and Egilsson 1989).
Reverend Ólafur Helgason took over the education of the deaf in 1891 after
Pálsson‟s death a year prior and for 15 years the school remained operational until it
was later closed and moved into Reykjavik from Stóra-Hraun. Margrét Theódóra
Bjarnadóttir Rasmus, a teacher at Stóra-Hraun, would then take over the management of
the school, then named Málleysingjaskólinn (school for the mute). The move into
Reykjavik in the early 20th century along with Rasmus‟ new educational paradigm
produced a large impact on Icelandic Deaf Culture due to a combination of factors. The
new school soon became a boarding school where there would be everywhere from 6 to
16 students from all over the country living and studying together using rudimentary
signs, fingerspelling and gesticulation. However, despite the intimate dwellings of deaf
children, which is often a fertile environment in which for sign language development
to flourish (Nakamura 2006), a prominent emphasis on Oralism was beginning to
emerge when Rasmus, a certified Oralist from the educational institution in Fredricia,
introduced a particular method of teaching in 1922 which was then known as the
mouth-hand system (Guðmundsdóttir and Egilsson, 1989).
Although the use of fingerspelling and signing was not banned in the early to mid20th century it was highly discouraged between the years of 1922 to 1944. Brandur
Jónsson took over from Rasmus as the new headmaster in 1944 and changed the name
of the school from Málleysingjaskólinn to Heyrnleysingjaskólinn (school for the deaf)
after which an entirely Oral method of teaching was adopted and “fingerlanguage was
banned in teaching children. [which] continued long into the 20th century”
(Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015, 5).
During Jónsson‟s involvement with the Deaf community he campaigned for certain
civil rights, one of which resulted in deaf people acquiring the right to drive in 1964
(Guðmundsdóttir and Egilsson 1989). Jónsson also had a hand in the establishment of
The Icelandic Association of the Deaf (Félag heyrnarlausra abbreviated to FH) which
was formally founded in February of 1960 by Guðmundur Björnsson, Hervör
Guðjónsdóttir, Jón Leifur Ólafsson and Markús Loftsson (Þorvaldsson 2010).
After Jónsson left his position at the School of the Deaf in 1981 the educational
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paradigm followed a system known as total communication (Alhliða boðskipti) up until
1985, abandoning the emphasis on Oralism altogether. Total communication is a
method which attempts to mix ÍTM with spoken Icelandic so as to deliver the most
precise and meaningful message through any possible means. The idea was to
encourage fluency in Icelandic by ways of lip-reading, writing, fingerspelling, and
gesticulating or by any other means deemed necessary. Research done on the Icelandic
sign language community reveals that mixing Icelandic with ÍTM has a detrimental
effect on Deaf children‟s self-perception where Deaf individuals reported feeling like
their primary language of communication was being minimized in lieu of spoken
Icelandic, consequentially stripping them of their confidence (Stefánsdóttir 2005).29
With FH operating as a spot to conglomerate many other clubs and associations
began to spring up revolving primarily around cultural participation; such as a chess
club for the deaf in 1972, skiing club for the deaf in 1978, the deaf school‟s student
union in 1978, a sports-group in 1979, a film club in 1989, and so on (Guðmundsdóttir
and Egilsson 1989). The association continues to support different sectors of their
community with three distinct categories working directly under their jurisdiction; Döff
55+ a group for older members of the association which has direct ties to neighbouring
associations in the Nordic countries, ÍFH (Íþróttafélag heyrnarlausra) a sporting group
funded and supported by FH, and the youth group Puttalingar which aims to prevent
younger members of the association from becoming socially isolated by planning
communal events and extending their deaf youths network beyond Iceland (deaf.is
“Félagsstarf” 2017).
The boarding school was shut down in 1991 and moved shortly after to a new
location. It changed its name to Vesturhlíðarskóli in 1995 and a year after the school‟s
name change a Deaf teacher became headmistress of the school, Berglind Stefánsdóttir,
subsequently increasing the proficiency of ÍTM amongst faculty and pupils alike.
Vesturhlíðarskóli closed shortly after in 2002 and would integrate with the
mainstreamed school Hlíðarskóli, which it remains a part of to this day, a controversial
decision which has been criticised by the Committee on Icelandic Sign Language:
With the closing of the school the last ÍTM community that the children had
access to was abolished. Despite the fact that within the Hlíða School there is
now operated an ÍTM department, there are many hard of hearing and deaf
children in their own school districts who get no instruction in the use of ÍTM.
29

More thorough descriptions of the effects of using a mixed communication system can be found in the
discourse sections of this essay.
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In addition to the teaching of ÍTM in Hlíða School is highly unsatisfactory.
(Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015, 6)
Today, it is estimated that there are somewhere around 300 deaf individuals who speak
ÍTM as a native language with a reference community of approximately 700-1000
speakers, including interpreters, family members, and enthusiasts of the language
(ethnologue.com 2017, Sverrisdóttir 2014, Þorvaldsdóttir 2014). ÍTM has been legally
recognized by the government as of 2011 and subsequent laws have been put into effect
securing its position since that time (Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015). ÍTM is taught at SHH
and the University of Iceland where sign language and sign language interpreting
courses officially began in 2001.30 Deaf individuals have a legal right to an interpreter
in education at the primary to university level, in dealings with a sheriff, and in the
health sector. An annual fund has been provided by the Ministry of Welfare since 1995
for all other interpreting uses where it is subject to running out before replenishment
(Jónsson, Ó. P. 2015).31 The government owned radio broadcasting station RÚV runs a
10-15 minute segment featuring news delivered in ÍTM every day and an online
dictionary which receives regular updates cataloguing ÍTM vocabulary is freely
available to the public (deaf.is 2017).
The next chapters briefly summarize the most prominent institutions dealing with
deafness and hearing loss. These institutions feature heavily in the discourse analysis
segment of this essay. They serve as some of the most primary authorities on deafness
in Iceland both through the cultural and medical distinctions of hearing loss.
The Communication Centre for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Samskiptamiðstöð heyrnarlausra og heyrnarskertra (SHH), is a communication centre
for the Deaf and hard of hearing under the wing of The Ministry of Education, Science
and Culture. Laws that took effect on the 14th of January 199132 describe the role of
SHH as an agent in attaining equal access to service for the Deaf on the basis of ÍTM.
SHH‟s goals is to actively promote and preserve ÍTM through research, sign language
education, interpreting services and other projects that fall within areas of sign language
cultivation, promotion or protection (Act no. 129/1990). One example of such a project
is the documentation of signs through the free online dictionary SignWiki on which they
30

ÍTM education originally began in 1994 at the University of Iceland as an experiment for four years but
it became a permanent fixture in 2001.
31
The chapter titled Does „Sign Language Come Second?„ provides a brief analysis on the discourse
surrounding the interpreting fund.
32
Most recent revision of these laws at the time of writing is on 16th of December, 2015.
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publish articles on ÍTM and Deaf Culture as well. SHH provides ÍTM education to
children and adults alike while hosting after-school programs where their focus is set on
encouraging widespread ÍTM usage.
One of the most notable pieces of research on Icelandic Deaf Culture comes from
Valgerður Stefánsdóttir, the CEO of SHH, with her master‟s essay titled Málsamfélag
Heyrnarlausra: um samskipti á milli táknmálstalandi og íslenskutalandi fólks (2005).
Stefánsdóttir‟s research was conducted through interviews with 33 Deaf individuals and
revolves around Deaf ontologies and how individuals felt they were being perceived by
the Hearing community.
The Icelandic Association of the Deaf
Félag heyrnarlausra (FH) was founded the 11th of February 1960 with the purpose of
fighting for equal rights for the Deaf and hard of hearing. They provide advice and
counselling regarding all things relating to deafness and offer a space to organize social
events to prevent their members from becoming socially isolated. The association is
independently run but works in close connection with the government of Iceland as one
of their main priorities is to affect the judicial system and to progress the deaf rights
movement in Iceland (deaf.is 2017). FH publishes a periodical once to twice a year
named Döffblaðið. The periodical features events, new information relating to deafness,
and reader submitted articles, among other things.
The National Hearing and Speech Institute of Iceland
Heyrnar- og talmeinastöð Íslands (HTÍ) falls under The Committee of Welfare and is a
branch of the government that provides social services to families, individuals,
immigrants and so forth. The roles and goals of HTÍ was fastened into laws that went
into effect the 1st of September 200733, they include providing hearing measurements,
diagnostics and speech-aid to those who require it and aim to provide professional
advice, training and rehabilitation for the deaf, hard of hearing as well as those who
have speech impediments (Act no. 42/2007). Their main focus is to conduct research
into hearing loss while providing their patients with the best available devices and
services such as hearing aids, cochlear implants, and providing information on hearing
loss in weekly seminars, on pamphlets and through scheduled interviews with medical
professionals.
HTÍ focuses on augmentation and therapy so that hearing and speech increases in
33
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quality while putting emphasis on placing children in hearing environments where they
will be able to learn speech more effectively. The protocol for children whose hearing is
worse than 50dB is to go to SHH to learn sign language. HTÍ refers to SHH for all
matters relating to sign language and communicating in sign language. HTÍ estimated to
have reached over 95% of all children born in 2015. (hti.is “Réttindi heyrnarskertra
barna” 2017)
HTÍ seeks to provide hearing and speech to those who struggle with it and centres
their conception of hearing impairment as a disability where attempts to remove the
impairment are at the forefront of their research goals. This view of hearing loss is
described in terms of pathology and assumes values found in Hearing culture.
Icelandic Association of the Hard of Hearing
Heyrnarhjálp (HH) is a very active organization for the hard of hearing founded in
1937, their motto is “Texti er okkar tromp” or “subtitles are our trump [card]”
(heyrnarhjalp.is 2017). HH publishes information pamphlets, a periodical, and various
other materials to do with hearing impairment. The primary goals of HH are to inform
and educate people on how to preserve their hearing health, provide their members with
information services, to acquire knowledge from the newest sources relating to hearing
health, to ensure access to society for the hard of hearing through the newest pieces of
technology and hearing aids, and finally to promote the usage of these devices in
society. HH publishes their news periodical once to twice a year and is made available
for free on their website from 2010 to the most current issue published in 2016
(heyrnarhjalp.is 2017).

The Icelandic Deaf community has seen shifting perspectives within Icelandic society
on the functions of sign language and its role in the lives of its speakers. International
and local agents alike have contributed to the formation of Icelandic Deaf Culture where
foreign concepts and terminologies have been incorporated into the local vernacular
giving rise to Deaf epistemologies. The relationship between a particular culture and a
language is a complicated web to untangle where each case of endangerment must be
viewed independently, but it is evident that ÍTM plays a huge role in Icelandic Deaf
Culture and that it is at serious risk of becoming a moribund language.
Sign languages face an uphill battle in terms of beating the odds of endangerment as
concepts of deafness and sign language have been subject to violent misrepresentations
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throughout history. The misrepresentation of deafness has led to long-standing
systematic practices of oppression through pedagogical and medical ideologies of
deafness as being undesirable. The ripples of influence from these misconstructions are
being felt in the 21st century. The next segment explores ways in which deaf people
have been oppressed and how deaf epistemologies have endured violence that has been
shaped within a hegemonic system that believes it is helpful the deaf. The notion of
deafness as a disability is also challenged where the differences between impairment
and disability are viewed contextually through a social lens.
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Second Segment – Power, Violence, Control, Oppression
This part will be delving into subjects involving power, hegemony, violence and
oppression. It is important to recognize the ways in which power is enforced and
conceived of for there are many ways in which power can be subtle, leading to the
oppression of ideas and people. Hegemony will be discussed in relation to control as the
theory of hegemony revolves around the manners in which power is exercised on a
societal and governmental scale in which the consent of those being controlled is
expertly seduced and lured forth through cultural and political institutions. Violence
will be discussed unconventionally; here it pertains to the violence committed upon
epistemologies through misrepresentation and rhetoric which has a cascading effect on
the bodies of those who are the subject of study and information.
These themes will be tied to education and medicine to argue that the Deaf-World
has suffered an epistemological violence, been oppressed through governmental and
social institutions, and been controlled through means of hegemony. In addition to these
definitions comes the question of what constitutes a disability where the notion of
deafness as a disability will be challenged. The subsequent discourse analysis brings
these concepts together to demonstrate how tactical34 employments of language by
various institutions obfuscate the complex nature of identity that is associated with
hearing loss. Power, violence and hegemony are still in effect however subtle or overt as
they may appear. These ideas form the backbone of the analytical segment, but first it is
necessary to be clear what is meant by these terms.
Foucault, Power and the Panoptic Subject
Michel Foucault was a French philosopher who contributed to varying schools of
thought including but not limited to literature, history, and social theory. Foucault wrote
a lot on power relations and how they can be subtle and can possess a complex
multidirectional quality which goes against conventional imagery at his time of power
as a hierarchical relationship where power flows from top to bottom. Foucault‟s ideas
on power will be explained through his ideas on panopticism from his book Discipline
& Punish (1977) and then through the relationship between power and bodies from The
History of Sexuality (1990), finishing with examples on ways in which power is often
enacted on deaf bodies.
34

Tactics are here seen in the way Foucault defines it as intentional actions whereas strategies are counted
as unintentional manifestations of mobility often institutionalised and consisting of many tactics. Tactics
give rise to strategy (1977).
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Panopticism is named after the panopticon, a prison system that used to exist in real
life where prisoners were controlled through ambiguity via a single guard tower centred
in the middle of a circular multi-storied prison. The prisoners could never know whether
or not they were being observed but were well-aware that at any given moment the
prison guards could easily see what they were doing because of where they were
situated and due to the unidirectional opaque glass wall which could only be seen
through from the outside. In this manner a great number of prisoners could be controlled
by very few guards. The prisoners self-regulated their own behaviours because of the
uncertainty of whether or not they were being observed (Foucault 1977).
Foucault (1977) extrapolates the panopticon prison system to describe the same
methods in which the control is enacted on people through ambiguity. Hospitals,
prisons, schools as well as other public buildings are structured in a similar fashion
where the patients, inmates, and pupils are all under near constant surveillance. Their
bodies are the subject of examination by a notable few individuals who are „in the
tower‟. A large population can self-regulate their own behaviour because of an
unverifiable but almost certain observational presence evaluating them with vigilance.
The United Kingdom is one of the most surveillance places in the world with a report
from 2011 estimating that there is one CCTV camera for every 32 individuals. Most of
them are indoor and privately owned but the London tube network alone boasts about
11,000 CCTV cameras (Lewis 2011). Some of the cameras are defunct but still serve
the purpose of dissuading criminal and delinquent behaviour. Power does not arise
solely from the act of being observed but through the uncertainty of whether or not one
is being watched.
Foucault (1977) describes a subtle attempt by the government to normalize its
population by ways of the panoptic process in all manner of establishments. Pressure is
placed on individuals to conform to expectations; such as striving for high marks in
schools (whilst not acting too rowdy), conforming to hospital regulations (taking the
right medication, reporting accurate symptoms), fulfilling a specific job in a particular
manner in factories (meeting quotas, wearing proper attire), and so on. These are quiet
forms of control which may not bear much significant case by case, but because of a
relentless barrage in virtually all sectors of society of creating statistics out of bodies,
and reducing them to forms of knowledge, they amount to self-regulating behaviours
through the awareness of the uncertain possibly of being judged at any given moment.
Deaf children in Iceland are all extremely likely to frequent the same establishments
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and spend a large portion of their lives in the same buildings; for instance, all hearing
impaired children are sent to HTÍ for an evaluation and are required to regularly follow
up their visits with specialists. HTÍ is an establishment working from Hearing values of
curing deafness who estimated that they would reach about 95% of all children in the
country the year 2015 (hti.is “Saga Heyrnar- og talmeinastöðvar Íslands” 2013). Only
one school in the country caters to the needs of deaf children, that of Hlíðarskóli, which
The Committee on Icelandic Sign Language deems unsatisfactory in their use of ÍTM
(Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015). No such governmental pressure is applied in favour of sign
language establishments such as SHH.
These are a few examples of how power is innately exercised without the consent of
the „abnormal‟ body. Those who undergo the institutionally mandated processes
become subjects of observation and assimilation to the norm, reduced to a product of
their sensorial differences with expectations placed upon them to perform, by learning
how to annunciate correctly or by training their ears to distinguish between sounds more
accurately. These expectations assume that the desired outcome is to become „healthy‟
which in effect is placing institutional power over the deaf body, labelling them as
abnormal by Hearing standards.
Foucault argues in The History of Sexuality (1990) that power is not a static
expression of oppression. Power is an inescapable manifestation of mobility which
happens organically and is entirely unavoidable. It can appear unconsciously through
language, which Foucault argues is intimately linked with knowledge and power.
Power is everywhere; not because it embraces everything, but because it comes
from everywhere. And “Power,” insofar as it is permanent, repetitious, inert,
and self-reproducing, is simply the over-all effect that emerges from all these
mobilities, the concatenation that rests on each of them and seeks in turn to
arrest their movement… power is not an institution, and not a structure; neither
is it a certain strength we are endowed with; it is the name that one attributes to
a complex strategical situation in a particular society. (Foucault 1990, 93)
In The History of Sexuality (1990) Foucault challenges the notion that discourse on sex
is becoming more rigid and secretive, instead Foucault proposes that the opposite is
happening; that a certain obsession with sex as a form of knowledge is permeating into
the realms of legalistic, medical, and other discursive avenues which was once not so
thoroughly occupied with sex. The discourse of sexuality spreads into discourse on
identity where sexuality is portrayed as an expression of the individual and is
interpreted to be an indicator of abnormality and deviance such as through paedophilia,
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homosexuality, and promiscuity to name a few examples. By turning the body into an
object of knowledge control is enacted on the abnormal body and its expressions are
fitted into discourses as information, the legalistic translates desires into intentions and
punishes accordingly, the medical attributes psychological sources for sexual deviance
and ascribes treatment. In much the same way the deaf body has been viewed by
medicine and law in terms of abnormality, with discourse surrounding deafness in these
realms revolving primarily around treatment, educational solutions, and assimilating the
deaf body into a Hearing framework as a panoptic subject to be observed and assisted.
Deaf bodies are a subject of interest to the governments and are perceived from the
basis of a Hearing understanding of deafness as a handicap. Institutions are in place to
observe and influence the development of deaf children where they are implicitly taught
from an early age how to behave and what is expected of them.35 Power is an
unavoidable and multifaceted manifestation of mobility. The common saying
“knowledge is power” holds true for Foucault who asserts that power is claimed by the
bearers of information by ways of discourse. Institutions award authority positions to
the bearers of information privileging those who conform to their way of discourse. The
true agency of a deaf child is subject to these subtle influences as parents place faith into
specialist doctors carrying governmentally approved accolades designating them as the
bearers of knowledge. The analysis segment will argue that these hegemonic streams of
influence all but exclude the social viewpoint of deaf people as belonging to a linguistic
minority with a right to access and speak sign language from birth.
Gramsci’s Theory of Cultural Hegemony
Antonio Francesco Gramsci was an Italian Marxist, a prominent theorist and a very
prolific writer in the early to mid-20th century who contributed a lot of political and
cultural theories while he was in prison under Mussolini‟s fascist‟s rule, one of which
was the theory of cultural hegemony (1988)36. Hegemony is a method which
governments, or otherwise privileged dominant classes in possession of power, employ
to control people through ideology rather than violence. This is done by normalizing
ideas through governmental institutions and cultural infrastructures so they become
accepted as the standard cultural conception of the idea being enforced, tunnelled
through the aforementioned structures to elicit consent from the lower-classes. It can be
35

The same could be said of hearing children as this is a form of control placed on all children, but it is
especially the case with the „deviant‟ or „abnormal‟ body (Foucault 1990).
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Text originally written between the years of 1916-1935 labelled as Gramsci‟s Prison Notes.
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seen as self-proliferating by means of „majority policing‟ where those who hold
opinions that go against the status quo could be ostracised, ridiculed, or ignored and are
thus naturally discouraged from doing so (Gramsci 1988). Deaf Studies scholar Paddy
Ladd explains that out of culture arises a hegemonic battle for control where individuals
are governed by ways of ideological seduction in which certain notions are constructed
to seem appealing so as to draw out consent seemingly at the volition of the individuals
being governed.
Crucially, hegemony is not maintained by simply suppressing the opposition,
but by selective absorption of opposing cultural interests into its own
ideologies, attempting to secure the cultural consent of those governed. Cultural
form and manifestations thus form the battleground for the control of society.”
(Ladd 2003, 213)
Social institutions are powerful agents in defining normalcy and establishing the status
quo. Horejes (2009) explains that social institutions exert power over the individual by
fulfilling the role of gatekeepers and by acting as social authorities on normalcy and
deviance through the use of vocabulary, agency and by means of simplistic dichotomies
such as “sick” and “healthy”. Horejes takes the example of homosexuality in the 1960‟s
when it was defined by the American Psychiatry Association (APA) as a disease rather
than an ordinary expression of the human condition (Horejes 2009, 9). The definition
provided by the APA had a cascading effect on society by creating pathology through
the use of language. Because the APA is a trusted organization of experts the marking
of homosexuality as deviant had a powerful effect on the social conceptualization of
what it means to be attracted to somebody of the same sex.
The responsibility of acting as adjucative arbitrators is placed in the hands of expert
specialists to provide information, treatments, and solutions to facets of society that do
not conform to the normal „healthy‟ body. The ideology of normalcy propagated by
specialists and their associated institutions is a hegemonic process of establishing a
„common sense‟ of being. By convincing the majority population that there is a single
correct sexual attraction or a single standard for a healthy body, public opinions can be
directed into a desired direction from the basis of social authority by eliciting consent
through language, such as the case with the APA, an information powerhouse formed
by leading experts. Governments and cultural institutions seize trust by excluding nonexperts on specialist discourse (Horejes 2009). As an example, in order to get published
in distinguished science magazines one requires, in most cases, some degree of
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credibility. In order to wear that accolade of trust it is usually necessary to be verified
by a cultural institution such as a university or a renowned research facility, the
justifications for being taken seriously is often a process of conforming to the
conventions and practices already established in a discursive realm (Norman 1999).
The hegemony of deafness has traditionally been established through medical and
pedagogical institutions. Specialists, such as medical experts and teachers, are in a
position to influence parents into perceiving their children as having a pathological
condition that is in need of remedies in the form of specialized devices that enable
hearing or by requiring teaching methods that place emphasis on vocalization and the
abandonment of sign language. The institutionalized processes that influence the bodies
and minds of Deaf youths have commonly been referred to as the Hearing hegemony
(Smith and Blenvenu 2013) or the hegemony of normalcy (Horejes 2009, Davis 1995).
Gertz (2008) points out that disability discourse, when propagated by able-bodied
people, is comparable to the dominating control that the hegemony whiteness possesses
when discussing other racial identities in the United States. Bauman (2004) emphasises
the comparisons between white privilege and hearing privilege where the norm (i.e.
white and hearing) is invisible to those whose identities are already aligned with the
dominant or elite majority. It can thus often be the case that hegemonic rule applies its
power unknowingly, not through malicious intent but by ignorance of the „deviant‟
bodies they classify and engage in.
Hegemony is not an exclusively a top-down process of control unique to institutions
and specialists (Levitt 2013). Hegemony, much like power, can be exercised and
implemented bilaterally and organically when the marginalized class seizes power
though ideology. Linda Jean Kensicki (2001) provides an example of counterhegemony organically arising in the Deaf-World through her analysis of the positive
media framing of the DPN (Deaf President Now!) movement in which students of
Gallaudet University were wildly successful in reversing the decision of a hearing
president being implemented in the all ASL environment that the university is renowned
for. Their peaceful protests garnered much support from prominent political figures and
managed to temporarily “shut down a federally funded university” (Kensicki 2001,
148).
Hegemony is often an invisible form of control which subtly takes advantage of
cultural and social institutions to spread ideology and thus garner the support and
consent of the majority population. It is a non-violent way of controlling people by
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means of establishing concepts as being common sense or as uncontested truths. The
wielders to the keys of information are given special privileges in the form of specialist
labelling which can come in many forms; from social reputation to governmental
accolades. Establishments, institutions, activists, protestors, governments, and any
group with an ideological agenda have the potential through means of hegemony to
sway the majority opinion and establish control over the local discourse of their subject
of choice. Hegemony is neither good nor bad, but rather a tactic to change how others
think and thereby elicit widespread consent to a certain idea. Hegemony can be an
intentional process of relieving ideological struggle or an organic unconscious
employment of power in which agents and institutions who promote their ideology do
so out of ignorance or disbelief of any counter-ideological merits. Ideology, when
misleading or incomplete, can do violence to an epistemology; leading to a widespread
consent of violent notions to an idea or way of being.
A Violent Understanding of Deafness
Andrew Norman (1999), author of Epistemological Violence, argues that by skewing or
distorting information one does a great violence towards one‟s own adjucative reasongiving practices. Norman explains that in adjucative discussions the burden of proof lies
with either the claimant or the challenger and that by placing the burden on one side
rather than the other one creates an imbalance of power, convoluting processes that seek
the attainment of truth.
When the burden of proof lies with the challenger, such as in a court room where
the claimant is presumed innocent until proven guilty by the prosecutor (challenger), the
imbalance of power is placed in the claimant‟s favour so as to avoid wrongful
imprisonment; Norman defines this discursive tactic as the liberal approach to
epistemologies. Inversely the opposite is more often found in standard discussions
where the claimant needs to provide evidence to justify their beliefs, while the
challenger is generally not burdened in disproving those claims; this is an authoritarian
discursive tactic which primarily seeks the „avoidance of error‟. The power imbalance
makes the attainment of truth more difficult as each system requires reasons for one‟s
justifications. Norman recognizes that although violence is not generally conceived in
this abstract manner it “is violence all the same, and deserves to be seen for what it is”
(1999, 353). Through misrepresentation Deaf people have been conceived of and
presented to society in a negative light, as being diseased and disabled, while Deaf
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experiences and ontologies have historically not been sought after, causing the
community and the epistemologies relating to them a great deal of violence.
A parallel can be made between Deaf representation throughout history and
examples found in Sara Mills‟ book Discourse (1997). Mills analyses examples from
British colonial writings where authors would grossly misrepresent the subjects that
they studied. Mills argues that the goal of these colonial writers was to document their
subjects as exotic pieces of knowledge to be collected for the British Empire. Among
other things, misrepresentation was done by applying a British normative background as
a basis for comparison. The authors, in the examples that Mill provides, examined other
cultures through their own British cultural values and often generalized and reduced
varying groups to a single homogenous culture or community. They were often
described in unsavoury manners such as in Captain Dampier‟s Voyage around the
Terrestrial Globe written by William Dampier in 1697, excerpt is taken from Mills‟
Discourse:
The inhabitants of this country are the miserablest people in the world… They
are tall, straight-bodied and thin with long small limbs. They have great heads,
round foreheads, and great brows. Their eye-lids are half-closed, to keep the
flies out of their eyes… They have great bottle noses, pretty full lips and wide
mouths… They are long-visaged, and of a very unpleasing aspect, have no
graceful features in their faces. (Mills 1997, 114-115)
It is through similar misrepresentation that violence has historically been committed
upon the Deaf. Hearing professionals have treated the Deaf as a colonial subject for
centuries where the basis for comparison is from an able-bodied and normative
perspective (Lane 1992). Decisions pertaining to the education of the Deaf have
generally been made by Hearing teachers (Gallaudet 1881, Guðmundsdóttir and
Egilsson 1989, Stefánsdóttir 2005) and medical professionals have been privileged with
positions to discourage sign language in lieu of spoken language without a solid allencapsulating37 scientific basis for their recommendations (Lane 1992).
Prejudice and the Hearing Agenda
The Hearing agenda is a term used by Lane, Hoffmeister and Bahan (1996) to describe
attempts by Hearing society to assimilate, modify, or eradicate Deafness. There are
conceptualizations of Deafness which are filled with violent misrepresentations and
ignorance of Deaf experiences. Individuals of different backgrounds, from pedagogy
37

All- encapsulating refers here to different schools that engage in discourses of deafness including
social- and cognitive experiences that reach beyond pathology.
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and medicine to family members of Deaf people, have been guilty of this
misrepresentation as will be further explored. A philosophical paradigm known as
Oralism is one manifestation of the skewed understanding Hearing people have had of
the Deaf which has had a catastrophic effect on Deaf Culture and sign languages from
the mid-19th century to the modern era. Slowing the research and epistemological
development of Deaf Studies significantly and contributing to a misrepresentation of
Deaf Culture in Iceland as well as in many other places in the world.
Medical professionals unaffiliated with the cultural dimension of deafness generally
seek to provide hearing to those who do not have it under the presumption that nobody
would want to be handicapped if given the choice. Hearing parents of deaf children are
often unaware of Deaf Culture and will generally seek professional help from Hearing
specialists who share their preconceptions of deafness as an undesirable affliction to
have. Proponents of Deaf Studies have taken position against the elimination of
deafness by providing arguments for the values and opportunities deafness may bring to
the individual and society by advertising notions of the likes of Deafhood, Deaf-Gain
and Deaf-Same. Outside of medical societies deafness has been, throughout the ages,
seen in a very negative manner, with Greek philosopher Aristotle claiming that “those
who are born deaf all become senseless and incapable of reason.” (Gannon 1981, 1).
Alexander Graham Bell, most widely known for inventing the telephone38, was a
son and husband to deaf women. Bell founded the American Association to Promote the
Teaching of Speech to the Deaf and believed in the eugenics of deaf people as to prevent
them from breeding and passing on their genetics (Bruce 1990). Bell believed that Deaf
people should not intermarry and that sign language should be abandoned altogether. He
was staunchly against deaf teachers educating deaf children and sought to put an end to
Deaf Culture and Deaf schools, believing that deaf children ought to be assimilated into
Hearing culture and be taught how to vocalize (Moores 2010). Bell was a powerful
agent of Oralism and used his wealth and status to spread Oralism to the United States.
Oralism is a pedagogical philosophy that emphasises the teaching of vocalisation
and lip-reading to Deaf children so as to best assimilate them to Hearing culture. In
1880 an event took place in Milan known as the Second International Congress on
Education of the Deaf, this conference would become the most consequential in the
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This claim has been disputed in the Supreme Court of the United States but later found to be
unsubtantiated. Some claim that Italian inventor Antonio Meucci was the first inventor of the telephone
but could not afford the patent.
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history of deaf education as educators of the deaf from around the world assembled to
determine that sign language ought to be banned in class rooms (Gallaudet 1881). The
idea was that sign language would be used as a crutch and could further isolate the pupil
from hearing culture. The ban has resulted in deaf children becoming estranged from
their natural way of communicating, leading many to struggle in school due to the
frustrating process of attempted assimilation (Stefánsdóttir 2005). No deaf individual
was present nor had been invited to the conference in which a Hearing agenda presented
a new educational paradigm that would have long lasting consequences that are still
being felt to this day (Gallaudet 1881, Lane, Hoffmeister, and Bahan 1996, Stefánsdóttir
2005). In addition to the banning of sign language in classrooms Deaf teachers were no
longer allowed to teach Deaf students and the segregation of Deaf children in schools
was brought to an end (Mowl 1998).
Oralism was abandoned in the United States after a 100 year reign partially due to
Stokoe‟s research on sign language as a valid form of communication. Iceland has
ceased the Oral method since then, but there is a concern in the Deaf-World that
Oralism is coming back as neo-oralism in the form of cochlear implants.
Disability organizations usually react positively to new medical and technical
findings that help to restore physical functions. It is therefore unusual that
organizations of the deaf react negatively to cochlear implants and find
themselves advocating against these operations on deaf children. It is often
difficult for hearing people to understand this viewpoint with the result that
Deaf people are regarded as ungrateful and without insight into medical
matters. (Soderfeldt 1991, 141)
In meetings between doctors and parents cochlear implants are often discussed under
the pretence of acting in the child‟s best interests, but the underlying tone of „curing
their deafness‟ is often a dominating presence in which Deaf Culture is rarely a topic,
“their agenda is designed for members of the hearing world with hearing losses” (Lane,
Hoffmeister and Bahan 1996, 335). The goal of medical professionals and hearing
parents alike is to bring the deaf child into the hearing world with the intention of
providing them with the best chances in life. The Committee on Icelandic Sign
Language provides evidence that a hearing agenda is at play in Iceland and claim that
the poor status of ÍTM is influenced in large part by an unhindered opportunity to learn
the language.
When a sign language community is systematically destroyed and deaf children
are given cochlear implants without access to a sign language environment the
number of those with sign language as their mother tongue drops markedly.
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This is the main reason for the status of ÍTM today. ÍTM, the only traditional
minority language in Iceland, is an endangered language. (Stefánsdóttir et al.
2015, p 7)
The fear the Deaf-World have of cochlear implants lie in the notion that it is a device
built on the ideas and principles of removing deafness rather than coming to terms with
it. Both cochlear implants and hearing-aids are designed to provide or accentuate
hearing and are essentially born out of the same school of thought. The difference lies in
the ways in which they are presented and in the implications of having such a device.
Hearing-aids can be removed at will. Those who are born Deaf and use hearing-aids are
also likely to have a native proficiency in sign language and actively partake in the Deaf
community. Because of their impermanence hearing-aids are seen as a way of bridging
the gap between Deaf and Hearing culture, much in the same way sign language
interpreters are seen as intermediaries who act as human tools to bring the two worlds
together. There is very little threat of hearing-aid users replacing sign-language users for
the two are often one and the same, fear of cochlear implants are not based on its effects
but rather the philosophy of curing deafness and banning sign language. CI users who
have a native proficiency in sign language are becoming increasingly more welcome in
Deaf communities.
Pedagogy and the Deaf
Throughout history deaf students have been taught by hearing teachers, it was not until
the turn of the 18th century when Jean Massieu, attributed with developing French Sign
Language alongside Abbe Sicard, became the first Deaf teacher of Deaf pupils (Clerc
1849). Up until that point and even after, especially after the Milan conference in 1880,
the education of the Deaf has primarily been overseen by Hearing individuals with
minimal input from Deaf people themselves. In Europe39 pupils have endured
systematic instances of oppression and violence even under the best interests of their
teachers. The purpose of this chapter and its arguments is to cement notions of
hegemony, power, and violence which have belonged to the pedagogical paradigm for
centuries.
Jankowski (1997) explains that deaf epistemologies have traditionally been created
by the Hearing, for Hearing consumption, and Hearing dissemination. He has observed
39

Europe is where the conflict between the German Method (Oralism) and the French Method (sign
language) has been most thoroughly studied. Nations across the world have implemented versions of
these two methods but the literature surrounding them is not easily accessed, resulting in a focus on
Europe where these methods originated.
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that it is generally Hearing individuals who have spoken on behalf of the deaf which
Jankowski attributes to being the reason why Deaf rights has not reached as far as other
minority rights; along with the complete dominance of spoken language preference over
sign language and the tendency for deaf children to be born into a Hearing family with
Hearing values. Culturally Deaf people see themselves as belonging to a linguistic
minority and as such place emphasis on maintaining schools that teach in their native
sign language. This has created a conflict of theory between discourses to do with
disability and the deaf. The former, disability argument, generally seeks to mainstream
kids of all levels of ability into the same educational system so as to prevent
discrimination and social isolation. The latter group desires an environment that teaches
in the native language of the deaf, holds deaf role models in high regard, and allows for
a rich social environment for language and culture to be passed from one generation to
another. In addition, schools for the Deaf are often considered the cradle of Deaf
Culture because of their fruitful language environment and positive reinforcements
(Janowski 1997, Lane 1992, Nakamura 2006, Stefánsdóttir 2005). The mainstreaming
of Deaf kids into Hearing schools is seen as stripping deaf children of their natural
language environment in lieu of a hegemonic assimilation.
Frank Bowe (2003), Deaf scholar, has studied American Deaf students in
mainstreamed school systems and compared their academic performances to their
hearing peers. Bowe discovered that a quarter of all deaf students in the United States
risk being deemed intellectually inferior when they become adults because they will not
read beyond a second-grade level. Bowe also discovered that a majority of students who
enrol into college, upward to 70%, drop out before receiving a diploma. Marschark,
Lang and Albertini (2002) indicate that only around 3% of deaf 18 year olds will read at
the same fluency as the average hearing 18 year old. Research conducted in Iceland has
shown similar results where Tran, Þorvaldsdóttir and Sigurðardóttir (1993) found that
only about 10% of deaf students read at the same level as their hearing peers at the age
of 18 and that 45% of students could not read stories intended for eight year olds.
Horejes (2009) along with Johnson, Liddell and Erting (1989) explain that these results
are not due to an innate deficiency with Deaf students themselves, but arise from the
pedagogical setting in which they are situated. Horejes suggests that two separate
cultural systems are in “paradigm wars” (2009, 11), where one emphasises the use of
sign language and the other places importance on the ideology of Oralism. One issue
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with these conflicting paradigms is that both are in possession of a wealth of
information to suggest their legitimacy:
These two paradigms are reinforced by an archaeology of archived data
supporting both sides of the spectrum; they both have „evidences‟ with „valid‟
justifications to claim one paradigm more „effective‟ than the other which may
have a promoted a form of social inequality toward the other (Horejes 2009, 11)
Many scholars and associations (Lane, Hoffmeister and Bahan 1996, Ladd 2003,
Padden 1989, Lane 1992, deaf.is 2017) view sign languages as the native language of
deaf people. Lane describes in his book The Mask of Benevolence (1992) that attempts
of eradicating sign languages is a form of colonization with far reaching consequences.
Parallels to linguistic minorities are favoured over comparisons to disability minorities
because of the inherent values which are predicated within topics on preservation and
cultivation over topics within disability discourses that involve overcoming impairment
and conceptualisations of ailment as a form of suffering; but due to a longstanding
violent understandings of deafness, in tandem with powerful Hearing hegemonic
infrastructures that promote hearing values and class deafness as an abnormality, the
case for sign language and deaf environments tends to require rationalisations and
justifications. The burden of proof is placed on the claimant who asserts that Deaf
schools are positive to the development of deaf children. The attainment of Deaf
ontological truths is restricted to the willingness of a dominant Hearing hegemony to
sincerely engage with discursive notions suggesting a Deaf Culture, with all that entails,
separate to that of a Hearing culture.
The Committee on Icelandic Sign Language concluded in their 2015 report that
Iceland does not provide deaf children with a fruitful environment in which to acquire
natural fluency in ÍTM and that the pedagogical philosophy motivating the
mainstreaming of deaf children into integrated schools may be based on good intentions
but does not provide good opportunities for education. The idea behind mainstreaming
is based on the desire of a Hearing perspective to assimilate children which Lane (1992)
has broken down into five stages. The educational circumstances in Iceland reflect the
second and fourth stages of assimilation, which is the removal of boarding schools and
the mainstreaming of deaf children into local schools, fortunately the third stage of
assimilation, or that of Total Communication is no longer favoured and has been
dropped altogether from the curriculum with ÍTM being the main language of
communication.
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There are simply no special schools anywhere in the country for deaf children
where ÍTM is the language of instruction and communication and many hard of
hearing, deaf and deaf-blind children never come into contact with it, either at
home or at school. Instead an effort is made to try to teach them together with
other children in their own home schools. The actuality, on the other hand, is
that an inclusive school policy is in fact excluding these children from a
language and education. The school policy is at the expense of ÍTM language
environment. The children are not provided instruction based on ÍTM as Act
no. 61/2011 is meant to ensure. (Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015, 8-9)
Stefánsdóttir (2005) uncovered in her research on the ÍTM linguistic community that
there is a very limited degree of respect for ÍTM in the only school that teaches in it,
Hlíðarskóli. Students at that school reported feeling as if their language was being
treated as an educational tool and was thus not taken seriously. The same report states
that the students feel that ÍTM is interwoven with their own personalites and that the
lack of respect for their language made it so that they have a hard time respecting
themselves and their own bodies. The lack of respect expresses itself in the mixed
emphasis on spoken language and sign language; it lacks clarity and structure while at
the same times it reflects the sentiment of Icelandic being more important than ÍTM,
leading to the students reporting feeling unimportant and held back from expressing
themselves naturally (Stefánsdóttir 2005).
The use of Icelandic above ÍTM is a symbolic manifestation of power and
hegemony in which the façade of progress and equality is upheld in the education
system through the gesture of teaching in sign language in mainstreamed schools while
it is being simultaneously undermined by the perceived importance of Icelandic as a
superior language. Oralism is no longer in effect in Iceland but a question can be raised
whether a surge of neo-oralism comes with cochlear implants when too much emphasis
is placed on speaking and hearing and if sign language takes a backseat to Icelandic as a
helpful tool rather than as a fully-fledged language.
Medicine and the Deaf
In many places in the world Deaf bodies have been conceived of as containing a
sensorial and sometimes even an intellectual deficit, often viewed in contrast to hearing
bodies which is generally considered the normal and healthy physical condition
(Gannon 1981). In light of this conceptualization of deafness, medical communities
have had a strong voice in matters which directly affect the Deaf. Among the efforts to
aid hearing impairment there have been processes based almost entirely on violence,
such as the history of deaf eugenics in which there were attempts to ban Deaf people
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from intermarrying and passing forward their genetics, and other processes based on
good intentions which actually do improve the lives of many hearing impaired people,
such as cochlear implant technology. It will be examined how hegemony, power, and
violence appear in a medical context and the different ways in which Hearing specialists
have tried to augment the deaf body.
There have been a plethora of folk remedies throughout time thought to cure
deafness, from popular mainstream remedies to fringe cures. Mara Mills, Associate
Professor of Media, Culture, and Communication at New York University, describes the
history of mechanical hearing aids and mobile communications as being filled with
quack pieces of technology that have in large fashion failed to fulfil their intended
purpose but managed to bring fortune to its creators. Mills claims that: “Mechanical
hearing devices are easily banished en masse to the realm of quackery and comics”
(2009, 140). Some of the most violent among these solutions included artificial
eardrums that were often painful upon insertion and showed no promise of
improvement to hearing ability. Marketed as “Wilson‟s Common Sense Ear Drums”
they promised not only to fix hearing impairment but also to relieve the patient from
intrusive voices happening inside their head (Mills 2009).
The Beureau concluded that the new electrical hearing aids, made from
telephone components, were superior to “therapeutic” alternatives such as
rattlesnake oil, ear balsa, radioactive Hearium, special tobaccos, osteopathic
finger surgery, restrictive diet plans, “electromagnetic head-caps”, nasal
douches and gargling solutions. As for Wilson‟s prosthetic “phones”, they were
“just as worthless as most devices of this sort and just as potent for harm.”
(Mills 2009, 140)
One of the more extreme methods with which deafness has tried to be cured came about
in the early 19th century where attempts were made to improve hearing with highvoltage electric shock treatment. Johan Castberg, a hearing Norwegian doctor working
with deaf children in Denmark, was among of the first who pioneered the electric-shock
treatment; setting up his own research facility much to the interest of the public.
Castberg was interested in curing eight of his deaf pupils. He performed the experiment
with high hopes but it was to no avail, the children remained deaf (Fabricius 1973,
Guðmundsdóttir and Egilsson 1989). Despite the apparent inefficiency of the treatment
there are recent proponents campaigning for high-voltage electric shock treatments
within medical communities. Jindal, Nagarkar, and Mann (2005) are some who wish to
see these methods revisited and performed on deaf individuals once more. It has become
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much rarer to see advocates for this method, as there are a great deal more within the
field of medicine who believe cochlear implant technology to be more efficient.
Harlan Lane, Professor of Psychology at Northeastern University and distinguished
author, describes a five stage process of how the deaf have been assimilated into hearing
culture in his book The Mask of Benevolence (1992) with each step being a more
advanced stage of assimilation than the last. Lane warns that the more children are
deprived of their native language the closer it is to disappearing altogether, suggesting
that cochlear implants bring with them a neo-Oralist agenda. The first step of
assimilation began with the Milan conference of 1880 when Oralism was introduced as
the pedagogical paradigm to be followed all over the world. The second stage involves
the removal of boarding schools and consequently the strongest sign language
community available to deaf children with hearing parents. The third stage of
assimilation has to do with the replacement of natural sign languages with pidgin forms
of communication such as Total Communication (alhliða boðskipti) and SEE.40 The
fourth stage is mainstreaming of deaf children into hearing schools with the goal of
unifying the standards of teaching for both deaf and hearing children. The fifth, and last,
stage of assimilation is a surgical implement designed to cure deafness altogether. The
Committee on Icelandic Sign Language has concluded that:
The fifth stage is well advance here in Iceland as most children who are
diagnosed as deaf now receive a cochlear implant and few are given the
opportunity to acquire ÍTM as their native language. (Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015,
6)
Medicine is a school that aims to heal and mend ailments where disease and sickness is
the focal point of study. Individuals are seemingly an auxiliary component of medicine
where each body is a battleground to be conquered. Health and normality are the end
goals of medical science where objective evidence takes priority over political interests,
but terms such as „healthy‟ and „normal‟ are not objective identifiers that can be easily
placed on an individual as a definitive descriptor of their corporeal or mental wellbeing. They are heuristic devices of language indicating conformity to a particular
standard. What has long been thought of as normal and healthy is the ability to hear, but
to what degree can deafness be said to be „unhealthy‟?
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Deafness: Disability, Impairment, or Handicap?
At the core of Oralist philosophy, cochlear implant technology, the banning of sign
language in classrooms, and deaf eugenics is the basic assumption that deafness is a
disability; but to what extent can this be said to be true? If one is to accept that deafness
is a disability, and that disabilities are undesirable, then it stands to reason that deafness
is an affliction which then also happens to be undesirable. However, Deaf ontologies
generally do not reflect these sentiments where often the inverse is true (Lane 2008 and
1992, Ladd 2003, Lane, Hoffmeister, and Bahan 1996). Deafness is celebrated as a
neuropsychological and sensorial difference that adds to societal biodiversity. DeafGain shows that there can even be unique advantages to deafness (Bauman and Murray
2014). Deaf-Same indicates at a feeling of camaraderie and community (Friedner and
Kusters 2014) but does this change the fact that deafness is a disability? What is even
meant by the word disability?
The World Health Organisation makes a distinction between disability and
impairment where the former is described as a restriction or as an inability to perform or
partake in an activity which is considered normal for most people. The latter is
described as a physical problem with the operation or structure of a person‟s body to
function correctly (Lane, Hoffmeister, and Bahan 1996). In this sense both deafness and
colour-blindness are impairments that affect different senses, but only one is considered
a disability. This is because the vast majority of people communicate using sounds, and
thus not being able to hear can prevent an individual from partaking in activities equally
to those who can hear. In a setting where information is exclusively conveyed through
sounds the extent of the sensory abnormality becomes extreme. Being colour-blind does
not have a significant effect on the operations of day-to-day life. However, if one were
to imagine a society in which people exclusively communicated through colour, such as
is the case with some animals, the extent of the impairment would disable the person
from taking part in activities in a normal manner. From these observations it can be
deduced that the concepts of disability cannot be viewed in a vacuum, the severity of
impairments and societies‟ abilities to bridge that gap through technology and services
ultimately end up determining whether or not an individual‟s opportunity in taking part
in society will be stunted.
H. G. Wells (2016) conveys this notion in his fictional short story written in 1904
called The Country of the Blind in which a sighted man named Nuñez falls down a steep
slope and ends up in a village cut off from the rest of the world, it turns out that the
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entire village is completely blind and have been so for many generations. Upon learning
this fact Nuñez believes he will be able to seize power from the villagers and become
their king because of his ability to see, however his attempts do not amount to anything
as the village‟s residents no longer have any concept of sight and do not believe it to
exist. The entire structure of the village is designed for people without sight, where
buildings contain no windows or light sources, leaving the sighted Nuñez at a
disadvantage due to his overreliance on vision. His ramblings about sight are dismissed
as madness and Nuñez is considered insane by the townspeople. Seeing no way of
escaping due to the vast slope surrounding the village Nuñez resigns himself to a life in
the village and tries to adjust. After a while he falls in love with one of the local women
and wishes to marry her. He must first ask permission from the village elders but they
forbid him from doing so unless he agrees to have his eyes removed and be cured from
his insanity.
There are multiple endings to the story including one which Nuñez goes through
with the operation and another where he escapes. The primary theme of the story
depicts how society can be either enabling or disabling, in the country of the blind it
was the sighted Nuñez who was considered disabled. Nuñez could not communicate
without referencing sight and was seen as being mad as a result, his connections to the
inhabitants suffered from his ability to see, where the only feasible solution proposed by
the townspeople was to impose the impairment of sightlessness (Wells 2016).
Martha‟s Vineyard is an island in the state of Massachusetts which once contained
an abnormally high degree of hereditary deafness from the 17th century up until the
early 20th century. Nora Ellen Groce, professor and expert on medical anthropology,
explains in her book Everyone Here Spoke Sign Language (1988) that approximately
1/155 residents on the island were deaf as opposed to the US national average of 1/5728
(Groce 1988). Virtually everybody on the island spoke sign language. The islanders
were raised bilingually with fluency in both spoken English and the island‟s sign
language, deafness was not stigmatised or even thought of as a handicap and the deaf
were so integrated in every aspect of the island‟s culture that it was essentially an
invisible impairment (Groce 1988). Groce interviewed 50 people who lived on the
island during a period when sign language was commonplace. When the islanders were
asked to remember other residents on the island it was their personality traits and
professions which were generally recollected before any mentions of deafness had
arisen. One man was described as a fisher with a penchant for drinking and then, as an
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afterthought, it was remarked by the interviewee that the man might have been deaf.
There was no formal sign language training in Martha‟s Vineyard it was just a part
of everyday life. Hearing people commonly used sign language amongst each other
such as at church or when out fishing. Groce (1988) points out that the deaf students
even generally scored higher on school exams compared to their hearing peers, a role
reversal from the convention where deaf children generally perform similarly to
immigrants who speak and write English as a second or tertiary language. Deafness on
Martha‟s Vineyard was not a handicap. The academic success of the deaf islanders
suggests that some facet of their deafness may even have been beneficial.41
Disability is to a large extent a social construct. A society‟s ability to cater to the
needs of its people and their ability to bridge the gap impairments may bring will
ultimately determine an individual‟s ability to take part in society in a manner deemed
normal. The examples that Martha‟s Vineyard brings us demonstrates that a community
in which language is not an obstruction deafness is reduced to being a mere impairment,
much like colour-blindness, with little bearing on academic or professional success or,
indeed, an individual‟s opportunities for a good quality of life. Once there is a sign
language environment where communication is not an inhibiting factor deaf people
cease to be so culturally distinct from all of the other locals.

Deaf epistemologies and theories of sign languages have been violently misrepresented
throughout history where Hearing specialists have traditionally been the sole decisionmakers in all matters regarding the deaf. The reigning module of deafness was only
described in pathological terms and, for the most part, ignored deaf ontologies while
failing to seriously consider the merits of sign language. The notion of deafness as a
disability is tied to the society‟s ability to come to the needs of its citizens and whether
or not it can accommodate the needs of individuals with particular impairments.
The most relevant institutions that engage with deafness in Iceland operate on
separate modules of deafness and display remnants of oppression founded on
benevolent ignorance. The next segment shines a light on institutional agendas and
unearths how diverging governmental, as well as social, conceptualisations of deafness
and sign language are often in stark contradiction.

41

There exists no research on why exactly the deaf pupils performed better in these exams. It is entirely
possible that environmental factors could have be the primary reason for this result rather than the
neuropsychological benefits of deafness, though this cannot be ruled out either.
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Third Segment – Discourse Analysis
Before delving into the discursive world of deafness as found in Icelandic literature,
media and academia the term discourse will first be discussed in the same manner in
which Sara Mills engages with the term in her book Discourse (1999). Following the
definition will be a brief catalogue of which discursive tactics are under focus of this
analysis to better illustrate the themes of rhetoric found within the institutions that most
often discuss deafness. Sara Mill‟s notions of discourse shall be aided by Foucauldian
discourse theory in illuminating the forces and tactics within the grouping of statements
that make up the complex body of arguments explored in these discussions.
The governmental institutions that feature most commonly in this analysis are
Samskiptamiðstöð heyrnarlausra og heyrnarskertra (SHH) and Heyrnar- og
talmeinastöð Íslands (HTÍ). The reason for the markedly highlighted interest in these
institutions derives from their similarities of both having been set up as governmental
branches but hearing under different ministries; with SHH pertaining to the Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture and HTÍ coming under the Ministry of Welfare. The
social institutions, Félag heyrnarlausra (FH) and Heyrnarhjálp (HH), will also be
looked at among these two organisations to give a more comprehensive guide on the
discursive habits that have formed in separate sectors of society. In addition to the four
organisational bodies the wider scope of Icelandic media will also come into play to
contextualise and aid in illuminating the arguments made here. All of these texts are
analysed to portray a realistic picture of how different sectors of society are speaking
about deafness in sometimes vastly different ways to the consequence of generalized
obfuscation to the public.
The distinctions and arguments made in this segment may be considered
particularly strong, where a seemingly conflicting opposition between organisations and
associations is being described, but the strong position arises with the explicit purpose
of revealing an ideological conflict in which there is a perceived homogeneity, or an
otherwise minimization, of language and culture between the hearing impaired and
culturally Deaf. There is a need for a stronger distinction in conventional discourse and
policy regarding the deaf. The field of Deaf Studies and its amassed epistemological
basis has not seeped through the fabric of the Icelandic mainstream and, as a result, the
arguments following the forthcoming positions and their encompassing terminologies
are at ideological ends. This analysis is built upon discursive indicators suggesting
theoretical differences on the nature of deafness within Icelandic institutions that has
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produced epistemological rifts in which there is a definite lack of linguistic clarity.
There is often some degree of difficulty in discussing disability in an academic
context. Davis (1995) has described engaging in disability discourse as being more
difficult than the discourses surrounding gender or race. Disabilities vary to such an
effect that applying the same institutional structures to aid them is unfeasible. Cognitive
disabilities are often radically different to physical disabilities, for instance, where the
needs and experiences of individuals vary greatly depending on the nature of their
disability. In other words, people with disabilities are far from a homogenous group of
people in any manner of speaking making it difficult for able-bodied people to fully
understand the realms of experiences that are being had by people with different
disabilities. Lunsford (2005) explains how dis/ability can often be made invisible by the
rhetoric of silence, comparable to when Caucasian people refuse to speak about race, so
too do able-bodied people not recognize that their “ability constructs disability” (330).
Davis explains that “[t]he disabled body is a nightmare for the fashionable discourse of
theory because that discourse has been limited by the very predilection of the dominant,
ableist culture.” (Davis 1995, 5).
The purpose here is to demonstrate how the discourse surrounding deafness is
confused, unclear, and at conflict. It is not to indicate that these aforementioned
institutions and associations are necessarily at conflict despite occasionally conflicting
viewpoints. The relationships between these institutions with one another are auxiliary
to the discourse analysis. There is often overlap and partnership where there are no
points of conflict whatsoever, such as the shared desire to see more subtitled television
programs, and the common campaign for equal access to information with services
accessible for anybody regardless of where they fall on the spectrum of hearing
impairment. Identity placement, cultural affiliation, and language are not the be-all and
end-all of the discourses that are in action. This essay focuses specifically on
discrepancies rather than commonalities, of which there are many.
Defining Discourse
As Mills demonstrates in her book Discourse (1997) the term can be convoluted and
contested with many definitions and interpretations. The definition of discourse for the
purpose of this essay is as such: an implied set of beliefs and values that embody certain
ways of looking at things where language is used as an instrument to have an impact in
reality by influencing structures, laws, and practices. With its varied meanings it is also
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useful to understand how discourse will not be seen as. Discourse can be expressed as a
deeper cohesion of rule-governed statements which are consciously employed by
theorists and scholars to create isolated logic-making practices that are institutionalised
and formed with the intention of claiming a right to a subject (Pecheux 1982, Mills
1997).
Discourse will not be seen in this case as a privileged position that is inaccessible to
a group of people. Instead the focus is on how discourses organically arise and are
spoken about by the various institutions and its representatives as a tool of language
which takes on natural functions, often unconsciously, as a means to an end. While
examining statements, and the contexts which they are uttered in, it is no less important
to take note of what specifically is not being said. For this purpose, comparisons will be
made to highlight how the same subjects are discussed in a variety of ways stemming
from discourse perspectives and tactics.
Foucault

speaks

of

discourse

in

his

collection

of

interviews

titled

Knowledge/power: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972 – 1977 (1980) as the
wider context of what has already been said. No comment can be observed purely
without context. There is always an agent behind a statement that possesses some
motivation for making said statement. The time period when a statement was made, the
way it was said, and the intended audiences are all relevant to the statement itself. To
Foucault discourse holds power, as those who act as gatekeepers to knowledge are able
to control others by ways of withholding information or by dressing it up to suite their
purposes. The same statement can mean different things depending on the person and
the context in which it is said, for instance sarcasm is marked by stating one thing but
meaning something entirely different indicated by an intonation of the voice or by
stressing certain syllables. Discourses can be categorized into reference spheres where
different approaches are tactically employed through ways of arguing, embodying
different value systems and rhetorical forms, distinguishing one discourse from another.
Unlike ideology which suggests homogeneity of thought and practices, discourse
cannot exist independently, it must always be in a perpetual conflictive state with other
discourses. Discourses are positioned by their stance to other discourses, whereby a
continuous evolution of redefinition shifts boundaries, countering or excluding
arguments that do not belong within its discursive sphere of accepted statements while
also using discursive arguments elsewhere when they aid the claim or serves its needs
(Mills 1997, Torfing 2005).
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Types of Discourse
Discourses can be broken down into categories and fitted into realms of a particular
nature. Arguments are constructed and presented in line with a rhetorical theme which
embodies tactical ways of conversing where the selected approached is predicated on
the values that each discursive sphere assumes. The boundaries of a discursive sphere
are never static, existing in constant flux where the borders shift and move, getting
redefined with every contribution and evaluation of the material. Discourse spheres are
like a never ending discussion where ideas are put to the test through rhetorical practices
in order to seek justification, legitimacy, understanding, or knowledge, and influence
the real world through communication by appealing to intended audiences. Utterances
and statements shape the discussion through the inclusion/exclusion of logical and
ethical premises. Discourse groups represent a way of looking at the world and embody
particular argumentative styles. Lines of discourse possess linguistic conventions and
bear relevance in the manner in which they are spoken about.
Three major discourse spheres most prominently appear in these discussions and
have thus been chosen for analysis; they are Moral Discourse, Legalistic Discourse, and
Economic Discourse. The discursive tactics associated with these discursive spheres
feature most heavily in these dialogues and as a result appear here to spotlight the
ideological differences behind the discussions on deafness. To an extent Medical
Discourse and Disability Discourse also play a part in the larger conversation but are
not featured in this analysis due to the overarching themes shaping the debate about
deafness which envelopes them naturally.
Moral discourse covers ethical arguments and subjective values that appear in these
bodies of text. They often have to do with human rights and obligation, where one
person‟s right consists of another‟s duty to protect those rights, for instance the
government‟s ethical responsibility to ensure that human rights are not being infringed
upon by ways of policing and adjucating.42 Moral discourse features most heavily in
these discussions where the boundaries of subjective ethics are contested, with
personalised values colouring the ideologies of the agencies of deafness.
Legalistic discourse involves those statements and arguments which are derived
from a legalistic setting, i.e. laws put into effect by the Icelandic parliament. These
statements are intended to govern behaviour, restrict actions, and give permissions
42

See Ólafur Páll Jónsson„s Menntun og mannréttindi (2015) for a deeper explanation on the relationship
between rights and duty.
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based on a collaborated agreement on how society should operate. Legalistic discourse
has the most decisive real-world implications, as the statements within the realms of law
entail obligations to act and thus influence the daily lives of whom those laws are meant
to govern.
Economic discourse has to do with the flow of capital. Discussions such as whether
or not money can be distributed in a particular manner are a part of the larger economic
discourse sphere. Economic discourse often appears as a response to- or in conjunction
with other discursive approaches.
Discourses can be working in tandem with one another to serve a purpose, laws
meant to guarantee human rights can be viewed as a marriage of legalistic and moral
arguments where it can be argued that if a strong but otherwise subjective value system
is not ensured in a legalistic fashion then it cannot be enforced regardless of one‟s
feelings that it should. Employment of any discourse‟s arguments over another is a
tactical approach to arguing. These tactics aim to serve different purposes and contain
different linguistic conventions. The overarching strategy behind a grouping of
statements can contain many different tactics.
Who are the Deaf?
It has been repeatedly mentioned throughout this essay that there are diverging groups
of hearing impaired people with separate values and goals, but what exactly are these
groups and what sort of topics appear most frequently among each group? HTÍ
estimates that about 16 thousand Icelanders have impaired hearing to some degree with
roughly 10 thousand of them using hearing aids of some variety (hti.is “Fróðleikur um
kuðungsígræðslur – CI” 2017). Comparably there are only around 300 sign language
speaking Deaf individuals in Iceland with a linguistic reference group that is estimated
to be anywhere between 700-1000 individuals (Sverrisdóttir 2014, Þorvaldsdóttir 2014).
The newsletters posted by the social institutions FH and HH will be briefly featured to
give an idea of the associations‟ membership where the contents of their periodicals are
analysed and compared.
In the HH newsletter titled Heyrnarhjálp fréttabréf topics involving technology
feature in every single issue that has ever been made available online. Many technical
solutions ranging from hearing aids, cochlear implants, televised subtitles, alarm-clocks,
artificial intelligence for speech therapy on children, and phones that sense sound and
notify the owner are all examples of the newest, most cutting edge, options available for
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their membership who seek to lessen impairment and make access to hearing society
more accessible. The advertisements betwixt the pages often involve hearing aids or
other pieces of practical technologies where the emphasis is on overcoming hearing loss
so that cultural inclusion in the Hearing world can remain as undisturbed and intact as
possible (hti.is “Fréttabréf” 2017).
FH‟s newsletter, Döffblaðið, most often reports on things to do with society and
culture with topics that emphasise social solutions such as the interpreting service,
validating sign language in law, access to information, translating educational material
into ÍTM and advertising social events and club activities. The paper promotes ÍTM and
Deaf Culture while featuring Deaf success stories. Technological solutions to deafness
are not a prominent sight within their pages, neither in the form of articles nor as
advertisements. The overarching theme that presides within the pages of Döffblaðið is
markedly cultural and linguistic in nature (deaf.is “Döffblaðið” 2017).
Heyrnarhjálp fréttabréf deals more with the notion of suffering and overcoming the
hurdles that emerge alongside hearing impairment. They have a large membership
where people are hearing impaired for different reasons and to different degrees. Some
slowly lose their hearing with age; others immediately lose their hearing due to an
incident, whereas some were simply born with a hearing impairment. The greatest
aspect unifying the membership is their shared interest in matters that have to do with
hearing impairment where members sometimes get discounts on different types of
technologies. In Döffblaðið it is apparent that degree of hearing loss and overcoming
hearing loss is not a subject of interest where aspects unifying the membership involve
matters regarding ÍTM and stories that arise naturally out of the Deaf community. A
certain similitude can be felt in the pages of Döffblaðið where there are frequent articles
involving personal success stories.
The two groups described here are vastly different when it comes to the topics they
speak about, where there is a clear difference of perception regarding hearing loss. HH
defines themselves as members of a Hearing community with hearing loss while FH
defines themselves as members of a Deaf community that uses sign language. The
contents of their periodicals are different not only in subject matter but also in
advertisement suggesting that there is little to no interest on behalf of the FH
membership to increase hearing potential or to access Hearing society, but rather to
mediate culture so that a cultural exchange can take place between the Deaf and the
Hearing and among the Deaf themselves. The population of each membership also
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varies hugely where FH‟s membership of roughly 300 gives an intimate feel where
members of such a small community are already likely to be familiar with the goings-on
of other members. With over 10 thousand hearing impaired individuals loosely
associated with HH the association might not play as big of a role on average in the
lives of its membership as it does for members of FH, especially when the language
situations are taken into consideration with such a limited number of ÍTM speakers
around to converse with.
Names and Titles: A Closer Look
The general naming convention for institutions is to adopt titles which most adequately
describe the function of the establishment so as to best convey an overarching purpose
in a concise manner. Names can indicate at perspectives found within institutions, but
only so much can be extrapolated from title alone. Words fall in and out of fashion but
some manage to make an imprint on the zeitgeist. Descriptors such as „mállaus‟ (lit.
„language-less‟) reflect the culture of the time where it was not common knowledge that
sign languages were grammatically complete language, as it became more common
knowledge the convention was dropped in favour of more fitting descriptors. Some of
the words that appear in these titles are further dissected in subsequent chapter, tying
into the argument that the language surrounding deafness and hearing loss in Iceland
lacks clarity.
The Communication Centre for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing (Samskiptamiðstöð
heyrnarlausra og heyrnarskertra - SHH) is a descriptive title for an institution which
aims to aid communications for the deaf and hard of hearing through the use of ÍTM.
Their name suggests that their primary focus has to do with language, emphasising
deafness and hearing impairment as first and foremost a communicative hindrance. On
SHH‟s website, online dictionary, and in official statements the words heyrnarlaus,
heyrnarskertur and döff appear to a varying degree, demonstrating an awareness of a
cultural distinction of deafness (shh.is “Um SHH” 2017). Hosted on their website is
Stefánsdóttir‟s essay Málsamfélag Heyrnarlausra: um samskipti á milli táknmálstalandi
og íslenskutalandi fólks (2005), in which Deaf Culture and ÍTM take the spotlight along
with individual experiences of being Deaf in a Hearing world.
The National Hearing and Speech Institute of Iceland (Heyrnar- og talmeinastöð
Íslands - HTÍ) reveal in their title that the institution is an official nationally recognised
centre for all things relating to hearing and speech. The inclusion of hearing and speech
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together refers to the institution‟s expert specialisation in the combination of therapy
focusing on the interplay between the two. For maximum success the institution
emphasises their patients be in a speech environment where they can have the best
chances of acquiring a natural ability to both hear and speak normally (hti.is 2017). HTÍ
began at the Reykjavik health clinic, Heilsuverndarstöð Reykjavíkur, where hearing
measurements first began in Iceland. The inclusion of the word „mein‟ or „disease‟
points to the medical nature of the institution. The first CEO of HTÍ, Gylfi Baldursson,
was a hearing care professional and as such HTÍ has always closely worked with the
national hospital, Landsspítalinn, foreign specialists, the primary Icelandic insurance
company and other institutions associated with medicine (hti.is “Saga Heyrnar- og
talmeinastöð Íslands” 2013).
The Association of the Deaf (Félag heyrnarlausra - FH) has the formal Icelandic
word for deafness (heyrnarlaus) in their title, but the association also goes by the name
Döfffélagið on their website, in publishing, and colloquially by members of the
association. The inclusion of the word döff indicates at Deafness as a cultural
phenomenon. The association‟s periodical which was first published in 1997 is named
Döffblaðið and it reflects these sentiments. The most common words used to describe
deafness on the association‟s website and in Döffblaðið are deaf and Deaf (heyrnarlaus
and döff) with an occasional appearance of the word hearing impaired (heyrnarskertur)
when quoting other articles or to indicate at the physiological description of hearing
impairment as literally translating to „being without full hearing‟ (deaf.is 2017, Muncie
2017b).
The Icelandic Association of the Hard of Hearing (Heyrnarhjálp - HH) aims to help
people with hearing impairments by offering support, information, and services. The
Icelandic name of the association literally translates to “hearing-help”, where one of
their primary goals is to help improve hearing ability, not only through the use of
devices but also by fighting for subtitles and accessibility to supplement the drawbacks
of hearing loss. The terms that appear most commonly to describe hearing loss in their
newsletters and on their website is hearing impaired/hard-of-hearing (heyrnarskertur)
(heyrnarhjalp.is “Um Heyrnarhjalp” 2017).
The existence of two associations designated to help different groups of people with
hearing impairments, FH and HH, proves a need for specialized services intended for
different groups of people. FH is an association focusing on cultural Deafness and ÍTM.
HH focuses on the physical condition of hearing impairment and services relating to
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removing impairment and increasing accessibility.
There are other words that have been used to describe deafness that have fallen out
of use and are not commonly found within the discourse of any of the aforementioned
institutions and are therefore considered obsolete. Words such as mute (mállaus) and
deaf-dumb (daufdumbur) have appeared in Icelandic institutions, such as the school for
the mute, málleysingjaskólinn (Þorvaldssson 2010), and more recently as references in
media by the unaffiliated public, such as on the news aggregate website, DV.43 The
utterance of mállaus causes offence when it refers to the deaf as it implies that deaf
individuals are without language; this is a misnomer as regardless of where an
individual places themselves on the deaf/Deaf cultural spectrum it is extremely likely
language is present, whether signed, spoken, or written. Timarit.is shows over 3500
instances of mállaus being used since 1847, reaching peak circulation in 1960-1969 at
486 mentions compared to the 81 mentions that appear for the years 2010-2018
(Timarit.is 2017).
FH explains on their website how negativity is embedded in the use of the word
mállaus, stating that the contents of the word are far removed from the concept of
deafness. FH points towards the word döff when making the comparison, polarising the
ideas found within the words themselves where mállaus represents those without
language but döff, as a classifier, separates itself from mállaus as it does heyrnarlaus
citing sign language use as one of its significant markers of distinction.44
One reason for looking towards the names of the institutions and their primary
descriptors is that there is little to differentiate the culturally Deaf from other groups of
hearing impaired peoples in Icelandic. Words such as mállaus were once considered
acceptable descriptors where even establishments had such terminology in their titles
but since then this way of describing deaf people has fallen out of use due to the violent
misrepresentation embedded into the word. As ÍTM is an endangered language, in part
because of a governmental lethargy and a social ignorance on the cultural distinctions of
deafness, examining names and descriptors serves as a good tool for disambiguating the
varied modules of deafness within Icelandic society. Notions and concepts within
specific words are better understood when the terminology becomes clearer,
43

“Ég segi það, að þeir sem eru í hættu, það eru fatlaðir, það eru mállaust fólk og heyrnarlaust”
(Guðjónsson 2017).
44
“Málleysi er gamalt hugtak sem var afnumið úr opinberum textum hér á landi fyrir mörgum árum
síðan. Ástæðan var hversu neikvæð merking orðsins er og í raun langt frá hugtakinu döff. Táknmál er
fullgilt mál sem þýðir að döff folk er ekki mállaust. Því miður er ekki alveg búið að útrýma þessu orði
allstaðar.” (deaf.is “Spurt og svarað” 2017)
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subsequently becoming easier to converse with. Arising from the disambiguation is the
clear indicator that there are the many ways to be deaf Iceland.
Terminology: The Many Ways to be Deaf
The names of institutions were briefly analysed in the previous chapter, giving an idea
of the organisational agendas each establishment has. This chapter delves deeper into
the type of words that commonly appear in their texts and explores the ways in which
deafness is described as an important factor in shaping how deafness is conceived of by
the general public.
In the 2016 September edition of Döffblaðið the editor, Gunnar Snær Jónsson,
wrote about the Deaf American celebrity Nyle DiMarco. DiMarco gained a lot of
publicity for being the first Deaf man to win at the reality television competitions
“America‟s Next Top Model” and “Dancing with the Stars”. DiMarco is fluent in ASL
and is a strong proponent of Deaf Culture who has been using his platform to advocate
for ASL and Deaf Culture in the United States. Jónsson remarks how DiMarco takes
offense to the word „hearing impaired‟ as he feels that it points to a broken self-image
where too much emphasis is placed on the negative aspects of deafness as a factor
differentiating deaf people from „healthy‟ hearing people. DiMarco preferred to be
called deaf, a disambiguation DiMarco feels is relevant enough to publicise and
campaign for.45 Jónsson reflects DiMarco‟s campaign in his translation of „hearing
impaired‟ into Icelandic as „heyrnarskertur‟ while translating „deaf‟ into „döff‟‟ instead
of „heyrnarlaus‟ which would follow the direct dictionary translation. Unlike American
English where the deaf/Deaf distinction is marked by a capitalization of a word
Icelandic has a completely different word to showcase the cultural aspects of deafness,
but one that has yet to gain popularity outside of the Deaf community.
The Icelandic online dictionary Snara.is (2017) translates the word „deaf‟ directly
into the following: heyrnarlaus, daufur, heyrnarskertur, and heyrnarsljór. The term
Jónsson used does not appear in the direct translation of deafness in this particular
dictionary, however when word „döff‟ is entered into the search bar it appears as a
synonym to „heyrnarlaus‟ indicating that the word „döff‟ is gaining increasing
legitimacy. The media aggregate site Timarit.is (2017) suggests that the word „döff‟ did
not appear in popular media outside of Deaf organisations until 2005 when the
45

“Hann talaði einnig um að stundum kallaði fólk hann „heyrnarskertan“ í upphafi en frétti svo að hann
vildi frekar vera kallaður döff. Hann sagði það móðgandi að láta kalla sig „heyrnarskertan“ því það bendi
til brotinnar sjálfsmyndar.” (Jónsson 2016, 15)
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newspaper Dagblaðið Vísir interviewed the Deaf actress, Elsa G. Björnsdóttir. The
article quotes Björnsdóttir mentioning her theatre group „Döff-leikhús‟ attaching in
brackets afterwards “[leikhús heyrnarlausra]” or “[deaf theatre]” to clarify what the
word „döff‟ stands for (Dagblaðið Vísir 2005, 39).
According to Timarit.is in 2006 „döff‟ was mentioned a total of 25 times amongst
the material in their database, which includes all major newspapers and an extensive
selection of periodicals, with a large majority of the mentions having to do with the
aforementioned deaf theatre company. Timarit.is does not have an exhaustive list of
periodicals as can be witnessed in the absence of Döffblaðið within their database. The
emergence of the term into popular media through deaf cultural projects demonstrates
that the word was originally promoted by the Icelandic Deaf community to distinguish
itself from other words in circulation, namely „heyrnarlaus‟. Döffblaðið has been
around since 1997 but the word „döff‟ took almost an entire decade before it began
appearing with any regularity on a wider scale (deaf.is “Döffblaðið” 2017, Timarit.is
2017).
The word „daufur‟ represents a negative framing of deafness. The word has six
meanings alongside deaf depending on the context it appears in. The meanings offered
by Snara.is are: sluggish, faint, dull, dim, tasteless, and deaf; signifying that something
is „lesser‟ in sensorial experience. Because of this negative framing the other words
„heyrnarlaus‟ and „heyrnarskertur‟ are generally preferred as the main factual
descriptors. „Heyrnarsljór‟ is literally translated to „slow of hearing‟, and does not
appear with any regularity in media or academia (Timarit.is 2017). When „döff‟ is
entered into Snara.is the only available results appear in an Icelandic thesaurus offering:
heyrnarlaus, daufur, heyrnardaufur, and þykkheyrður (e. thick-heard) as synonyms to
„döff‟‟; no English translation is yet available for the word in this dictionary (Snara.is
2017). A notable increase in the use of „döff‟ is becoming apparent where institutions
such as HTÍ and HH has begun adopting the terminology when referring to the
culturally deaf, but some confusion still surrounds the subject of which „heyrnarlaus‟
seems to reference more than one group of people.
There are many ways of expressing hearing loss, but only one or two seem to point
towards culture and sign language use, those being „döff‟ and „heyrnarlaus‟, the latter
only pointing to culture when uttered in a contextual sense. Unclear language leads to
convoluted conceptualisations when groups of people are inadvertently misrepresented
through innocuous statements. One such statement was made by the chairman of HH,
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Daniel G. Björnsson, in the 2014 newsletter Heyrnarhjálp fréttablað where the
chairman was describing a lack of understanding on behalf of the government on people
with hearing impairments, the chairman states that the members of HH are “hearing”
(Björnsson, D. G. 2014, 4) and can therefore not utilize sign language interpretation;
stressing the need for typewriting interpreters. By making this comparison Björnsson
demonstrates an awareness of the different needs of each group. In the same article
Björnsson remarks that technology is becoming increasingly more sophisticated, citing
how cochlear implants and hearing aids are reducing the number of deaf people in the
world. The last sentence is expressed with a sense of relief, insinuating that the end goal
of this progression is that nobody in the future will have to be deaf.46
The terminology Björnsson used to refer a declining deaf population was
“heyrnarlaus” instead of “heyrnarskertur”, which indicates at Deafness rather than
hearing impairment, but the group Björnsson is referring to are those individuals whose
quality of life is decreased with diminishing hearing, not the culturally Deaf who do not
wish to see deafness disappear. The institution‟s official name is The Association of the
Hard of Hearing and not The Association of the Deaf, but the use of „heyrnarlaus‟
(Deaf) instead of „heyrnarskertur‟ (Hard of Hearing) when Björnsson was expressing
relief of a declining population seems to include both groups rather than just the latter.
It seems apparent that the chairman is not celebrating a culture in decline, but the word
that was used to represent the argument that hearing impairment is an undesired
affliction is synonymous with both groups.
In this particular instance „heyrnarlaus‟ refers to the hearing impaired members of
HH but is not intended to include the sign-language speaking deaf, in other situations
the inverse can be true. This creates the impression that those who identify as
„heyrnarlaus‟ also hold the same values and desire to see deafness disappear as many of
those who identify as „heyrnarskertur‟ when such is not the case. The lack of proper
mainstream classifiers allows for these sorts of situations to create confusion and, as
Moore and Levitan (1993) explain, ultimately contribute to the obfuscation of deafness
as being exclusively a pathological experience, fanning the flames to the common
misconception of sign language as being a tool designed by the hearing to help the
hearing impaired.

46

“Það fæðast ekki mörg börn heyrnarskert né heyrnarlaus og er komin það mikil tækni að yfirleitt er
hægt að koma heyrn til að virka með ígræðslu kuðungs eða jafnvel skurðaðgerð þannig að heyrnarlausum
fer alltaf fækkandi sem betur fer.” (Björnsson 2014, 4)
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One of the primary cultural distinctions between the Deaf and the hearing impaired
stems from language. Culturally affiliated Deaf individuals emphasise sign language as
their „mother tongue‟ whereas the hearing impaired communicate primarily in Icelandic.
FH defines „döff‟ in terms of cultural Deafness where sign language is spoken as a first
language and its members belong to a community of other Deaf people, with identity
and similitude being the some of the most important factors.47 To be „döff‟ is therefore
to partake in the language community by FH‟s definition. Although more than one ways
of signing exists only Icelandic Sign Language is considered a full grammatical
language, and it is the only one developed by the Deaf individuals.
Terminology is an important part of discourse where words can come to mean
different things depending on the context they are uttered in. Clear words such as
heyrnarlaus and heyrnarskertur enter into the collective vernacular while misnomers
and older words such as mállaus and heyrnardaufur fall out of circulation. The
Icelandic Deaf community has seen a need to distinguish themselves from the preexistent terminology describing deafness where terms used to express diverging groups
with separate interests sometimes appear interchangeably. The distinction arises from a
desire to see cultural connotation expressed through the descriptor that extends beyond
the corporeal form. Embedded within the terminology of cultural deafness, „döff‟, are
notions surrounding ÍTM, stressing the important role it plays for deaf individuals as
well as for the Icelandic Deaf community as a part of their heritage; but discourse
surrounding sign language and speech contain a certain degree of complexity as well
reaching beyond basic terminology and into a terrain where value systems collide.
Contradicting Language Environments
The governmental institutions SHH and HTÍ are mandated to cooperate by law through
the legislative Act no. 129/1990 but the organisations‟ expert recommendations
sometimes goes against the other institution‟s advice. Here it will be explored how SHH
and HTÍ give contradictory advice on what kinds of language environments children
with hearing impairments should grow up in where the underlying reasoning behind the
differing positions will be analysed. SHH argues for deaf children to be placed in a sign
language environment, claiming that it is the best way for individuals to develop into
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“Á Íslandi er orðið döff notað um heyrnarlaust fólk sem talar táknmál. Að vera döff er að tilheyra
samfélagi heyrnarlausra og líta á táknmál sem sitt fyrsta mál. Samsömun og sjálfsmynd eru mikilvægir
þættir í þessu samhengi. Að vera döff er því menningarleg skilgreining á heyrnarleysi.” (deaf.is “Hvað er
döff?” 2017)
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healthy well-adjusted adults. HTÍ argues that children should be placed in a speech
environment, claiming that the younger children are immersed into a speech
environment the better the chances they will have for acquiring understanding and
fluency in speech and in becoming less impaired individuals.
SHH is a social institution which deals primarily with communication. They revolve
around the cultivation, protection, and teaching of ÍTM. They provide services
revolving around ÍTM such as sign language interpretation, an online ÍTM dictionary,
and ÍTM classes for children and adults. The institution is also designated the duty of
providing training opportunities for sign language interpreters who graduate from the
University of Iceland. ÍTM is the only form of signing that the institution engages in,
though it is unclear whether or not tactile signing for the blind is used, this excludes
pidgin languages or any forms of pantomiming or gesticulation. 48 HTÍ is a medical
institution dealing primarily with pathology. They provide medical expertise, conduct
research on speech and hearing, work with technologies that augment or circumnavigate
hearing loss, aim to prevent disease, and seek to provide to anyone who needs it with
specialised services to reduce impairment. The institutions are very successful at
fulfilling their prerogatives without encroaching onto the other, but although there is a
lot of teamwork between the organisations the subject of language environments take on
radically different roles between them where discourse reveals differing underlying
value systems and distinct cultural groups.
Valgerður Stefánsdóttir, CEO of SHH, expresses in an article on SignWiki.is49 that
sign language is inseparably entwined with Deaf people‟s personalities (2012).
Stefánsdóttir describes the catastrophic effects of Oralism, calling the practice of
depriving deaf children sign language both a “crime” and a “spectacular mistake” which
has had serious ramifications (2012). She goes further by claiming that Deaf Icelanders
are still feeling the effects of Oralism even after the sign language ban has been lifted,
where most have reported having had experienced the oppression that comes with not
being allowed to converse in their own language or having their language not be
recognized as being real. Stefánsdóttir (2012) explains that a ban on sign language can
appear in indirect as well as direct terms, with the indirect ban being far more subtle. A
48

“Meginhlutverk Samskiptamiðstöðvar heyrnarlausra og heyrnarskertra er að stuðla að því að fólk sem
reiðir sig á íslenskt táknmál til samskipta geti sótt þjónustu, sem veitt er í þjóðfélaginu, á grundvelli
íslensks táknmáls. Þetta gerir stofnunin með rannsóknum á íslensku táknmáli, kennslu íslensks táknmáls,
mat á færni í íslensku táknmáli, námsefnisgerð á íslensku táknmáli framleiðslu menningarefnis á íslensku
táknmáli og túlkaþjónustu á milli íslensks táknmál og íslensku.” (SHH “Um SHH” 2017)
49
SignWiki.is is under management of SHH, all material on the website belongs to SHH.
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direct sign language ban speaks for itself; it is an outright ban on the use of sign
language. An indirect sign language ban manifests when sign language is overtly
allowed but inertly suppressed. An example of an indirect ban given by Stefánsdóttir
(2012) is when deaf children are being educated by teachers who does not speak sign
language, or when they do receive an education in sign language but do not have other
peers to speak to. An indirect sign language ban is, in simpler terms, when children are
deprived from partaking in a sign language environment (Stefánsdóttir 2012).50
FH express the same sentiments as SHH, claiming that a sign language environment
is crucial for deaf children in order for them to be able to enjoy the same opportunities
for personal development as hearing children. The association claims that it is crucial
for a deaf child to grow up in a home using sign language and maintaining a sign
language environment, explaining that such an environment opens up the most
opportunities for the future.51 Ethical arguments are deployed by SHH and FH to make
the case for a sign language environment, both emphasise a sign language environment
as crucial components in the formation of a developed and well-adjusted individual with
the most opportunities and a healthy self-image.
HTÍ urges parents of deaf children who receive cochlear implants to raise their
children in a speech environment where efforts be placed on acquiring understanding
and fluency in Icelandic. HTÍ is not opposed to sign language, they do not have any
desire or agenda to ban sign language, HTÍ even encourage parents of deaf children to
seek out SHH to learn sign language. Their advice is based on medical epistemology
and research suggesting that children who undergo cochlear implant surgery do better
when raised in an environment that places importance on hearing.52 Their argument is
also ethical in nature, the child‟s best interest is named as the important factor, where it
is claimed that a child will benefit from a speech environment seemingly by increasing
their chances so that they can lead a so-called normal healthy life, and that they will
possess greater possibilities in the future. An important part of HTÍ‟s argument is that
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“Dæmi um óbeint bann er þegar heyrnarlaus börn fá ekki að eiga samskipti í táknmálsumhverfi.
Börnum er ekki nóg að mega tala táknmál sín á milli, kennarar þeirra og forráðmenn verða að tala mál
þeirra. Það er heldur ekki nóg fyrir börnin að kennari þeirra tali táknmál. Þau verða einnig að fá að eiga
samskipti við önnur börn á táknmáli.” (Stefánsdóttir 2012)
51
“Til að barn sem heyrir ekki fái sömu möguleika til þroska og heyrandi barn er nauðsynlegt að það alist
upp í táknmálsuhverfi [...] Mestu máli skiptir þó að með því að búa barninu táknmálsumhverfi á heimilinu
og markvisst máluppeldi á táknmáli er verið að leggja grunn að menntun og þroska einstaklings sem
opnar honum sem flesta möguleika í framtíðinni.” (deaf.is “Hvað er döff” 2017)
52
“Rannsóknir sýna að það er mikilvægt fyrir börn sem farið hafa í kuðungsígræðslu að vera í umhverfi
þar sem áhersla er á heyrn.” (hti.is “Réttindi heyrnarskertra barna” 2017, 7)
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children must start at an early age in order to develop a good neurological basis for
processing sound, the sooner the better, and that the longer parents wait with immersing
their children into a speech environment the harder it will be for their children to
acquire any semblance of speech in the future.
The advice given by HTÍ and SHH contradicts each other; by placing an added
emphasis on one environment over another the institutions are not entirely fulfilling
their legalistic obligation of working together towards the same goals. The conflict
between language environments has not been pointed out in explicit terms for the public
to see, but they appear subtly in the body of discourse made available by the institutions
as underscores to value systems that are already in place. In both instances academic
sources are cited as valid justifications for maintaining their position with SHH pointing
towards the social sciences and developmental psychology and HTÍ pointing towards
the medical sciences and research involving speech acquisition. So how has this
situation come about?
One position does not necessarily need to be wrong for the other to be right. The
institutions serve diverging groups that have vastly different personal experiences with
hearing loss, and from those experiences emerges different value systems, moral
interpretations, and social conventions. SHH argues for Deafhood, in which sign
language plays a large part in cultivating a healthy Deaf identity where it has been
demonstrated through Deaf ontologies that sign language is enormously beneficial to
the lives of Deaf people. HTÍ argues for an improved quality of life for those with
hearing impairments where it has been demonstrated that children acquire speech faster
the sooner it is intervened. Both claims are accurate, but one sees deafness as a
constituent to a cultural and linguistic identity, whereas the other recognizes hearing
loss as an impairment that many people struggle with and would like to find solutions
to; in other words SHH sees deafness as a factor enriching language and culture within
the individual while HTÍ sees deafness as depriving and restricting the individual‟s
participation in in language and culture. This is incredibly natural as both groups exist;
the Deaf community and the hearing impaired community are distinct from one another
after all and constitute peoples of all walks of life. The granules of variety within the
complex personalised spectrum of identity even allows for both positions to be
maintained simultaneously without it necessarily being a contradiction. One could
maintain that children can grow up in both environments at different times in their
development, or argue the case for a speech environment exclusively for those who use
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cochlear implants.
It is not the analysis‟ goals to determine which claim is more accurate or what
approach is better suited for the children but to point out the discrepancy that exists
within the government about a seemingly confusing population that has conflicting
ideas on how children with hearing impairments should be raised, ideas which have
profound effects on the development of those children. An issue which has emerged
from this division of emphasis can be found within the topic of individual agency where
this conflict over raising children has resulted in specialist intervention due to parents
who do not wish their children to receive cochlear implants.
Agency and the Panoptic Subject
The last chapter went into different language environments and how SHH and HTÍ
emphasise different types of upbringing. This chapter goes further into the point of
contention about this division which circles back to issues of agency over the self. FH
explains that inclusion into the Deaf community is a personal choice where the severity
of hearing loss is irrelevant.53 Adults who lose their hearing have a voluntary decision to
explore different language environments; they have the choice to ascribe to one, both or
neither. Deaf children born to hearing parents who might have no prior experience of
deafness may not get the chance to choose if subjected to a full-on speech environment
where sign language is not present. Almost every child born in Iceland will be tested
and measured by HTÍ with their hearing levels recorded in decibels and subsequent
check-ups assigned if required, but no mandatory follow up exists for SHH. It is entirely
up to parents to decide whether or not their child learns sign language. In 2015 HTÍ
estimates to have reached over 95% of all newly born babies, stating that it is very
important to diagnose hearing impairment as early as possible so that early intervention
can occur.54 Members of the Deaf community have described their experiences in
dealing with the medical infrastructure, and the associated processes, delivering harsh
allegations towards HTÍ as being a driving force behind a hegemonic pressure to
assimilate deaf children into Hearing culture where there exists only the illusion of
53

“Samsömun við döff við samfélagið er persónulegt val og er yfirleitt gert óháð heyrnarstöðu
einstaklingsins. Samfélagið er ekki sjálfkrafa skipað öllum þeim sem eru döff eða heyrnarskertir” (deaf.is
“Menning heyrnarlausra” 2017)
54
“HTÍ hóf einnig markvissa skimun fyrir heyrnameinum hjá nýburum síðustu árin og á árinu 2015
reiknum við með að ná að mæla yfir 95% fæddra barna á árinu. Öll börn sem mælast með afbrigðilega
heyrn eru þegar send í áframhaldandi mælingar og greiningu hjá stöðinni. Afar mikilvægt er að ná að
greina heyrnarskerðingu/-leysi sem fyrst svo að snemmtæk íhlutun geti borið sem bestan árangur.” (hti.is
“Saga Heyrnar- og talmeinastöðvar Íslands” 2013)
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choice.
In 2014 Haukur Vilhjálmsson, the former CEO of FH and owner of the news- and
sign language service company Táknsmiðjan (The Sign Factory), interviewed Deaf
parents of newly born Deaf children about their experiences with HTÍ. The parents
made allegations towards the institution claiming that there was a lack of understanding
about deafness amongst the specialists and that no indication of cooperation between
HTÍ and the deaf institutes that promote Deaf Culture and ÍTM was apparent. The
Ombudsman for Children, an agency pertaining to the wellbeing of children and
teenagers, got involved due to a request sent out by HTÍ asking about how they should
respond if parents refused to fit their children with cochlear implants. The subject matter
got picked up by the media and the heated discussions on cochlear implants
subsequently led to a conference being held by HTÍ in cooperation with FH and HH
which has been regarded by many of those present as a huge success, but more on that
further along (Vilhjálmsson 2014, Sigurðardóttir 2014).
The two sets of parents that Vilhjálmsson interviewed in 2014 explained how they
felt immense pressure from HTÍ to fit their children with cochlear implants, claiming
that only positive aspects of the implants were discussed with little to no mention of the
potential negative social and medical consequences that the surgery might entail. Both
sets of parents decided to go against HTÍ‟s wishes and chose not to fit their children
with cochlear implants. On the 17th of September, 2013, a professor of paediatrics, the
medical chief of the paediatrics hospital, a throat, nose and ear specialist doctor, as well
as the chief medical director of HTÍ all unified in their letter to the Ombudsman for a
resolution on the parent‟s refusal to adopt the technology for their children, among their
concerns was whether or not child protection services should get involved
(Vilhjálmsson 2014). The underlying ethical concern pertained to a child‟s right to hear
and to speak and whether or not parents were infringing upon that right by refusing the
technology and further inhibiting their children from developing normally.
On the 8th of January 2014, the Ombudsman released their verdict stating that
cochlear implants do not guarantee any amount of hearing and that if children are fitted
with the implants then they should have a right to learn sign language. They did not see
a reason to involve child protection services as those who live with hearing impairments
have the same opportunities to develop in a healthy manner if the also speak sign
language. The Ombudsman remarked that societal factors needed to be considered in
equal parts to medical factors, stating that not all hearing impaired people consider
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themselves disabled but see themselves as belonging to a linguistic minority
(Sigurðardóttir 2014).
By contacting the Ombudsman HTÍ expresses uncertainty of whether or not
refusing the technology is ethical or if the refusal infringes upon the rights of the child.
Sverrisson, chairman of HTÍ, would later remark that it was never the institution‟s
intention to involve child protection services but only to open up the discussion so that
they could respond in the most correct manner possible (Sverrisson 2017). The request
sent out by HTÍ demonstrates how the institution‟s role is to act exclusively as medical
consultants on matters regarding corporeal pathology; as such the social dimensions of
deafness are not a part of the education that their doctors and specialists require, but
their advice has far-reaching social implications for the patient which is why HTÍ and
SHH are required to work together.
One of the interviewees in Táknsmiðjan‟s news segment pointed out how parents of
deaf children have no obligation or incentive to seek out advice from SHH after
consulting HTÍ, leaving HTÍ the sole institution that has an almost guaranteed influence
on decisions pertaining to the future of deaf children. Vilhjálmsson (2014) sent a
questionnaire to HTÍ asking if they would recommend sign language to deaf children.
HTÍ responded by stating that parents are always encouraged to seek information from
SHH about sign language and Deaf Culture if they intend on going through with the CI
surgery. Vilhjálmsson sent a similar questionnaire to SHH. They responded by claiming
that HTÍ had not sent them any requests pertaining to advice about deafness or sign
language, and that virtually no collaboration exists between the institutions. An obvious
discrepancy arises from these two claims, with HTÍ claiming collaboration and SHH
claiming no such collaboration. One of the interviewees claims that they had received
no advice about sign language or deafness from HTÍ and that the conversations had
been entirely predicated upon the medical effects of cochlear implants.55 Following
these allegations from the Deaf community a conference was set up between FH, HH
and HTÍ where people were invited to discuss and question the attitudes and inner
workings of HTÍ as well as the technology itself.
Kristján Sverrisson and Ingibjörg Hinriksdóttir responded to questions publically on
behalf of HTÍ at FH‟s location. When asked about accountability regarding a child‟s
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The person in question is themselves culturally Deaf with a native proficiency in sign language, which
could explain why no such information was given by HTÍ as it might be assumed that the person in
question is already aware of these aspects of deafness due to first hand experience.
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right to learn sign language Sverrison responded by stating that it is the parent‟s
responsibility to educate their children on ÍTM, claiming that the blame cannot be
placed on the schooling system, SHH or anybody else.56 This response embodies moral
discursive tactics stating that parents should shoulder the burden of raising their
children correctly, thus absolving the institution from moral responsibility relating to a
child‟s language situation and passing agency over the child seemingly onto the parents.
Within the statement are also legalistic implications about obligation and duty. It is not
HTÍ‟s legal duty to represent the Deaf community or to provide information about ÍTM
therefore they have no obligation to do so. Without the presence of a legal burden on the
institution to act as representatives of Deaf Culture an ethical burden is placed upon the
parents to make the right decisions. However, in order to make the right decisions the
parents require well-represented information and so in this situation a contradiction
comes to light.
Sverrisson explains that due to patient-doctor confidentiality HTÍ is not allowed to
contact SHH if the subject does not wish to learn about sign language.57 The United
Nations considers sign language to be the mother tongue of deaf people, while
proponents of Deaf Studies argue that it is the person‟s native language of which they
have

an

indigenous

right

to

from

the

moment

they

are

born

(deaf.is

“Kuðungsíðgræðsla” 2017). No discussion has publically emerged in Iceland of whether
or not the child is being infringed upon if they do not learn sign language, and so it must
be asked if an indirect sign language ban is at play due to a loophole where hearing
parents can assume agency over a deaf child‟s linguistic environment but with a high
potential of being without sufficiently adequate information about the importance of
sign language because of a governmental system in place mandating that all hearing
impaired children be sent to a medical institution dealing with a medical module of
deafness without receiving the same exposure to other equally important modules of
deafness that will educate parents on Deaf Culture, ÍTM and deaf ontologies from a
specialist institution designated to provide hat information such as SHH.
The Icelandic government places a disproportionate amount of responsibility into a
single institution, HTÍ, where their clear and explicit goals have little to nothing to do
56

“Einhver spurði áðan að þeir væru hræddir um að barn sem ekki fengi nógu sterkt táknmál í byrjun og
myndi verða undir síðar meir en það er á ábyrgð foreldranna og ekki hægt að kasta þeirri ábyrgð á SHH,
skólakerfið eða aðra.” (Sverrisson 2017)
57
“En fólkið velur og ef það vill ekki fara til SHH hvað eigum við að gera? Við megum ekki hafa
samband við SHH og segja þessi vill ekki koma til ykkar. Þá erum við að brjóta trúnað og því eru hendur
okkar bundnar.” (Sverrisson 2017)
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with sign language or Deaf Culture. The cultural institution responsible for providing
that crucial information, SHH, is barred from taking part in the conversation if parents
choose not to seek it out. The only guaranteed exposure to the Deaf-World that parents
are left with is a pamphlet on deafness provided by HTÍ (Sverrisson 2017). Issues of
agency reveal a hearing hegemonic process steeped with good intensions, but views on
deafness and sign language are inconsistent where HTÍ even professes that an individual
with CI will always essentially be deaf,58 but despite this fact not all deaf CI users will
get the opportunity to learn sign language.
So who controls the agency of the child? Ultimately it is up to the parents, but if the
parents are incapable of making an informed decision based on a system which allows
ignorance to occur by ways of hegemony then they are restricted to only following the
advice of Hearing doctors with whom they generally already share the same value
system concerning sound and speech. Doctors at HTÍ have a legal obligation to provide
medical solutions to hearing impairment and are equipped with a medical expertise on
hearing loss which they have learned from their time at school. It is a seemingly
innocuous process but one that is deeply entrenched in hegemony where specialists
inadvertently give advice that fails to consider sociological realities of deaf individuals,
this is apparent with the different recommendations that SHH and HTÍ give regarding
language environments.
Agency is in the hands of the information bearers who are all too often ignorant and
have a limited capacity to represent Deaf Culture or language due to their position of
never having learned about it themselves. Sverrisson (2017) asks who should be
responsible for children acquiring bilingualism? He also poses the question of what is
true bilingualism anyway? Is it to speak ÍTM and know how to read and write
Icelandic? Does it involve speaking and understanding spoken Icelandic as well as
speaking and understanding ÍTM? Sverrisson points to the Ombudsman verdict where it
is stated that more experts from diverging fields from psychologist to lawyers are
necessarily required in this process; he expresses the institution‟s natural limitations in
providing an all-encompassing service when they were originally assigned the straightforward task of providing relief and information to all matters regarding speech and
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“Því að það ber að hafa í huga að heyrnarlaus manneskja sem heyrir með hjálp kuðungsígræðslutækni
er engu að síður alveg jafn heyrnarlaus og fyrr.” (hti.is “Kuðungsígræðslur 60 ára!” 2017)
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hearing pathology.59
In 2017 an article appeared on the controversial news media platform Stundinn
discussing governmental indifference towards deafness in which HTÍ was implicated as
being insufficient in their services when it comes to providing parents with the whole
picture of what it means to be deaf. A child dubbed Móði for anonymities sake received
implants when he was a young boy but did not learn sign language until the age of 10 or
11. The child did not take a liking to the device and so the boy‟s mother sought HTÍ‟s
advice. By the parent‟s account they were not listened to and were told that the child
had to continue developing their listening abilities and that the device was by all
accounts probably not at fault.60 Móði eventually went to SHH where it is described that
he was given the choice to use the device or not, he chose not to use it. Móði‟s mother
describes her experience with the government infrastructure as being insufficient for
their child where speech-therapy has failed him.61 This situation in particular
demonstrates how much later it can be for parents to seek out SHH, or about a decade in
Móði‟s case, suggesting that SHH is not automatically a dominant institution in the
lives of newly discovered hearing impaired children.
The deaf child becomes a panoptic subject as soon as their automatic check-ups go
into effect. Their hearing becomes measured in specific terms and their hearing loss
immediately gets treated as an ailment to overcome. The child is initially assumed to
belong to a Hearing culture, conceptualised as an individual with a hearing deficit and
coming into the system pre-emptively conceived of as disabled. Information about sign
language is provided but it is also stated that parents have no obligation to learn sign
language or seek out SHH for their expertise and recommendations. A lack of clarity in
the use of terminology as well as contradictory values promoted by different sectors of
society are potentially damaging to an individual‟s ability to make the best decisions for
their child‟s future regarding language, identity, and community. HTÍ‟s increasingly
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“[...] hver á að gefa barninu möguleika á þessu raunverulega tvítyngi? Hver ber ábyrgðina? Ég ætla
ekki að ákveða það en umboðsmaður barna benti á að þar þurfa að koma að sérfræðingar, sálfræðingar,
sérfræðingar í málefnum barna, lögfræðingar og fleiri því auðvitað hafa þessi börn mannréttindi en
mannréttindi eins má aldrei ganga yfir mannréttindi annarra og það er sá línudans sem við erum að fást
við hér” (Sverrisson 2017)
60
“Hún lýsir því hvernig Heyrnar- og talmeinastöð Íslands hafi ekki hlustað á hana þegar hún lýsti
óþægindum Móða, henni var sagt að það væri ekkert að tækinu heldur þyrfti heilinn hans tíma til að læra
að túlka þessi hljóð” (Benjamin 2017)
61
“Á endanum fylgdum við ráðleggingum Samskiptamiðstöðvarinnar og létum Móða ráða því hvort hann
notaði tækið eða ekki, sem hann vildi ekki gera. [...] Það hefur alltaf verið sama sagan þegar það kemur
að stuðningi við Móða, hvort sem það er talkennsla, talþjálfun eða eitthvað annað, þá hefur hann alltaf
verið á gráu svæði og ekki fengið þau úrræði sem hann verðskuldar.” (Benjamin 2017)
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positive outlook on sign language and their enthusiasm to do what is best for the child
an excellent platform for partnership with SHH, but legalistic as well as hegemonic
reasons prevent this union from being properly realised, leaving the fate of a deaf child
in the hands of culturally Hearing parents and historically Hearing institutions that have
an unambiguous background in medical epistemologies on hearing loss.
Does Sign Language Come Second?
The medical institutions of deafness have been increasingly expressing the importance
of ÍTM, acknowledging its status as a fully-fledged language and discussing it as a vital
component in the development of a healthy deaf individual. The epistemological chasm
that once existed between the social and medical views of deafness is moving closer as
cooperation between the institutions increases, but even after ÍTM acquired its legalistic
status there are signs of different attitudes towards sign language within the
governmental branches that do not revolve around language environment or agency.
Attitudes towards ÍTM as it appears in discourse surrounding deafness will be explored
and it shall be argued that ÍTM is being inadvertently minimised by being discussed and
viewed as a second language to supplement spoken language or as a tool to aid children
in acquiring speech. Sign language is not considered the natural birth right of the child
by the agencies that promote speech. Despite positive language attitudes towards ÍTM a
hearing hegemonic conceptualisations of sign language as a non-dominant language for
hearing impaired children is contributing to the declining status of ÍTM.
Some hearing parents of deaf children describe sign language as being a second
language in the home where it is only used in situations where cochlear implants do not
work. It is common to see sentiments from hearing parents expressing disbelief that
their children will come to use sign language as the dominant language in the future.62
Ármannsdóttir (2017), hearing mother of a deaf child, argues in the opposite direction
by claiming that her child does not possess the same premise for language acquisition,
necessitating Ármannsdóttir to learn her daughter‟s language.63 She threads moral
tactics into her rhetoric encouraging other parents to do the same, stating that sign
language use alongside perspective is the key to dealing with those difficult feelings that
62

“Þetta hljómar kannski svoldið skrítið, táknmál fyrir okkur er það eins og þú byggir, þú þyrftir að fara
til annars lands að sumu leyti, eins og við stóra fjölskyldan notum táknmálið. Þú ert í þeim aðstæðum að
þú þarft að hafa þessar samskiptaleiðir. Þú notar hana ekki alltaf en þú verður að kunna hana. Ég reikna
ekki með að mínir drengir komi til með að nota táknmál nema að þessu leyti út allt sitt líf.” [sic] (hti.is
“Vel heppnaður fræðslufundur um kuðungsígræðslur” 2017)
63
“Ég þurfti að eiga samskipti við dóttur mína á máli sem hún gat lært og það mál var ekki móðurmálið
mitt. Hún hafði ekki forsendur til að læra mitt mál, ég varð að læra hennar!” (Ármannsdóttir 2017)
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parents experience upon learning that their child is deaf.64
An article in the 2014 Heyrnarhjálp newsletter describes the first fully deaf boy to
have cochlear implants in Iceland. His younger brother, who is also deaf, had implants
installed as well. The article describes the boys learning ÍTM at the nursery school
Sólborg, where ÍTM and Icelandic are intended to be used in equal measure, but ÍTM is
discussed in terms of assisting Icelandic where it is implicated that the long-term goal
for the child to drop sign language altogether once speech becomes efficient enough. It
is stated that one does not just simply drop sign language overnight and begin speaking
but that some mode of communication must be present while the child is still learning
speech. This is where ÍTM comes in; as an intermediary language acting as a tool in
situations where the dominant language cannot be spoken.

65

ÍTM is seen as being vital

and important by the aforementioned individuals but not in the same manner that Deaf
people view it. The former group views ÍTM as stepping stone but the latter sees it as an
important element in the make up a Deaf identity.
Often in cases where ÍTM appears positively within texts written by proponents of
Hearing culture it is through notions of it aiding hearing and speech. Stefánsdóttir
(2005) has argued that instead of bilingualism being promoted a mixture of the two
languages is often encouraged where Icelandic inherently possesses dominance over
ÍTM. Stefánsdóttir further explains that using a mixture of speech and sign language
when communicating with deaf children is an unacceptable way of engaging in sign
language.66 After interviewing 33 deaf people from all ages and societal positions about
their experience with day to day life in Iceland Stefánsdóttir concluded that deaf people
generally feel the superiority of spoken Icelandic when hearing people use it in front of
them where it was reported that speech possessed more influence and power than sign
language, resulting in those individuals feeling as if they were lower on the social
hierarchy.67
It is stated in an informational pamphlet on HTÍ‟s website titled Réttindi
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“Þegar öllu er á botninum hvolft er táknmálið lykillinn, jú og viðhorfin.” (Ármannsdóttir 2017)
“Það verður að vera einhver leið til að koma skilaboðum á milli, að eiga í samskiptum á meðan þau eru
að læra. Þetta tekur allt langan tíma, þú hættir ekki bara að nota táknmál og ferð að tala á einni nóttu”
(Heyrnarhjálp fréttabréf 2014, 6)
66
“Íslenska og táknmál eru tvö sjálfstæð, ólík og óskyld mál. Blendingsmál þessara tveggja mála getur
ekki talist ásættanlegt málform við kennslu og samskipti í tilviki Döff barna” (Stefánsdóttir 2005, 148)
67
“Döff einstaklingar finna fyrir því valdi sem fylgir íslensku þegar heyrandi fólk talar íslensku fyrir
framan þá. Með því eru þeir útilokaðir frá umræðum og upplýsingum og þeim finnst þeir vera lægra settir.
Þá fannst Döff fólki, sem rætt var við, raddmálið búa yfir meira vald og áhrifum en táknmálið.”
(Stefánsdóttir 2005, 147)
65
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heyrnarskertra barna, detailing the rights of a hearing impaired child and providing
information about cochlear implants, that the institution‟s explicit purpose with cochlear
implants is to have children speak Icelandic.68 Sign language is also mentioned as being
important for children, but it is framed as a useful tool for situations when speech is not
possible such as when the child is swimming and cannot utilise their implants, rendering
them deaf once more. It is also stated in the same pamphlet that children who receive CI
have options when it comes to communication where they can exclusively learn to
speak Icelandic or exclusively learn to speak ÍTM, which is an interesting
recommendation considering that the institution claims elsewhere that children with CI
will always be deaf regardless of implantation.69
FH argues in the opposite direction by ways of mixing legalistic and moral
arguments, citing conclusions found in the United Nation‟s Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities that state that children with cochlear implants have a legal and
ethical right to learn sign language. The association asserts that a medical module of
deafness predicates the proliferation of cochlear implant technology rather than a social
module which emphasises sign language, stating that a Deaf child‟s intellectual health is
bound to their ability to learn sign language, regardless of having implants or not.70 This
viewpoint suggests that sign language is always relevant to the hearing impaired
individual whereas cochlear implants are not. Stefánsdóttir (2005) reaffirms the views
made by FH, arguing that children with cochlear implants should access the ÍTM
community as well as Deaf Culture in general on a moral basis for the expressed
purpose of developing strong roots for their culture and self-image.71
Kristján Sverrisson, chairman of HTÍ, states in explicit terms that cochlear implants
are not a movement against sign language, explaining that sign language is completely
necessary for young children so that they can achieve full maturity and development. He
68

“Markmiðið með kuðungsígræðslu er að barnið læri að tala og skilja íslensku. Mikilvægt er að barnið
kynnist einnig táknmáli þar sem alltaf geta komið upp aðstæður þar sem ekki er hægt að nota
heyrnartækið, t.d. í sundi” (hti.is Réttindi heyrnarskertra barna 2017, 7)
69
„Fyrir börn sem farið hafa í kuðungsígræðslu eru nokkrar leiðir færar þegar kemur að samskiptamáta,
eða allt frá því að barnið læri eingöngu talað mál yfir í það að barnið læri einvörðungu táknmál.“ (hti.is
Réttindi heyrnarskertra barna 2017, 8)
70
“Enn er litið á heyrnarleysi sem læknisfræðilegt ástand með tæknilegri lausn. Lausn læknisfræðinnar á
heyrnarleysi byggist fremur á læknisfræðilegu líkani en félagslegu líkani fötlunar og er ekki ásættanleg að
mati ráðstefnu Sameinuðu þjóðanna um réttindi fatlaðra, en þar var skýrt kveðið á að réttindi
heyrnarlausra til að nota táknmál. Það hlýtur líka að gilda um börn með ígræðslu svo þau megi læra
táknmál á unga aldri til að tryggja vitmunalegt heilbrigði þeirra.” (deaf.is “Kuðungsíðgræðsla” 2017) [sic]
71
“[...] börn með kuðungsígræðslu eigi að njóta þess að alast upp í málsamfélagi eins og samfélagi
táknmáls og Döff menningar sem þau hafa fullan aðgang að. Þar geta þau orðið sterk og náð
menningarlegum rótum fyrir sjálfsmynd sína” (Stefánsdóttir 2005, 148)
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continues by stating that sign language will always be the mother language of a child
with deaf parents, regardless of their proficiency in speech and that HTÍ does not
foresee ÍTM going extinct because of this. The clause „deaf parents‟ is notable because
it leaves room for the implication that deaf children of hearing parents do not have sign
language as a mother tongue.72 The lack of concern for the language‟s endangerment
status also raises some attention as it is well known within the Icelandic Deaf
community that ÍTM is teetering on the edge of disappearing completely. This indicates
that it is not necessarily common knowledge outside of culturally Deaf circles that ÍTM
is in a dire state, even among leading institutions dealing with hearing loss.
This sentiment is repeated in multiple instances with the most recent example
appearing in November of 2017. Sverrisson states in an interview with Gabríel
Benjamin (2017), reporter at Stundin researching accusations against the government
for failing to support the Deaf community, that whether children receive implants, learn
sign language, or both, it is important that the children get what they deserve and that
parents make informed decisions about their future. Again allowing the possibility for
children with cochlear implants, who will always be deaf, not to learn sign language.
Stefánsdóttir states in the same article that not all parents are in a position to learn sign
language; explaining that the courses take place in the evenings and at night. She
compares the situation to the one in Norway where parents regularly attend classes from
when the child is born until they are 16 years old. The classes are fully financed where
hotel costs and lost salary is covered by the government (Benjamin 2017).
Parents in Iceland are exclusively sent to a medical establishment and presented
with an option to learn about a culture which surrounds hearing impairment. The fact
that it is an optional choice does not suggest that it is necessary or crucial. As Moore
and Levitan (1993) point out sign language is not immediately apparent as something of
much significance to the Hearing-World despite a plethora of evidence suggesting that it
is absolutely vital, most do not get the opportunity to discover that information due to a
deep-seated societal predilection for speech. Parents are at risk of going uninformed
about the social aspects of deafness which leaves enormous potential for deaf children
to grow up without any knowledge of sign language when it is most crucial to their
development. Sverrisson continues by explaining that whether a child gets stimulation
72

“Kuðungsígræðslum er ekki stefnt gegn íslensku táknmáli. Það er alveg ljóst að íslenskt táknmál er
bráðnauðsynlegt fyrir ung börn til að ná fullum þroska sem ekki hafa heyrn til. Táknmál verður alltaf
móðurmál barns sem á döff foreldra, sama hvort það nær valdi á öðru talmáli. Svo að við reiknum ekki
með og ímyndum okkur ekki að íslensku táknmáli verði útrýmt nokkurn tíma [...]” (Sverrisson 2017)
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in speech or sign language the earlier the better it will be for the child; claiming that any
kind of language stimulation is enormously important.73 Sign language fluency is
thereby deemed to be optional and not considered necessary by the institution for as
long as the child is proficient in any language.
As was previously stated in 2017 HTÍ remarked that even with the help of cochlear
implants the individual is just as deaf as they were before,74 but sign language is
considered as an optional choice by the Icelandic government where it ultimately comes
down to parents to decide whether or not their child learns sign language and encounters
Deaf Culture. HTÍ is not allowed to contact SHH if the parents do not wish to immerse
their child in a sign language environment and there is no obligation for the child to
encounter sign language if they were to undergo the cochlear implant surgery; despite
medical science acknowledging that the implants are insufficient in providing a
„normal‟ degree of hearing. Júlía Hreinsdóttir (2014), employee at SHH, states that a
child risks falling in between two cultures and becoming isolated if they do not learn
sign language. Hreinsdóttir stresses the possibility for bilingualism where the child‟s
Icelandic skills can equal their ÍTM skills. The laws set in motion the 7th of June 2011
places ÍTM to that of an equal status to Icelandic, but when deaf children are not given
the chance to sign, despite always being deaf regardless of the implants as HTÍ points
out, then the future of the child‟s development is uncertain as the example of Móði
demonstrates. Hreinsdóttir argues that an emphasis on cochlear implants without the
guarantee of sign language acquisition is a regression back to Oralism where the deaf
were meant to, at any cost, learn how to speak.75
ÍTM is viewed as a useful stepping stone in acquiring Icelandic for hearing
impaired children that have hearing parents. ÍTM is acknowledged by HTÍ as the first
language of children with deaf parents, while openly stating that a child could just as
well exclusively learn speech so long as there is some sort of linguistic stimulation at an
early age. In other instances ÍTM is implicated to be a means to an end, a temporary
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“Hvort sem börn fái kuðungsígræðslu, læri táknmál, eða bæði, þá segir Kristján það mikilvægt að börn
fái að njóta þess sem það á skilið og að foreldrar taki upplýsta ákvörðun um framtíð þeirra. „Því meiri
örvun sem barn fær á tal- eða táknmáli, í skóla og heima, því betra, því örvun skiptir geysilega miklu máli
fyrir öll börn.“” (Benjamin 2017)
74
“Því að það ber að hafa í huga að heyrnarlaus manneskja sem heyrir með hjálp kuðungsígræðslutækni
er engu að síður alveg jafn heyrnarlaus og fyrr.” (hti.is “Kuðungsígræðslur 60 ára!” 2017)
75
“Þegar litið er svo á að börnin tilheyri heyrandi heimi og kuðungsígræðsla ber ekki tilætlaðan árangur
ná börnin ekki að eiga fullnægjandi samskipti á raddmáli til þess að ná þroska. [...] Færa má rök fyrir því
að áhersla á kuðungsígræðslu án þess að tryggt sé að börnin fái að njóta íslensks táknmáls sé afturhvarf til
talmálsstefnunnar þegar heyrnarlausir áttu, hvað sem það kostaði að læra að tala.” (Hreinsdóttir 2014)
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method in place until the dominant language, Icelandic, supersedes that of ÍTM. This
sometimes appears in discourse when other modes of communication are encouraged
over ÍTM; or otherwise when ÍTM and the other language are not placed on an equal
footing.
In one instance HTÍ recommends that parents of children with speech impediments
use signs alongside spoken words when singing.76 It may be a case where singing in
sign language is overlooked or not even considered a possibility as music is often
understood as an auditory experience, and thus exclusive to hearing people, but this is
not the case (Hauksson 2016).77 In another instance HTÍ advises parents to create
wordless signs or symbols to express their emotions.78 On the Q&A section on HTÍ‟s
website TMT is advertised as a useful method of encouraging speech where it is
advertised as helping children communicate more effectively and increases their
independence and quality of life.79 TMT is in and of itself a very useful system to help
those who have difficulties speaking. TMT follows the grammar of speech and is
generally developed by hearing individuals for other Hearing cultured people. TMT is
neither a language nor is it intended to act as- or replace language. By advocating both
ÍTM and TMT HTÍ is referencing separate groups with separate needs, the culturally
Deaf on one hand and children with hearing or speech impediments on the other. The
institution rarely distinguishes between them in their discourse and so the risk of TMT
being advocated over ÍTM, a role it cannot fulfil, among specialists specifically trained
in aiding speech acquisition, of which TMT does very well, poses a small, but real
threat.
Positive attitudes toward ÍTM can be found within almost all institutions dealing
with deafness but the nature of those attitudes differ in significant ways. Culturally
Hearing individuals with a predilection for speech often see the usefulness of ÍTM as an
intermediary language for acquiring speech where it is believed that ÍTM will not
disappear because it will always remain the mother tongue of children with deaf parents.
Hearing institutions recognize sign language but also endorse different systems for
76

“Með þessum börnum er hentugt að nota tákn (sbr. Tákn með tali) og syngja hægt og taktvisst. Flest
börn hafa gaman af að syngja – fyrr eða síðar!” (hti.is “Almenn málörvun barna” 2013)
77
It is possible to sing in ÍTM. Icelandic artists have performed musical pieces in ÍTM while hearing
Artists, such as Sia Furler, use sign language in their music videos (Hauksson 2016).
78
“Æfið ykkur í að tjá ástina án orða. Búið sameiginlega til orðlaus tákn eða merki sem tjá tilfinningar
ykkar.” (hti.is “Samskipti – Góð ráð til hjóna” 2013)
79
“Táknin styðja barnið í myndun setninga, notkun TMT hefir í för með sér meiri og markvissari
boðskipti og eflir sjálfstæði og lífsgæði aukast” (hti.is “Algengar spurningar og svör – Tal – Efnisflokkar”
2013)
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different purposes where it is unclear whether or not TMT is recommended as a viable
alternative for parents who do not wish to learn sign language. It is not the function or
purpose of TMT to be a main language of communication, but rather it is a tool to help
children acquire speech. SHH urges sign language use regardless of whether or not
individuals have CI which HTÍ professes does not make one any less deaf than they
were before. The two governmental institutions conceptualise ÍTM for different
purposes, but both acknowledge the need for better services relating to the processes
that parents of deaf children undergo.
Legalistic Discourse Surrounding Deafness
The statements and utterances in legalistic discourse provides guides on how
governmental institutions are intended to function, what their goals entail, and in a
larger sense what the operations of a society constitutes. Laws surrounding SHH is
meant to ensure that research be conducted into ÍTM while it is promoted in the public
so that language acquisition is as easy as possible for deaf and hearing impaired
children. Act no. 61/2011 is designed to protect ÍTM so as to ensure its survival.
Icelandic government is legally obligated to facilitate ÍTM use and to prevent stagnation
or extinction. The Committee on Icelandic Sign Language has already indicated that not
enough is being done and that one of the primary reasons is due to governmental
indifference (Stefánsdóttir et al. 2015). Three separate laws covering different areas
involving deafness are at functional ends where ÍTM is said to be protected, but its userbase is slowly dwindling due to another law ensuring that less and less individuals
identify as being Deaf.
A factor contributing to ÍTM‟s lacklustre situation is an apparent lack of awareness
on the ÍTM‟s native speaker community; this can be demonstrated in laws that make
room for subjective interpretation and contradictions.80 One such law strives to facilitate
the use of ÍTM, namely Act no. 61/2011, while another aims to remove the core
linguistic group who are meant to inherent the language. Act no. 97/1990 describing the
role of HTÍ instructs the organisation to work towards preventative measures in their
field when appropriate.81 The addition of the „appropriate‟ clause leaves room for
80

The laws are not necessarily conflicting in and of themselves, but in relation to the aforementioned
depiction of confused rhetoric surrounding deafness, and the conflicting ideological positions of the
institutions as described in previous chapters, the vague terminology gives rise to conflict and will be
contextually described as such.
81
“3. Að sinna forvörnum á starfssviði sínu í samvinnu við aðrar stofnanir um forvarnir eftir því sem á
við.” (Althingi 97/1990)
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interpretation and is ultimately falls upon the chairman of HTÍ‟s discretion. Vague
legalistic terminology leaves room for deafness to be interpreted as an undesirable
affliction based on normative medical views of the „healthy‟ body and on the common
Hearing desire to be able to hear and speak with no obstruction. One such sentiment is
reflected in the popular notion, commonly found in culturally Hearing establishments
on hearing impairment82 stating that with better hearing comes a better quality of life.83
Preventative measures could entail all forms of deafness, where the main goal is to
eradicate it altogether. A lack of clarity within legalistic statements allows arbitrary and
personalised interpretations to work against an overarching goal, such as the
government‟s desire for ÍTM to be used, promoted and protected.
Within Act no. 129/1990 it is stated that one of SHH‟s requirements is to work
closely with institutions designed on the basis of disability such as HTÍ, The State
Diagnostic and Counselling Centre, local offices for disability affairs, and other various
social institutions. Deafness is conceptualised fundamentally as a disability through the
intermediary legalistic rhetoric binding a cooperative obligation between SHH and other
medical agencies on the basis of Act no. 129/1990.
Three separate Acts are woven into one another that are seemingly contradictory in
nature: Act no. 61/2011 mandates that the government protects ÍTM, promotes it, and
facilitates research, expanding opportunities for Icelanders to learn ÍTM. Act no.
97/1990 expresses that one of the primary roles of HTÍ is to prevent sickness and
disease that fall under their jurisdiction which are ailments concerning hearing and
speech, leaving room for interpretation by a limited number of expert specialists as to
what constitutes sickness and disease, as well as how to cure them. Act no. 129/1990
unites institutions that are at seemingly separate ideological ends serving different
cultural bases. When observed independently each Act corresponds to strategies
intended to ensure the best interest of the populace, but in tandem they risk manifesting
a confused institutionalised depiction of deafness as a homogenous pathological
condition with a medical solution.
The legalistic discourse surrounding deafness can be interpreted in this twofold
manner 1) that hearing impairment is by and large a disability which the government
has an ethical obligation to find solutions to, and that 2) ÍTM is the native language of
the deaf which the government has an ethical obligation to protect, maintain, and
82
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The same phrase can also be observed on heyrn.is (2017), heyrnartaekni.is (2017) and mbl.is (2011).
“Betri heyrn – bætt lífsgæði” (heyrnarhjalp.is 2017)
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cultivate. The two legalistic driving forces behind these statements do not need to be at
conflict where aid can be provided to those who seek it and ÍTM can be promoted and
developed at the same time. There is no legalistic distinction describing the ways in
which one can be deaf except in protection of ÍTM, but this is acknowledgement of a
language but not of the culture and user base associated with it. In legalistic terms there
is a very little difference between those who are deaf and others that are Deaf.
Institutions have different agendas fastened in law. The interpretation of those laws is
down to the discrepancy of a few individuals.
Economic Discourse Surrounding Deafness
Themes of economy regularly appear in discussions relating to the deaf where the flow
of capital and governmental delegations are heated points of deliberation. One of the
most common discursive tactics in economic discourse is the argument that finances are
limited and that there will always be compromises when it comes to slicing the
metaphorical pie. This argument crops up in matters relating to the deaf where it is
commonly used as a justification for not engaging in projects that may otherwise be
very beneficial to the Deaf community. The regular depletion of the sign language
interpreting fund Þorgerðarsjóður,84 and the insufficient funding to translate school
materials into ÍTM, has been met with economic justifications detailing a desire to come
to the needs of the deaf and hearing impaired communities but only having a finite
capacity to do so.
The issue of translating school material from Icelandic into ÍTM highlights the
conflict between moral/legalistic and economic arguments. In 2014 parents of a deaf
boy named Andri sent a request to the governmental institution Námsgagnastofnun, an
agency tasked with developing educational material for schools, asking to get their
son‟s school material translated into ÍTM, his native language. Their request was built
upon the idea that their son has a legalistic right to access education on the same level as
hearing children on the grounds of Act no. 61/2011 and that his right could only be
upheld if his educational material were translated into ÍTM (Eiðsson 2015, Grímsdóttir
2015, Þorkelsdóttir 2015). In a separate instance two years later ethical arguments were
employed by the mother of another deaf child, dubbed Móði, explaining that deaf
children would do better at both languages, Icelandic and ÍTM, if learning material were
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Named after Þorgerður Katrín Gunnarsdóttir who set the fund in motion, she was the minister of
education, science and culture at the time.
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available in ÍTM.85 They claimed that the lack of funding is a human rights violation;
citing the same laws ensuring ÍTM‟s equal status to Icelandic and explaining the
frustration and anger that come with a seemingly endless struggle against institutions
that seem to be lacking in understanding (Benjamin 2017).86
The Minister of Education, Science and Culture, Illugi Gunnarsson, denied the
request on the basis that such an endeavour would cost disproportionately much,87 an
auxiliary reason was stated in which it was claimed that the child would also be required
to learn how to read and write Icelandic anyway, where it was speculated that the
material in its original format could come in handy in achieving that proficiency
(Gunnarsson 2016). This assumption was challenged with the argument that every child
has a legal right to access the education system equally to their peers, but that this
becomes exceedingly difficult when they do not have access to learning material in their
own native language.88 The child‟s parents litigated the government twice in an attempt
to overturn the decision but to no avail. The parents argued against Gunnarsson‟s
decision stating that the government is discriminating based on ability, pointing towards
the system surrounding the education of the blind where nine individuals are tasked
with making learning material accessible for blind children but that not even one person
is tasked with providing deaf children with school material in ÍTM.
In Stefánsdóttir‟s (2005) research findings she concluded that sign language tends
to require rationalizations when dealing with those who are unfamiliar with its status in
the Deaf community but that ultimately economic viewpoints determine whether or not
ÍTM is made accessible.89 In the case of educational material being provided in ÍTM the
economic justifications for abstaining from this endeavour triumphed over legal and
moral discursive tactics. The Icelandic government agreed with the ethical principles
behind making the education system more accessible for deaf children but claimed not
to see a legal obligation on behalf of Námsgagnastofnun to provide material in ÍTM,
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“Heyrnarlausum börnum stendur ekki til boða að fá sérstakt námsefni eða skólabækur á táknmáli og því
er oft erfiðara fyrir þau að ná tökum á bæði íslensku og táknmáli.” (Benjamin 2017)
86
“Maður er búinn að standa ströngu í svo langan tíma, og vera reiður í svo mörg ár, því þetta er endalaus
barátta. Það er búið að samþykkja íslenskt táknmál sem móðurmál heyrnarlausra, en það er ekkert
fjármagn í að styðja það með námsefni eða neinu. Þetta eru bara mannréttindabrot.” (Benjamin 2017)
87
“Þá kemur fram að áætlaður kostnaður við að þýða og aðlaga námsefni á táknmáli í þeim námsgreinum
sem óskað sé eftir sé það mikill að endurskoða þyrfti forgangsröðun stjórnvalda eða auka verulega
fjárveitingar til stofnunarinnar til að slík útgáfa yrði framkvæmanleg.” (Gunnarsson 2015)
88
“Eins og önnur börn eiga þau rétt á því að vera hluti af menntakerfinu, en það er mjög strembið fyrir
þau að læra þegar þau fá ekki námsefni á málinu sínu.” (Benjamin 2017)
89
“Í rannsókninni kemur fram að yfirleitt þarf að rökstyðja þörf fyrir táknmálið og peningaleg sjónarmið
geta ráðið hvort það er aðgengilegt” (Stefánsdóttir 2005, 147)
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stating that the government either needed to attain massive funding to support the
project or reprioritize its governmental goals (Grímsdóttir 2015).
Another issue which has been in the limelight for some years involves the sign
language interpreting fund, which has been regularly depleting mid-year leaving those
who rely on the service to pay out of their own pockets to take part in normal everyday
activities, such as parent-teacher conferences, attending seminars, or partaking in after
school activities.90 Parliament member, Páll Valur Björnsson, attempted to appeal to the
Minister of Education, Science and Culture at the time, Illugi Gunnarsson, by means of
arguing that the lack of funding was a clear violation of human rights.91 Gunnarsson
responded by stating that there is a desire to do more but that the ministry is limited by
the funds that are available to them, proposing that the best solution to this problem is to
find means of acquiring more capital.92
Snædís Rán Hjartadóttir, who is both hearing and vision impaired due to a rare
neurodegenerative disease, litigated SHH and the Icelandic government on the basis that
her rights were broken when her request of a refundable interpreting services was
denied. Hjartadóttir won her case, seemingly setting a precedent for potential future
cases involving the rights of ÍTM users. Hjartardóttir‟s lawyer, Páll Rúnar M.
Kristjánsson, compared the limited access to interpreting services on the basis of finite
funding to infringing upon women‟s right to vote based on the same economic rhetoric,
claiming that the Icelandic government was trying to argue against Hjartardóttir‟s
human rights because they did not fit into the government‟s budget.93 In 2017,
Hjartardóttir‟s sister Áslaug Ýr Hjartadóttir, who also has the same neurodegenerative
disease, litigated against SHH and the Icelandic government for a similar case where her
requests for interpretation services were denied. Her case, unlike her sister‟s, did not
succeed in court which their lawyer Kristjánsson claims to be virtually the same.94 It is
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“Hann er í grunnskóla og við vitum ekkert hvað tekur við að honum loknum. Það er rosalega erfitt að
finna fjármagn fyrir túlk og annað fyrir daglegar athafnir eftir skóla.” (Benjamin 2017)
91
“Það er ljóst í mínum huga að með því að leggja ekki aukið fé í túlkasjóðinn er ráðherrann og við sem
förum með löggjafavaldið ekki einungis að sýna því fólki sem á þessu þarf að halda mikla vanvirðingu
heldur erum við einnig að brjóta á mannréttindum þess.” (Björnsson, P. V. 2014)
92
“Við vitum að í ýmsum slíkum tilvikum vildum við svo sannarlega geta gert betur en við erum alltaf
takmörkuð af þeim fjármunum sem við höfum til skiptanna. Þá skiptir mestu máli, [...] að við reynum að
stækka kökuna þannig að við höfum meira á milli handanna.” (Gunnarsson 2014)
93
“Íslenska ríkið hélt því í alvöru fram að því væri heimilt að hafa þessari ungu konu mannréttindi hennar
með þeirri réttlætingu að þessi mannréttindi rúmuðust ekki innan fjárlaga. Þetta er álika gáfulegt og að
segja að konur muni ekki fá að kjósa í næstu kosningum vegna þess að fjárveitingar til kosningamála hafi
verið skorin niður,” (Jónsson, S. Ó. 2015)
94
“Hér er allt eins. Þær eru systur, með fullkomlega sama erfðaefni, í sömu stöðu, með sama sjúkdóm og
ætla sér sambærilega hluti í lífinu. Þjónustan sem þær eiga rétt á ætti því að skila þeim báðum sömu
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completely in the hands of the legal adjucators whether or not deaf people‟s rights are
upheld and seems to be down to subjective interpretations of the law rather than a
consistent process of adjucating based on clearly defined principles.
Stefánsdóttir ties together economic and legalistic avenues of reasoning by arguing
that the legalistic status of ÍTM is not being upheld due to economic limitations
preventing Act no. 61/2011 from being enforced. She states that the laws were simply
placed without an implementation process ensuring their effectiveness, claiming that the
situation is worse than it was before partially due of the absence of adequate finances
that are required for the law to be practical (Benjamin 2017).95 The two situations
featured here, relating to educational material and interpretation services, demonstrate
how difficult it can be for the Deaf community to justify increased spending for their
causes even though ÍTM‟s legal status has been ensured.
The laws ensuring ÍTM‟s status seem to function in some cases as an empty gesture
to appease the Deaf community but with little to no practical applications whenever a
financial burden is introduced into the equation. Public individuals such as Hjartadóttir
as well as the aforementioned parents of deaf children have sought legalistic avenues on
ethical principles to rectify the perceived injustice propagated by the Icelandic
government and their proximate institutions with varying degrees of success. The claim
made by Stefánsdóttir (2005) about ÍTM‟s accessibility being in large part controlled by
available finances rings true, and in light of the decreasing number of domains where
ÍTM is supported, such as in the school system, it must be asked whether or not, with a
declining number of sign language users, if it will become harder to justify allocating
finances on a shrinking population of the culturally Deaf?

stöðu. Hér er ekkert til staðar sem réttlætir að önnur þeirra búi við annan og lakari rétt og búið er að dæma
hinni.” (Friðriksdóttir 2017)
95
“Í samtali við Stundina segir Valgerður að staðan sé verri í dag þar sem málaflokkurinn fái mjög
takmarkað fjármagn og að það sé engin eftirfylgni með áðurnefndu lögum. „Íslenskt táknmál er
samkvæmt lögum jafnt mál til samskipta og það er bannað að mismuna fólki eftir því hvaða mál það notar
en það er stöðugt gert,“ segir hún. „Lögunum fylgdi ekkert innleiðingarferli, þau voru bara sett, og við
búum við óbreytt ástand í dag.”” (Benjamin 2017)
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Discussion
Icelandic Sign Language is an endangered language. The Committee on Icelandic Sign
Language reveals in their research findings that governmental apathy and low finances
are the biggest contributors to the declining status of ÍTM where Act no. 61/2011,
meant to ensure its equal status to Icelandic, is not being enforced. It is stated in their
report that the current level of sign language use in educational facilities is
unsatisfactory and that many children who are fitted with cochlear implants do not get
an unhindered opportunity to learn Icelandic Sign Language. This current trajectory
indicates that Icelandic Sign Language is teetering on the edge of the moribund
classification on Whaley‟s (2003) endangerment scale which states that no new native
speakers are acquiring the language. This is only one step away from the nearly extinct
classification which is an exceptionally difficult point for a language to return from.
There is a global mass extinction event of languages in effect where thousands of
minority languages are struggling to stay alive in competition with more dominant
languages. Wide arrays of influences have to be taken into consideration if conservation
is to be attempted, from regional political climates to local perspectives about the
effectiveness of preservation, as each instance of language endangerment needs to be
considered independently from other language situations. It is notably difficult to
compare language situations, even if both happen to share similar reasons for their
endangerment. There does not necessarily need to be a link between the endangered
language and its associated culture. It is clear, however, that the disappearance of one
has a significant effect on the status of the other, especially in regards to sign language
and Deaf Culture; the acquisition of which is in many regards predicated on the ability
to speak sign language. Sign languages are in an especially vulnerable position,
regardless of legalistic stature, in part due to difficulties of transcribing them into text,
but also because of a reigning perception amongst those ignorant about deafness seeing
it purely in terms of pathology without realizing that are cultural and linguistic elements
that set deafness apart from other disabilities.
Deaf experiences have not been historically sought after; the epistemology of
deafness was created by- and for Hearing individuals. This practice of reducing bodies
to a form of knowledge resembles the manner in which colonial subjects became
epistemological interests to the colonising country, subsequently leading to the
reduction of a culture to be collected and disseminated as information; with ontological
accounts minimized, misconstrued, or ignored.
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Sign languages have also been minimized through their categorization as simple
pantomime or gesticulation, where hand-movements were seen as futile attempts to
grapple with the abstract nature of thought. It is perceptions like these that have
produced the false association of deaf people being mute or otherwise without a
language. This misunderstanding of deafness has led some, such as Aristotle and
Alexander G. Bell, to believe that deaf people are somehow cognitively inferior or
incapable of rational thought. It is only in the past 50 to 60 years where Deaf people
started to become recognized as belonging to a cultural and linguistic minority in
possession of a legitimate and fully-fledged grammatical language that exists
independently from its vocalised „counterpart‟. The United States, and particularly
Gallaudet University, has since contributed a significant body of research providing
biological and social proofs for the validity of sign languages and Deaf Culture.
There are many historical examples in the Deaf-World of systematic oppression in
the realms of medicine and pedagogy. Their effects are still being felt in subtler forms
of rhetoric that restricts deaf children from accessing sign language. Medical schools
place a natural emphasis on corporeal pathology, but that module of deafness fails to
adequately incorporate social and cultural realities. Deafness is often viewed as a
disease to be cured or as a socially isolating disability, where assimilation into Hearing
culture is viewed to be the solution. In these instances, educational and medical
establishments unwittingly become hegemonic instruments which suppress Deaf
ontologies and reinforce Hearing values. A great deal of people benefit from medical
solutions to hearing loss, such as those who lose their hearing with age, disease, or due
to an accident, but they generally grow up identifying with Hearing values and without
speaking sign language. The proportion of individuals who have hearing impairments
that identify with Hearing culture compared to hearing impaired individuals that
identify with Deaf Culture is significantly in favour of the former group. The collected
epistemology on hearing loss reflects the majority population where cultural Deaf
ontologies are statistically fewer in comparison to pathological accounts descriptions of
hearing loss and consequently not as prominent in the greater medical discourse on
hearing loss.
There is more than one way of being deaf in Iceland. On one hand deafness is
described in pathological terms where the corporeal state of an individual is that with
diminished to no hearing ability. On another hand, deafness is described in terms of
being a linguistic and cultural minority. Members of HH primarily fall under the
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medical module of deafness and with their membership reaching in the thousands it
provides the association with a strong voice and promising opportunities to sway public
opinion and change laws in accordance with the values of its membership. FH is by
comparison only in possession of a few hundred members and subsequently has fewer
voices to campaign for Deaf rights. Uneven representations of these diverging groups
make pathological viewpoints of hearing loss more visible in the public spectrum than
cultural and linguistic dimensions of deafness.
The Deaf community has seen a need to set itself apart from other classifications of
hearing loss through the founding of FH, a separate association to HH, based on Deaf
cultural values. The genesis of the word „döff‟ demonstrates a desire from the Icelandic
Deaf community to be seen as more than as a group of hearing impaired individuals.
The way in which the Icelandic Deaf community distinguishes itself from other groups
is by substituting the primary descriptor of deafness, i.e. heyrnarlaus, with a different
word, döff, speculated to have etymological roots in ÍTM. Analysis on the periodicals
Döffblaðið and Heyrnarhjálp reveal vastly different types of advertisements and
articles. The former holds Deaf role models in high regard, celebrate sign language, and
promotes Deaf values. The latter advertises technological advancements and shares
membership success stories. The modules of hearing loss that are seen in these social
institutions reflect those of the governmental institutions SHH and HTÍ.
This analysis reveals there is an indirect sign language ban in effect, causing ÍTM to
not be an automatically part of a deaf child‟s life. The two most prominent and
influential institutions surrounding deafness, SHH and HTÍ, have been tasked with
serving different groups of people through the same institutional modules of deafness.
All deaf children are intended to be systematically put up for evaluation under the
medical module of deafness while access to the cultural module of deafness through
SHH is restricted through the factor of parental choice. Agency over the child is placed
into the hands of the parents. Parents of deaf children will nine times out of ten be
hearing themselves and are unlikely to be already familiar with ÍTM or Deaf Culture
when the child is born. This creates the potential for deaf children to grow up without
sign language which can be harmful to their emotional and mental development and
contributes to ÍTM‟s declining status as an endangered language.
HTÍ and SHH both agree that cochlear implants do not provide perfect hearing and
that people implanted with the device are essentially still deaf and will continue to
remain deaf. HTÍ and SHH also agree that sign language is massively important to the
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development of a deaf individual even if they use devices that improve their hearing.
HTÍ expresses some inconsistency with their own professed sentiments when they
describe sign language and speech as being interchangeable. HTÍ claims that as long as
children get stimulation in any language that should be sufficient to their development,
indicating that Icelandic can take the place of Icelandic Sign Language.
SHH and HTÍ are intended to work together, but statements made by the CEO of
SHH, Valgerður Stefánsdóttir, along with reports from members of the Deaf
community, indicate that current levels of interaction between HTÍ and SHH are
insufficient. SHH is limited in their degree of influence and can legally be barred from
participation entirely. The result is that many parents seek out SHH on their own
volition much later than would be ideal. The example of Móði shows that it can take
years before parents seek out SHH, at which point the optimal window for early
language acquisition might be gone.
Despite laws mandating cooperation between SHH and HTÍ there is disconnect
where each agency runs off an operational agenda that is in direct contradiction to the
agenda of its partner association. This is seen in the different language environments
that SHH and HTÍ recommend parents immerse their children into. SHH advises that
deaf children grow up in a sign language environment regardless of CI use whereas HTÍ
advises that deaf children be implemented with CI and raised in a speech environment
with a peripheral use of ÍTM for instances where speech is not feasible. The underlying
perspective for this discrepancy lies in attitudes towards Icelandic Sign Language where
it is regularly spoken about by Hearing specialists and Hearing parents in terms of being
a tool to acquire Icelandic or as a language that can be entirely substituted for Icelandic.
In light of the fact that ÍTM is often seen as a tool by medical professionals it is
worth questioning if medical perspectives also see other systems of communication
such as TMT (signs with speech), a tool devised to assist children acquire speech and
not its own grammatical language, as being a sufficient mode of communication for
deaf children who are fitted with cochlear implants. The possibility that a Deaf child is
taught TMT alongside Icelandic instead of ÍTM is an unacceptable alternative.
Stefánsdóttir‟s (2005) research discovered that the simultaneous use of signs and speech
is not only harmful to deaf individuals but also inefficient. There is nothing to suggest
that TMT is currently being recommended over ÍTM but because of medical viewpoints
of ÍTM as a tool and suggestions that children with cochlear implants be raised in
speech environments it is a possibility that bears mentioning.
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The laws intended to protect and promote ÍTM are poorly enforced according to the
Committee on Icelandic Sign Language. Comparatively, laws mandating that HTÍ work
towards improving the hearing health of the nation are very effective, with
approximately 95% of children being reached for evaluation in the year 2015. Language
surrounding HTÍ‟s legalistic goals involves a degree of ambiguity where it is not clear
what constitutes as „healthy‟ or what measures can be considered „appropriate‟ in
achieving a healthy standard for hearing health in Iceland. Appropriate measures to
improve the hearing health of the nation could involve measures to remove or prevent
deafness altogether where it comes down to individual interpretation of the intended
institutional operations.
These findings indicate that there is no ill-intent or malice on behalf of the Icelandic
government or its employed specialists, but rather, due to the façade of progress such as
with Act no. 61/2011 the status of ÍTM does not seem immediately alarming on the
surface. The way in which sign language and deafness is spoken about at an institutional
level indicates at mostly positive viewpoints among hearing specialists towards the
importance and usefulness of sign language; but good intensions, such as the
mainstreaming of Deaf children into mixed schools and the emphasis on speech
environments, demonstrates that logically founded medical and pedagogical conclusions
can be blind to social and cultural realities derived from Deaf ontologies. There is
potential for harmful outcomes, such as with lower levels of self-esteem found amongst
deaf students in the mainstreamed school Hlíðaskóli, when social and linguistic needs
take a backseat to focuses that engage with the deaf body as a panoptic entity to be
monitored and steered through medical and educational systems.
The distribution of credibility, authority, and power is disproportionately placed
into the hands of HTÍ who are well-intentioned but also self-professedly ignorant about
the cultural dimensions of deafness. Ableist hegemony is often blind to its control and
influence over disability; similar to how white privilege is often invisible to those who
are white. HTÍ is limited in their ability to cater to the culture and language needs of
Deaf individuals, both legally (if the parent chooses so) and epistemologically, since the
educational institutions tasked with educating these specialists have been developed by
Hearing actors that base their research of hearing loss on a medical module intended for
a culturally Hearing world.
Discourse on deafness requires a significant amount of rationalisation, explaining,
and justifying on behalf of proponents of Deaf Culture, indicating at a deep-seated
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societal ignorance where many still believe that sign language is a single universal
language. Because of misconceptions of deafness as a being purely pathological state of
being, and this repeated need for rationalising and explaining cultural facets of deafness
to the uninitiated, both moral and legalistic arguments regularly lose out to economic
arguments. Even a court case that has a legal precedence ruling in favour of reimbursing
social interpreting use on the basis of human rights has its virtually identical counterpart
lose out on a different interpretation of the law. The degree of uncertainty and
ambiguity in legalistic rhetoric allows for decisions to be founded on different
perceptions of sign language and its relative value.
The Committee on Icelandic Sign Language point out that once the school for the
deaf closed down one of the most important domains for sign language use and
promotion went with it. The Icelandic government does not consider it necessary to
translate educational material into ÍTM but it simultaneously funds and employs nine
individuals to create school material accessible to the blind. In this instance ÍTM is not
placed on an equal platform to that of Icelandic despite laws declaring its equal status,
allowing for legalistic arguments to lose out to economic ones. No processes followed
the laws in 2011 ensuring ÍTM‟s legal status, rendering it a ceremonial gesture to the
Deaf community who have yet to see these laws manifest into a palpable reality.
The three most pertinent points uncovered in this analysis can be summarized as
such: 1) there is a wide-spread social ignorance of cultural deafness and of the role and
function of ÍTM which bleeds into legalistic and governmental institutions causing
inconsistencies in institutional operations. 2) The institutional and social language
surrounding deafness in Iceland is ambiguous and unclear with real world ramifications,
and 3) access to ÍTM is unwittingly being hindered by governmental institutions. This
analysis uncovers internal institutional inconsistencies and contradictory agendas in
motion through separate branches of the Icelandic government. Icelandic Sign
Language seems to require constant justifications and explanations despite its legal
status, but its access is prone to limitation primarily because of a governmental
unwillingness to finance its promotion.
Overtly oppressive practices by the likes of Oralism are no longer to be found in
Iceland, but inherent oppression predicated on ignorance can still be found within
discourse that assumes Hearing hegemonic values. Deaf ontologies and epistemologies
are becoming increasingly more included in medical sectors of society where the
ideological gap between deafness modules is shrinking, but the current trajectory of
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ÍTM‟s endangerment status is pressing and is likely to require far more than just
institutional perspectives changing.
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Conclusion
Icelandic Sign Language is an inherently interesting and beautiful language by virtue of
how few can speak it and because of how it contains captured pieces of Icelandic
culture that are unique to its visual form. Anybody can benefit from speaking sign
language, regardless of hearing ability, and now that it is legally acknolwedged as equal
to Icelandic its access should be made guaranteed to all Icelanders. It would be a
misconception to think that only the Deaf community would benefit from Icelandic Sign
Language being saved from extinction. Languages contain knowledge and perspectives
that are not found anywhere else in the world so the value of having more than one
language indigenous to Iceland cannot be overstated. We are culturally enrichened for
having different codes of thought that are directly derived from experiences found in
Icelandic society that illuminate aspects of our culture.
It is my assessment that this pervasive societal ignorance is more than just a form of
not knowing. A lack of direct experience of deafness and sign language is often
supplemented with assumptions about what it must like to be deaf. The medical module
of deafness is a component in the makeup of a larger picture that would greatly benefit
from the inclusion of Deaf ontologies. Positive governmental viewpoints and further
legalistic augmentation are important to the long term sustainability of ÍTM but they are
not likely to solve the core issues surrounding ÍTM‟s endangerment status by
themselves. The most pressing issue is to ensure that newer generations acquire sign
language, regardless of whether or not they have cochlear implants, and that its access is
made unhindered. Efforts should also be placed into educating every Icelander about
both of their national languages and of the existence of a sociocultural reality associated
with deafness that is different from the pathological module.
Questions emerge in light of societal ignorance where one wonders how a language
is to be saved from destitution if a great number of people do not even realize that there
is a language to be saved in the first place? Currently, nobody in Iceland holds a Ph.D
degree in a field relating to Deaf Culture or Icelandic Sign Language. With such a small
reference community, of only about one thousand individuals, assistance from outside
of the community will likely be needed in order to reverse ÍTM„s current course towards
disappearance. It is the intention of this essay to start a long-needed conversation about
reigning social and institutional views towards deafness so as to bring inconsistencies
and contradictions to the surface. I have hopes that a more refocused and
interdisciplinary approach can be engaged to stop the number of sign language speakers
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from diminishing. This is a time-sensitive issue which has to be swiftly addressed so
that this valuable language and unique culture landscape, tucked away in the back
garden of Icelandic‟s cultural mosaic, does not disappear forever.
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